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0.
Preliminary observations
on classical Sanskrit
pronunciation
0.1. Our primary (and ambitious) aim is to accurately describe the real pronunciation of classical Sanskrit of the middle period of the 1st millennium ∫C (\
about 2500 years ago). According to Natural Phonotonetics, we will start from its
real vowels and diphthongs: phonemically /I, A, U÷ II, ee, AA, oo, UU÷ AI, AU/ (with
all their taxophones, as shown in ˙ 3.1).
Of course, in this 3rd millennium åC, which is just at its beginning, we cannot
possibly consider intense (or ‘syllabic') consonants as if they they were still ‘vowels', although they clearly form the nuclei of their syllables. <us, /¥, Î, …/ are simply intense contoids.
<e nasalization implied in some examples, here indicated as /é–/ (transliterated as ö˚ after a vowel), and anciently called anusvAra˚ /AnUs'WAArA/ (&anYs'wAArÄ),
will be transcribed very accurately, as well, with precise phonetic symbols.
0.2. <ere is another phono-grammatical ‘phenomenom', here indicated as /éh/
(transliterated as ∆˚ after a vowel), and anciently called visarga˚ /WI'sArgA/ (Wy'sargÄ),
which will be transcribed very accurately, as well, with all its necessary taxophones.
Of course, it is a consonantal phenomenon, although in Sanskrit it was dealt with
the vowels that it followed, which ‘colored' it di‡erently, as we will see.
Afterwards, the ‘legitimate' consonants will be presented and described, in our
modern scientiﬁc way. Although it is necessary to clearly state (with sincere admiration) that the consonants of Sanskrit had been fairly scientiﬁcally presented and
described, especially its momentaneous and nasal elements. In fact, this language
was ﬁrst analyzed phonically, rather than starting from a sort of ‘necessary' spelling, to ‘explain' how some more or less inadequate writable signs, somehow ‘devised' or ‘stolen' from other similar jumbles.
0.3. Only, at a second time, in fact, Sanskrit was starting to be ‘written'. Unfortunately, a sort of syllable entity was chosen to be the basis for it, instead of
pure (and legitimate) segments. <us, some combinations of consonants and vowels were ‘selected' for a basis as /0A/, with the ‘magical' possibility for that /A/ to
‘disappear', when convenient… Of course, the other way round would have been
more suitable, by ‘adding' that ‘jack of all trades' a /A/ when necessary, instead of
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cancelling it, for pure ‘convenience', as a stopgap measure.
However, the real problem was that by searching both for artistic elegance and
‘convenient' space concision, the essential strokes were both shortened (or ‘mutilated') and combined as possible, with no practical and reliable linguistic method.
In fact, very sadly, the strokes did not mainly combine their phonic values, in
real phonic syllables, but only for (terribly unphonic) eye and space reasons. <e
result was to produce about 200 monographic jumbles, \ the traditional ‘devanagari' script (still used in Hindi, too: devanAgarI (deB'nAAg-rI), in real Sanskrit (&d⁄WÄ'nAAgÄ&rI)). Frankly, they look more like heavily elaborate little embroideris.
0.4. We also have a secondary (and additional) aim, \ to add the ‘modern pronunciation' (or rather the various di‡erent ‘spronunciations') that Sanskrit is subject to, generally limiting ourselves to the Indian subcontinent. From an objective
standpoint, things are very similar to what even the various ‘specialists' or ‘experts'
currently do for classical Latin and Greek, although, for these two further languages, the current spelling situation is certainly even worse, especially for Latin.
In fact, in these two languages, even the position of stress may be phonemic,
\ it may change the meaning of certain words, especially in Latin. In addition the
assignment of Latin stress also depends on the quantity of its i˚ e˚ a˚ o˚ u vowels
(including y˚ in Greek loans), which is not indicated, except, partially, in good dictionaries (but with di‡erences, hopefully representing possible real pronunciation
di‡erences).
For ancient Greek, in addition to the possible quantity di‡erences for i˚ a˚ u˚
which may be short or long, there is the complication that it kept three stressed
tones: (è) (') (ç), and an unstressed one: (3). Happily enough, however, its tonemes
(and variants) are rather correctly shown by the deﬁnitive spelling of the ancient
texts that we have, and they combine pitch and intensity di‡erences.
However, even for Latin and Greek, not only common students or teachers,
but also ‘specialists and experts', more or less heavily, also exhibit regional characteristics, not only Italian or Greek, but also of several national (and again regional) countries, mostly European (or Western), but also mostly Asian (or Eastern).
Let us state clearly, once and for all, that our main aim, for those three classical
languages, is to show what their real pronunciations were, independently from the
di‚culties this may present. We intend to show them by means of precise canIPA
symbols and ﬁgures (and terminology), as already said.
0.5. Unfortunately, any (written) language has an alphabetical ‘order' of its
own, more or less unsatisfactory, indeed. In fact, none of them is clearly ‘phono-logical', but subject to ‘criteria' which have very little to do with either phonology
or logic˘ <e Sanskrit one is: a˚ A˚ i˚ I˚ u˚ U˚ ò˚ ≠˚ ¡˚ e˚ ai˚ o˚ au˚ k˚ kh˚ g˚ gh˚ µ˚ c˚ ch˚
j˚ jh˚ ¬˚ †˚ †h˚ ∂˚ ∂h˚ ~˚ t˚ th˚ d˚ dh˚ n˚ p˚ ph˚ b˚ bh˚ m˚ y˚ r˚ l˚ v˚ Ω˚ ß˚ s˚ h˚ plus two
‘things' represented as something troublesome, \ ö˚ ∆ – for two original diacrit-
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ics, \ ‘ 1 ' (written above) and ‘:' (written after) certain ‘stroke combinations'.
Phonically, they are, respectively: /–/ and /h/ (\ /-–/ and /-h/ after vowels: /é-/).
More traditionally, instead of e˚ o˚ ò˚ ≠˚ ¡˚ c˚ j˚ ¬˚ we ﬁnd the less explicit letters É˚
Ö˚ ®/˛˚ ≠/î˚ ú/ÿ˚ ¸˚ ã˚ ó˘
Of course, a modern (and more scientiﬁc way of listing the phonemes of Sanskrit is: (vowels) /I, A, U÷ II, ee, AA, oo, UU÷ AI, AU/ i˚ a˚ u÷ I˚ e˚ A˚ o˚ U÷ ai, au; and
(nasal consonants) /m, n, µ, ô, ù, –/ m˚ n˚ ~˚ ¬˚ µ˚ ö; (stop c.) /p, b÷ t, d÷ T, D÷ ©, á÷
k, g/ p˚ b÷ t˚ d÷ †˚ ∂÷ c˚ j÷ k˚ g˘
Arguably, ‘things' like /ph, bH/ Æ are not single or unitary phonemes, but obvious sequences (not substantially di‡erent from /pr, pl, pj, pW/ or /kß, #ô/ Æ); (constrictive c.) /s, ß, Â/ s˚ ß˚ Ω÷ (approximant c.) /W, j, H, h/ v˚ y˚ h˚ ∆; (rhotic c.) /r, ≈÷ ¥,
Î/ r˚ r÷ ò˚ |; (lateral c.) /l, …/ l˚ ¡.
Certainly, the intense (or ‘syllabic') consonants, /¥, Î÷ …/ ò˚ |˚ ¡, are not ‘vowels'.
<e table of ˙ 4.1 clearly shows all the (phonetic) consonantal taxophones that
we need to transcribe real Sanskrit.
0.6. Ã 1 “ 2 will introduce to Natutal Phonotonetics. For deeper information
and further useful ﬁgures, readers are invited to (carefully) see Ã 8-14 of our Natural Phonetics and Tonetics˚ which may be found (in an updated version) in our
canipa.net website. <ere many pdf's (on several languages from further books of
ours) may be useful to increase one's knowledge about these subjects.
0.7. Acknowledgments. Special thanks to Maria Piera Candotti and Malhar Kulkarni for their kind help with the sentences of Ã 5 and Aesop's story ‘<e North
#nd and the Sun' in Ã 6.
2020/9/9
¬uciano ©anepari (lu'ca;no &kane'pa:Ri)
University of Venice (Italy)
Natural Phonotonetics
natural.phonetics@gmail.com

1.
A general approach to
Natural Phonetics
1.0. In this introductory chapter, we will present the fundamental categories,
with a simpliﬁed treatment limited to the most basic elements. ˛ese categories
constitute the minimum necessary to proceed scientiﬁcally with phonetics.
In what will follow, every part will be gone into in greater depth and with added
detail, helping the reader to arrive at a more complete knowledge of the subject.
Vowels
1.1. ˛e back of the tongue is the fundamental element in vowel production. It
moves in two di‡erent directions: high–low and forward–back. Consequently, the combination of these two elements produces a quadrilateral, which gives
us the fundamental vocogram, used for showing –inside it– the positions of the
vowels of a given language. On the left side of û 1.1, there are three orograms indicating the zone of vocoid articulations; these orograms are steadily more
schematic, moving downwards. ˛e ﬁrst, on top, is the most realistic, while the
third, at the bottom, is a quadrilateral.
On the right-hand side of û 1.1, the upper diagram is an orogram which shows
the tongue: low and central, as in the pronunciation of a (a) in most languages.
˛e upper outlines of the positions of i (i), high and front, and u (u), high and
back, are also given – as they occur in most languages. ˛e points are connected
and contained in the white (or transparent) quadrilateral, which is given enlarged
in the ﬁgure below (the vocogram, on the lower part of the right-hand side).
1.2. In the large quadrilateral, 11 vowels have been placed, shown by (square
and round) markers. ˛e round ones refer to vowels articulated with rounded
lips, while the square ones naturally represent vowels with unrounded –either
spread or neutral– lip position.
˛e symbols (i, a, u) correspond to Spanish i, a, u, as in utilizar (u&tili'†aR) (or
Italian utilità (u&tili'ta)), while (e, o) are the ‘closed' vowels of Portuguese, as in vê,
povo ('ve, 'povu) (or Italian tre, sono ('tre, 'so:no)); (E, O) are the (stressed) ‘open'
vowels of Portuguese, as in pé, pó ('pE, 'pO) (or Italian sette, otto ('sEt:te, 'Ot:to)). Note
also German Kamm˚ Tag ('kham, 'tha:k), viel, Kuh ('fi:l, 'khu:), and –but closer–
Weg˚ Boot˚ weg˚ Loch ('ve:é, 'Êo:t, 'vEé, 'lOX). ˛e Italian words written corressi and
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volto have two di‡erent meanings corresponding to two di‡erent pronunciations:
(se) corressi ‘(if) I ran' (koR'res:si), and (io) corressi ‘(I) corrected' (koR'rEs:si); (il] volto ‘(the) face' ('vo≤:to), and (io) volto ‘(I) turn around' ('vO≤:to). Consequently, the
two graphemes >e˚ o≥ can each represent two di‡erent phonemes: /e, E/ or /o, O/.
˛e vowels of a number of languages are concisely shown in Ã 10. Our bibliography contains the books we produced (or intend to produce) to accurately describe a number of languages.
û 1.1. ˛e articulatory extent of vowel sounds.
a

i

≠

a u
y

i

a

≠

±
a

e
E

u
È

°

o
O

§
a

1.3. û 1.1 (the vocogram part) contains three more vowels /y, °, §/, which are
rounded, and for this reason have circular markers. ˛ese vowels are almost like /i,
e, E/ with lip rounding added. However, the tongue is a bit farther back than it is
in /i, e, E/, and in fact, these rounded vowels are a little centralized in the vocograms. /y, °, §/ occur in many languages, such as French: lune˚ deux˚ seul ('lyn,
'd°, 's§l), or German: Fü•e˚ Öl˚ zwölf ('fy:s¢, 'ö°:l, 'qf§lf) (as well as in several Italian dialects, particularly Lombardian, Piedmontese, and Ligurian).
˛e ﬁrst German example also has an instance of (È), which is generically placed
in the center, at the height of (e, °, o) (Ô û 1.1). However, ‘(È)' has many di‡erent realizations in the di‡erent languages, which are better rendered with more appropriate symbols.
˛e symbol /'/, (an uncurved apostrophe) placed immediately before a syllable,
indicates stress. ˛e chroneme, /:/, indicates distinctive lengthening of the preceding vowel – for example, in German there is a contrast between Stadt ('Stat)
‘city' and Staat ('Sta:t) ‘State'. ‹en the same symbol occurs in phonetic transcriptions (in brackets, ( ), instead of in phonemic transcriptions, which are
written between slashes, / /), it is called a chrone, and indicates length which is
not distinctive.
1.4. An example of non-distinctive lengthening is that occurring in Italian word-internal stressed unchecked syllables: seme, solo ('se:me, 'so:lo).
In conclusion, vowels consist of three fundamental elements: raising (of the
tongue and jaw), advancing (of the back of the tongue), and lip rounding (or
its absence).
As a ﬁrst approach to the vowel phonemes of English, which are many more
than in Spanish (5) or in Italian (7), we reproduce a simpliﬁed version of the vocograms of neutral British English, showing only its monophthongs (9 + schwa
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/È/) and diphthongs (7), with no combinatory variant, and excluding centering
diphthongs, as well (here). ˛is is done to enable the comparison with other similar ﬁgures currently found in phonetics or linguistics textbooks. We also present
them both in our own vocograms and in the o‚cial quadrilaterals (but keeping
our symbols) for a quicker comparison (followed by both an actual and current
application of oƒIPA criteria and symbols, too).
û 1.2 Four versions of simpliﬁed monophthongs and diphthongs of neutral British English.

canIPA
/I/ (¤)
/È/ (È)
/E/ (™)
/√/ (å)
/π/ (π)

/U/ (¨)
/O:/ (ø:)
/È:/ (‘:)
/Ø/ (Ø)
/A:/ (A:)

/I/ (¤)
/È/ (È)
/E/ (™)
/√/ (å)
/π/ (π)

/U/ (¨)
/O:/ (ø:)
/È:/ (‘:)
/Ø/ (Ø)
/A:/ (A:)

‘/i:/'
‘/I/'
‘/È/'
‘/e/'
‘/√/'
‘/π/'

‘/u:/'
‘/U/'
‘/O:/'
‘/‘:/'
‘/Ø/'
‘/A:/'

‘/i:/'
‘/I/'
‘/È, ‘:/'
‘/e/'
‘/√/'
‘/π/'

‘/u:/'
‘/U/'
‘/O:/'

/Uu/ (¯u)
/Ii/ (Ii)
/EI/ (™I)

/OE/ (øÙ)
/OU/ (‘¨)

/aE/ (aÙ)

/aO/ (aÖ)
/Uu/ (¯u)

‘/Ø/'
‘/A:/'

oƒIPA
diagram

“
canIPA

symbols

/Ii/ (Ii)
/EI/ (™I)
/aE/ (aÙ)

‘/u:/'

‘/i:/'
‘/eI/'

actual
oƒIPA

‘/aI/'

‘/eI/'

current
oƒIPA

/OE/ (øÙ)
/OU/ (‘¨)
/aO/ (aÖ)

‘/aI/'

‘/OI/'
‘/ÈU/'
‘/aU/'

‘/ÈU/'
‘/OI/'
‘/aU/'

Voicing
1.5. Voicing is the ‘voice' given to vowels and certain consonants by the vibration of the vocal folds (which are located in the larynx).
Voicing can, therefore, be present or absent, giving rise to two main types of
phonation: voiced and voiceless consonants.
To give a few examples, the consonants present in man˚ ring˚ dig˚ jazz˚ these˚ leasure are voiced: ('mπ;n, '>¤˙:, 'D¤;â, 'Gπ;Ω, '∑I;iΩ) and ('l™Zå, 'lIiZå÷ 'l™IZå).
˛e Spanish or Italian /N, L/ are also voiced, and in neutral Italian pronunciation,
they are always geminated between vowels, just like the consonants written doubled in the o‚cial orthography: sogno˚ foglio˚ mamma, babbo˚ oggi ('soN:No, 'fOL:Lo,
'mam:ma, 'bab:bo, 'OG:Gi).
However, in other languages, /N, L/ are generally found without gemination, as
in Spanish: mañana˚ calle (ma'Na;na, 'ka;Le), or Portuguese ninho˚ ﬁlho ('ni;Nu, 'fi;Lu).
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1.6. ˛e other fundamental group of consonants is that of voiceless consonants,
as seen in pack˚ teach˚ south˚ ﬁsh ('phπé, 'ThIic, 'sa¨†, 'f¤S). Of course, we have ﬁshy
('f¤S-i), while in neutral Italian, /S/ is geminated between vowels: pesce ('peS:Se).
Gemination occurs even in foreign words adapted into Italian, such as the word
cachet (kaS'SE), which in French is (ka'SE). It is interesting to note that Italians also
pronounce the orthographic geminates of foreign languages as true phonic geminates, as in the English name Billy ('bil:li), instead of ('b¤l-i).
Consonant gemination is distinctive in Italian, as the following examples demonstrate: cade˚ cadde ('ka:de, 'kad:de), tufo˚ tu‡o ('tu:fø, 'tuf:fø), nono˚ nonno ('nO:no, 'nOn:no), caro˚ carro ('ka:Ro, 'kar:Ro). In neutral Italian, there is also gemination
in cases such as è vero (™v've:Ro), ho sonno (øs'son:no), a casa (ak'ka:za), blu mare
(&blum'ma:Re), così forte (&kozif'fOr:te), tornerò domani (&toRne'rOd do'ma:ni), città balneare (cit'tab balne'a:Re). ˛is kind of gemination is better deﬁned as co-gemination˘
Consonants
1.7. We will now see how the consonants are produced. As we have seen, the articulation of vowels is determined by the back of the tongue, with its up/down
movements (complemented by closing and opening of the jaw), as well as its
front/back movements, and also by the possibility of lip rounding. ©th consonants, instead, the space available is greater. In fact, it extends from the lips all the
way to the larynx (Ô û 1.3).
In the table of û 1.3, the names across the top are the main places of articulation, ranging from the lips to the larynx. ˛e names to the left of the rows, instead, indicate the main manners of articulation. Intersections between the rows
and columns can then produce various consonant sounds, and the number is often
doubled due to the possibility of adding voicing (¤ the voiced phonation type).
All the British English consonant phonemes are given in the table, including
the voiced elements forming diphonic pairs (given in parentheses). ˛e consonants

m
n
ò
˙
nasal
stop p {b}
t {d} T {D}
k {g}
stop-strictive
c {G}
constrictive
f {v} † {∑}
grooved con.
S {Z}
s {z}
approximant
>
j
w
trill
r
;
lateral
l
!
(symbols in brackets –or standing alone {except h}– are voiced]

laryngeal

uvular

velar rounded

velar

palatal

postalveo-palatal protruded

postalveolar

alveolar

dental

labiodental

bilabial

û 1.3. Simpliﬁed table of consonant sounds.

h
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(N÷ t, {d}÷ r, K÷ L) also appear; these are not phonemes of English (and are therefore
given in italics), but are very important in certain other languages, or as taxophones in words like cats ('éhxTs) and heads ('h™;DΩ). All of these articulations are
given in û 1.4-10 (and again, from another perspective, in û 1.11-17).
Places of articulation
1.8. Here we consider the most important places (or points) of articulation according to a structural and typological point of view (further on, we will see many
more). ˛e most external ones are bilabial ((m÷ p, b)), as in my pub (maÙ'phå;Ê),
and labiodental ((f, v)), as in ﬁve ('fa;ÙÑ). ˛ese articulations are particularly easy
to see (û 1.4).
û 1.4. Bilabial and labiodental articulations.

f {v}

p {b}

m

Immediately afterwards, we encounter the places: dental ((t, d÷ †, ∑÷ s, z), û
1.5), as in the thing˚ seize (∑È'†¤˙:, 'sI;iΩ), and Spanish data˚ zona ('da;ta, '†ø;na) (in
American Spanish we have ('sø;na)); alveolar ((n÷ T, D÷ r÷ l), û 1.6), as in today
(TÈ'D™;I), and Spanish or Italian rana˚ luna˚ Sp. ('r:a;na, 'lu;na), It. ('ra:na, 'lu:na).
In English, /t, d/ are alveolar (as we have already seen), as is Castilian Spanish
/s/. In phonemic (or phonological) transcriptions, simpler symbols may be used:
today /tÈ'deI/, casas /'kasas/. However, in truly useful phonetic transcriptions, more
precise symbols are to be used, (T, D÷ ß) (although not o‚cial IPA]˘
û 1.5. Dental articulations.

t {d}

s {z}

† {∑}

û 1.6. Alveolar articulations.

n

T {D}

r

+
l

1.9. We, now, have the postalveolar place of articulation (û 1.7), which is still
farther back than the alveolar one. It occurs in British English rain ('>™;In). It is
quite clear that the British articulation is postalveolar (in spite of the misleading
o‚cial term ‘retroﬂex', which intends to mean the same thing, although saying it
in a more complicated way).
However, in part because of a less clear o‚cial terminology, even British and
American phoneticians often exchange the symbols, using (>) for the neutral
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American r˚ which is not postalveolar, but a slightly postalveolarized prevelar approximant, that we indicate exactly with the symbol (<).
˛e following place of articulation, which o‚cially (but very dangerously) is
called ‘postalveolar', naturally risks being confused with the preceding articulation
(which is legitimately postalveolar) – a common fate with those who entrust
their fate to overly simplistic deﬁnitions.
1.10. In reality, we have here a compound articulation. It is not merely postalveolar, but also has two simultaneous articulatory components (¤ coarticulations): one which is palatal and another which is labial.
û 1.7 (on the right) shows the articulation of the (respectively, voiced and voiceless) consonants church˚ judge ('ch‘;c, 'Gå;ä). As can be seen, there is a point of
contact, in the postalveolar zone, indicated in black (for reasons that we will soon
see when we move on to manners of articulation), and a point of proximity of the
articulatory organs (at the palate), as well as (fairly visible) protrusion of the lips.
˛e descriptions of this articulation are usually among the worst (and this goes
for the manner as well). In fact, perhaps thinking to make things easier by (excessive) simpliﬁcation, the articulation is often described as ‘palatal' (as an alternative
to ‘postalveolar', already seen). In reality, its proper deﬁnition is postalveo-palatal protruded, precisely because each of its three components is fundamental.
1.11. For example, in Spanish, we encounter an articulation without lip protrusion, which is therefore simply postalveo-palatal. It is useful to indicate this
slightly di‡erent articulation with a symbol of its own (as we have already mentioned, and will again). ˛e symbol used is a suitably modiﬁed version of the one
used for the articulation with lip protrusion, so that the relationship between the
articulations is preserved in the symbols, without, however, confusing them together. In phonemic transcriptions, the more general symbols are employed in all
cases, thus, we have Spanish chachachá /caca'ca/ (&CaCa'Ca).
Although it is more complex, this clearer deﬁnition surely helps the reader to
fully understand the mechanism of its articulation; and the consequential knowledge and phonetic richness leads to much more satisfying practical results. In fact,
phonetics should not be carried out unwillingly, proceeding only by memorization. Phonetics is an artistic science, and as such, should be ‘savored' and ‘lived'
in the best and most creative way (as we have already pointed out in § 1.4).
û 1.7. Postalveolar and postalveopalatal protruded articulations.

>

+

c {G}

1.12. We next come to the true palatal place of articulation (û 1.8), as with
Italian /N, j, L/, or in Castilian Spanish sueño˚ ciencia˚ calle ('ßw™;No, '†j™<†ja, 'ka;Le), or in Italian gnocco, paio, foglia ('NOk:ko, 'pa:jo, 'fOL:La). English has /j/ in yes˚
unit ('j™s, 'j¯un¤T).
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û 1.8. Palatal articulations.

+
j

N

L

1.13. We also have the velar place (û 1.9). ˛e velar nasal, /˙/, is a phoneme
in English (occurring between vowels as well): sing˚ singing ('s¤˙:, 's¤˙-¤˙/. Moreover, there are the velar stops, /k, g/, also with their prevelar taxophones, occurring before palatal vocoids (or (j)), as in cat˚ get ('éhπT, '0™T). In Spanish and Italian,
(˙) only occurs as a contextual variant (\ taxophone) of the phoneme /n/, as in
Sp. congreso /kon'gReso/ (ko˙'gR™;so) or It. congresso /kon'grEsso/ (ko˙'grEs:so).
û 1.9. Velar articulations.

˙

k {g}

1.14. Adding lip rounding (as in (u)), we obtain the velar rounded place of
articulation (û 1.10, on the left), as in /w/ in wit˚ one ('w¤T, 'wån:), or in Spanish
cuatro ('kwa;tRo), or Italian uomo ('wO:mo).
û 1.10. Velar rounded, uvular, and laryngeal articulations.

w

K

h

1.15. Farther back, we ﬁnd the uvular place (û 1.0, in the middle), which we
will exemplify with the voiced trill, (K). It may advisable to use this symbol in
phonemic transcriptions of French and German, even though the most frequent
actual realization in these languages is not a trill (as will be seen later on). ˛e purpose of this choice of a phonemic symbol is to make it particularly evident that
the articulation is uvular (and not alveolar, (r), or postalveolar, (>)): French rare
/'Ka:K/ ('ºa:˜), and German rein /'Kaen/ ('ºaen). Let us observe that (º) is a constrictive, while (˜) is an approximant: progressively weaker than (K).
˛e last place of articulation (in this simpliﬁed table) is the laryngeal place,
most commonly represented by /h/ (û 1.10, on the right), as in English hat ('hπT),
and German Hans ('ha<s).
Manners of articulation
1.16. Now, in order to fully master the table of û 1.3 (which can be pictured
mentally as well, since it is fairly simple – though new to those who have never
done phonetics), we will move on to the seven fundamental manners of articulation, using the same consonants, but from this opposing perspective.
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˛e place and the manner of articulation are two of the three components constituting the consonants – the third is the type of phonation, particularly the
distinction voiced V voiceless.
We will now move through the table, from the top downwards, so that we can
see these manners of articulation. ˛e presentation will follow a quite precise
physiological and articulatory logic, as we shall see.
1.17. Nasal (1). Lowering the velum, we open the passage to the nasal cavity,
thus allowing expiratory air to escape from the nose. ˛e result is the nasal manner of articulation, which is combined with a closure produced somewhere in the
mouth (in this table, in the bilabial, alveolar, palatal, or velar places).
However, these articulations should certainly not be called ‘stops' (the next manner that we will consider), since nasal sounds are continuous, not momentary.
Notwithstanding the closure in the oral channel, air can continuously escape
through the nose, and the sound can be prolonged as long as expiratory air remains available.
˛e nasal consonants we have considered are (m, <, n, N, Ò, ˙) in English man˚
singing ('mπ;n, 's¤Ò¤Ò), or in Spanish mar˚ no˚ caña˚ tengo ('maR, 'nø, 'ka;Na, 't™Ògo),
or in Italian mai, no, ragno, lungo ('ma;i, 'nO, 'raN:No, 'lu˙:gø), and they are voiced.
We group them together in û 1.11 so that it can be easily seen that the velum is lowered in all of them.
û 1.11. Nasal articulations.

m

n

N

˙

1.18. Stop (2). If, instead, the velum is raised (as in all the manners which follow),
and a closure occurs, we have the stop manner of articulation (û 1.12). Here we
have voiced and voiceless consonants, as in (p, b÷ t, d÷ T, D÷ é, 0÷ k, g): pen˚ Ben÷
two˚ do÷ cot˚ got ('ph™n:, 'b™n:÷ 'Th¯;u, 'D¯;u÷ 'khØT, 'gØT); and (t, d) diente (Sp.) ('dj™<te); dente (It.) ('dE<:te).
In all the ﬁgures given to illustrate the manners of articulation, the reader should
pay particular attention to what they have in common (even between di‡erent
places of articulation) – these common features are precisely the characteristics of
the manner in question.
1.19. Constrictive (3). For now, it will be convenient to skip the manner which
is ‘halfway' between the preceding manner and this one (and indicated in the table as 2+3, since it results from a combination of those two manners in a single
sound – the reason will be seen shortly).
We therefore come to the constrictive manner of articulation, characterized
by the speaker bringing the articulatory organs su‚ciently close together that
there is an audible noise of air friction. ˛e constrictive manner is characterized
by this friction, which however di‡ers quite a bit in sound, depending upon the
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û 1.12. Stop articulations.

p {b}

t {d}

T {D}

k {g}

place of articulation. In the table of û 1.3, we have four diphonic pairs of constrictives (which appear in û 1.13), ¤ (f, v÷ s, z÷ †, ∑÷ S, Z), as in ﬁve˚ seize˚ this
thing˚ ash˚ rouge ('fa;ÙÑ, 'sI;iΩ, ∑¤s'†¤˙:, 'πS, '>¯;uË). As we have indicated, a diphonic
pair consists of voiceless and voiced elements, sharing the same place and manner
of articulation.
˛e term constrictive is clearer and more appropriate, since it is articulatory in nature, and therefore easier to put into concrete relationship with the production of the
sounds in question. However, due to a sort of pernicious inertia, the term ‘fricative' is
still more common (the term is auditory and semantically much less transparent).
û 1.13. Constrictive articulations.

1.20. Stopstrictive (2+3). ˛e combination of manners 2 and 3 produces the
stopstrictive manner, which naturally derives from stop + constrictive. ˛e more
common term ‘a‡ricate' is not articulatory, but rather auditory, and therefore less
evident and less easily concretized.
Instead, the new term stopstrictive immediately communicates the exact nature

f {v}

† {∑}

s {z}

S {Z}

of the sound by virtue of its compound structure: the sound is composed of a ﬁrst
part which is incomplete, ﬁrmly joined to a second part, which characterizes it.
In the table, we have one diphonic pair of stopstrictives, (c, G), as in match˚ age
('mπc, '™;Iä). ˛e mechanism is a combination of the stop manner (2) and the
constrictive manner (3), with a total length corresponding to that of a single segment, not to the sum of two segments. A duration equivalent to that of two segments is found instead in sequences /ts, dz÷ tS, dZ/, such as, for example, cats˚
heads ('éhπts, 'h™;dΩ), or French patchouli˚ adjectif (&paTS¯'li, &aDZ™é'+if).
It is important to pay careful attention to the distinction between the stopstrictive symbols, (c G), which are monograms, and the symbols for sequences, /tS, dZ/,
which are similar, but clearly not identical. For instance, in English, we have
patchouli˚ ('phπc-Èli, pÈ'ch¯uli/ and adjective˚ agent ('πGÈkT¤Ñ, '™IGÈnT). ˛e two
successive phases of the articulation are, in fact, homorganic (¤ produced in the
same place of articulation). ‹at occurs here is the combination of two di‡erent
manners: the ﬁrst half is a stop, corresponding in place of articulation to the constriction of the second half.
1.21. ˛e best symbols for indicating stopstrictives are monograms, as (c, G),
which make three fundamental points quite clear: that the sound is a single
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sound, and not two sounds in sequence (even though it is composed of two distinct phases), with the normal duration of one segment.
In fact, for instance, in Italian it is possible to have phonemic oppositions such
as the one between mogio ‘downcast' and moggio ‘bushel': /'mOGo, 'mOGGo/
('mO:Go, 'mOG:Go), and homorganic, as was mentioned above – it is therefore
not a simple combination of (t, d) with (S, Z), as can unfortunately be read in certain linguistics texts (and even phonetics texts!).
In û 1.14, the ﬁrst phase is marked in black, while the second one is in grey (as
with all the other articulations). ˛e ﬁrst phase is the stop phase, and the second
is the constrictive one, with the articulatory organs close together, but without occlusion of the passage of air. ˛e two diagrams on the right-hand side of û 1.14
show the mechanism from another point of view: that of palatograms.
û 1.14. Stopstrictive articulations.
34
12

c {G}

2
1

3

4

1.22. Comparing the orogram of (c, G) with that of (S, Z) (û 1.13), it is possible to see the di‡erence between the constrictives and the stopstrictives, at least
for the case of the postalveopalatal (protruded) place of articulation.
Both of these, in our ﬁgures, contain a horizontal line at the bottom, which by
convention represents the noise common to the two manners. Instead, a curved line,
at the height of the blade, represents (also by convention) a longitudinal groove.
˛is groove is formed between the blade of the tongue and the part of the palatal vault that it approaches and partially touches. It is through the groove that air
escapes, causing the hissing noises which characterize these grooved sounds.
1.23. Approximant (4). ˛e next manner, following the table of û 1.3, is the approximant manner. It is distinguished from the constrictive manner (3) because the articulatory organs are less close together, and as a result, they produce
a less apparent noise. In fact, this noise is mostly heard only in the voiceless
sounds, while in the voiced ones it is usually ‘covered over' by the voicing produced by vocal-fold vibration.
û 1.15 gives the orograms of (>, j, w), in which the amount of space between the
back of the tongue and the palatal vault is clearly visible. In the orthographic systems of di‡erent languages, (j, w) are found written both with ‘vowel' graphemes
and ‘consonant' graphemes: use˚ yes˚ quite˚ wet ('j¯us, 'j™s, 'khwaÙT, 'w™T) in Italian,
ieri˚ uomo ('jE:Ri, 'wO:mo). Both are voiced.
In the table of û 1.3 (and û 1.15, on the right), we have (h), as well. Although
it is mostly foreign to the Romance languages, it is nevertheless very important in
many other languages: English hut ('håT), German Hut ('hu:t). It is voiceless, and
produced in the glottis by opening the arytenoids. ˛erefore, it usuallt has no oral
articulation of its own (except for coarticulation).
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û 1.15. Approximant articulations.

>

˝

˝

+

w

j

h

1.24. Trill (5). ˛e second to last manner in the table is the trill manner. It regards sounds which produce a pair of rapid tapping contacts of the tongue tip against the alveolar ridge, in the case of (r) in Italian rana ('ra:na), or of the uvula
against the postdorsum, as in the (K) theoretically possible for French rue ('Ky) or
German Rast ('Kast).
In Spanish, the alveolar trill is typically longer: rana ('r:a;na) (sometimes we ﬁnd
‘/'rrana/', or, on the contrary, simply perro ‘/'pero/', for real ('p™Rr:o), as opposed to
pero ‘/'peRo/' ('p™;Ro). Both are voiced, and both are shown in û 1.16, where the
tapping contacts are indicated schematically by the dark balls, and more concretely
by the dashed outlines (more easily visible in the magniﬁed versions on the sides).
Later on, we will also encounter ‘trills' with only one tapping contact (these are
called taps). It will be seen, in any case, that the grapheme r does not represent a
strong or weak trill at all, in many languages, but rather a constrictive or an approximant, in most cases (which we will see adequately, when necessary).
û 1.16. Trill articulations.

r

K

1.25. Lateral (6). ˛e last manner is the lateral one, in which the tongue, while
touching a point on the palatal vault, contracts laterally, thereby permitting air to
pass out by the sides of the tongue.
û 1.17 shows the laterals (l, L), as in lily ('l¤l-i), or in Castilian Spanish calle
('ka;Le), or Italian luglio ('luL:Lø). English and many other languages do not have
any (L) sound, but rather a velarized alveolar (ı), as in fulﬁl (f¨ı'f¤ı:).
û 1.17. Lateral articulations.

l

+

+

+
ı

L

2.
A general approach to
Natural Tonetics
Prosodic elements
2.1. ‹ile speaking of the vowels (§ 1.2), we have already mentioned the distinct role that segment duration (also called leng$ or quantity) can have in
certain languages.
Normally, the chroneme, /:/, is placed after a vowel when it is necessary to indicate length (as we have seen in § 1.2, in the case of German Stadt ('Stat) ‘city' and
Staat ('Sta:t) ‘State').
At times, di‡erences in duration are combined with di‡erences in timbre, as we
ﬁnd, again in German, with o‡en ('öOfè), Ofen ('öo:fè).
Duration can also be associated with diphthongization, as in English bee˚ two
('bI;i, 'Th¯;u). Too often, these last examples are still transcribed ‘(bi:, tu:)', as if they
were actually long monophthongs (and, unfortunately, they are also often transcribed without a stress mark, as if monosyllables could not be either stressed or
unstressed).
2.2. phonemic leng$ of consonants is better indicated by doubling, or more
technically geminating the symbol. ˛is is especially true of languages such as
Italian, where –phonetically as well– the consonants in question are truly geminate, extending over two di‡erent syllables ((00), and not merely ‘lengthened'
consonants, (0:)): vanno˚ detto˚ faccio˚ passo˚ carro˚ gallo ('van:no, 'det:to, 'fac:co,
'pas:so, 'kar:Ro, 'gal:lo).
It is thus important to avoid transcriptions such as ‘/'van:o, 'det:o, 'fac:o, 'pas:o,
'kar:o, 'gal:o)' (or, even worse, ‘/'fat:So/'). Let us also note English: penknife˚ bookcase˚ this seat ('ph™n&naÙf, 'b¨k&é™Is, ∑¤s'sIiT).
phonetic leng$ (which is not distinctive) of single elements, whether vowels or consonants, is marked with the chrone, (:), or with the semi-chrone, (;)
(when less duration is present): English car˚ card˚ cart˚ cardigan ('khA:, 'khA:ﬂ, 'khA;T,
'khA;D¤gÈn), sea˚ seed˚ seat˚ seeding ('sI;i, 'sI;iﬂ, 'sIiT, 'sIiD¤Ò).
Stress
2.3. Word stress (as well as that of rhy$m groups, or stress groups – the ﬁrst
term is preferable) is marked by (') in front of the syllable in question: ﬁnally ('faÙ-
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nÈli) (and certainly not in front of the stressed vowel, ‘(f'aÙnÈli)', nor above the
vowel, ‘(fáÙnÈli)'. Secondary stress, which is weaker (and generally, phonetic and
not phonemic, ¤ without distinctive value), is denoted by (&): dynamite ('DaÙnÈ&maÙT) (not ‘(D'aÙnÈm&aÙT)', nor ‘(DáÙnÈmàÙT)').
Especially in Romance studies, terminological inertia has dragged obviously unscientiﬁc names through time from the Roman era to the present, and so we must
insist, once again, that ‘tonic' is completely inappropriate in the sense of stressed.
˛e word tonic clearly refers to the tone (pitch) of a syllable, not to its stress. ˛e
Romans took their terminology for syllable prominence from Greek, where
prominence was tonal (determined by pitch˚ in addition to inevitable intensity),
even though, in Latin, prominence was intensive, stress-based. All terms of this sort
without scientiﬁc foundation should be rigorously avoided, since they cannot fail
to produce dangerous conceptual misunderstandings.
2.4. In the case of stress position, it is also good to use scientiﬁc and objective
terminology. We will therefore speak of final-stressed words (stressed on the last
syllable, rather than ‘oxytone'), ¤ with stress on the last syllable: ago˚ again˚ replace, kangaroo (È'g‘;¨, È'0™{I}n, >È'phl™Is, &éhπ˙gÈ'>¯;u).
Spanish terminó˚ convoy˚ tendrìa˚ tomar (&teRmi'nø, kom'bøi, te<'dRia, to'maR).
Italian: partirà, partirai, ferrovia, Manin (&paRti'ra, &paRti'ra;i, &feRRo'vi;a, ma'nin:).
Next we have penultimate-stressed words (stressed on the last but one syllable, better than ‘paroxytone'): apparent˚ deductive˚ evolution (È'phπ>ÈnT, DÈ'DåkT¤Ñ,
&™vÈ'l¯uSó) or (&IivÈ-).
Spanish: termino˚ mañana˚ hermoso (teR'mi;no, ma'Na;na, eR'mø;so), Italian: ritorno, domani, principi ‘principles' (also written princìpi) (Ri'tor:no, do'ma:ni,
pRi>'ci:pi) (di‡erent from principi ‘princes', also written prìncipi); prepenultimatestressed ones (stressed on the last but two syllable, better than ‘proparoxytone'): dedicate˚ cumbersome˚ curiosity ('D™D¤&éh™IT, 'khåmbÈsõ, &éhj¨È>i'ØsÈTi).
Spanish: término˚ régimen˚ regìmenes ('t™Rmino, 'r:™ximen, r:e'xi;meneß), Italian: ritornano, domenica, termino, fabbrica (Ri'tor:nano, do'me:nika, 'tEr:mino, 'fab:bRika).
Much less frequently, we encounter words stressed on $e four$ to last
syllable: prosecutor˚ deﬁnitely ('ph>ØsÈ&éhj¨Tå, 'D™fÈnÈtli).
Italian: terminano, fabbricalo ('tEr:mina&no, 'fab:bRika&lo); on the fif$ to last:
cumulatively˚ positivism ('éhj¯umjÈlÈ&T¤vli, -&l™It¤vli, 'phØz-ÈT¤&v¤zõ), Italian: fabbricamelo ('fab:bRikame&lo).
And on the six$ to last as in the very rare Italian form fabbricamicelo ‘build
it for me there, or by means of that, or out of that' ('fab:bRika&mice&lo) (actually, a
form made up purposely as an example, just to set a linguistic record).
Sentence stress
2.5. It is advisable to consider as sentence stress, or ictus, every case of word
stress which remains stressed in sentence context, and does not become reduced.
‹en stress reduction actually occurs, it is a phonetic (rather than a phonemic)
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phenomenon, as in Italian tre gatti ‘three cats' (tRe0'gat:t), where the isolated ('tre)
loses its stress when placed in a rhythm group.
In English such a reduction does not occur; as a matter of fact, we can easily
have examples such as: †en three nice black cats ran out ('∑™< '†>I;i 'naÙs 'blπé
'éhπts '>πn 'aPT).
It is preferable to avoid using the term ‘sentence stress' to refer to the sentence
focus; this last notion refers to the word, or words (and therefore concepts), which
in a given utterance are communicatively more prominent. In fact, they are highlighted by virtue of being new to the conversation (as opposed to being already given, or known).
2.6. Sentence stress and focus are in fact two distinct attributes, although they
are not necessarily incompatible. In fact, they can both be present in the last stress
group, even though this possibility is statistically the least frequent: I never said that
was true (aÙ'n™v-È 's™d '∑πp wÈΩ'˛h>¯;u3 3). Or, in Italian, Non ho mai detto che questo
fosse vero ‘I never said that was true' (no&nømmai'detto éeé&kwesto&fosse've:Ro23)).
In practice, it is much more probable that the sentences above would be said as
(aÙ'n™v-È 's™;∂2 '∑πp wÈΩ"˛h>¯;u3 3), or better (aÙ"n™v-È 's™;∂2 '∑πp wÈΩ'˛h>¯;u3 3), or (aÙ'n™v-È&s™∂3 3 ì'∑πp wÈΩ'˛h>¯;u3 3œ) (and (no&nømmai'det:to2 éeé&kwesto&fosse"ve:Ro23), or
(no&nømmai"det:to2 éeé&kwesto&fosse've:Ro23), or also (&nonøm'maidetto2 ìéeé&kwesto&fosse"ve:Ro23œ)).
˛erefore, a concrete utterance (which is su‚ciently long) will have multiple
ictuses, ¤ protonic syllables and one or more tonic syllables (in the rigorous sense
of stressed syllables in the tune).
At the same time, the utterance can also have one or more points which are
communicatively highlighted (¤ the sentence foci), and these are generally expressed by di‡erent proportions of stress and pitch.
˛e sentence †ese are the new co-workers of my neighbor Roberta (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u
'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz ÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3) can be variously realized, with single or multiple highlights.
We can therefore encounter (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2 ÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3),
or also (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u2 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2 ÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3), or possibly (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2 ÈvmaÙ'n™Ibå2 >È'b‘;Tå3 3), or else also (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u2 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2
ÈvmaÙ'n™Ibå2 >È'b‘;Tå3 3). Notice the importance of the continuative tune (2), even
without a short pause (\) (or longer: (|)).
2.7. Of course, similar subdivisions are possible for the corresponding Italian sentence, too: Questi sono i nuovi colleghi della mia vicina Roberta\ (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO;vi kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci;na Ro'bEr:ta23), or also (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO:vi2 kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci;na Ro'bEr:ta23), or possibly (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO;vi kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci:na2
Ro'bEr:ta23), or else also (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO:vi2 kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci:na2 Ro'bEr:ta23).
In any case, the elements highlighted can also be grammemes, in cases such as
particular contrasts. ©th the examples above, we can have ('∑I;iz2), or (∑Iiz'A:2)
(with are highlighted), or even (∑È&nj¯u) (with new destressed, but with my highlighted, ('ma;Ù), for some particular reason). Quite the same for Italian (and other
languages).
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Some kind of attenuation can occur in parts of the sentence rendered ‘parenthetical', as in (ìÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3œ), where of my neighbor Roberta is spoken as a sort
of afterthought. Again, similar possibilities occur in the Italian example given: (ìdella&miavi'ci;na Ro'bEr:ta23œ) della mia vicina Roberta.
Tones
2.8. Certain languages have distinctive tones; these are called, logically enough,
tonemes. Distinctive tones imply that when the pitch of a syllable changes, its
meaning can change, as well. Let us look at, for example, the three basic ton(em)es
of the African language Yoruba (Ô û 2.1): ró˚ ro˚ rò /5ro, 'ro, çro/ ‘to drape, to till,
to think'.
û 2.1. ˛e three Yoruba tonemes.
1 /5/ (5) >Q≥

2 /'/ (') > ≥

3 /ç/ (ç) >Z≥

In û 2.2, the four ton(em)es of Mandarin Chinese are shown: ma˚ má˚ m∑˚ mà
/5ma, •ma, ¶ma, 6ma/ ‘mother, hemp, horse, to curse'. Of course, in our book
Chinese Pronunciation “ Accents˚ all possible variants are clearly shown.
û 2.2.
˛e four (Mandarin)
Chinese tonemes.

1 /5/ (5) >1≥

2 /•/ (4) >Q≥

3 /¶/ ([) >5≥

4 /6/ (7) >Z≥

Examining these fairly simple examples, it becomes clear that the graphic signs
used are capable of referring to (quite) di‡erent tonetic realities in di‡erent languages.
Intonation
2.9. We will now concisely introduce the bare essentials of intonation. In fact,
all languages have their own intonation systems, and phonetics should therefore
not be treated without examining intonation, as well. Unfortunately, it is often
left out entirely, even in descriptions of particular languages or in transcriptions
of sentences or passages! A notably bad example of this omission is given by the
‘o‚cial manual' of the International Phonetic Association: Handbook of the International Phonetic Association: A Guide to the Use of the International Phonetic Alphabet (found in the bibliography).
In every language the $ree marked tunes (/. ? ÷/) and the unmarked protune (the normal / /, without a special symbol) should be clearly indicated with
appropriate symbols (both on a phonetic, or rather, tonetic level, and on a
phonemic, or tonemic one). ˛e tune involves the ﬁnal stressed syllable of an utterance and the syllables around it (Ô û 2.3), while the protune is what is found
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before the tune in the same intonation group (Ô û 2.3, on the right). In the example his cousin's name is Bartholomew (h¤Ω'khåzóz 'n™;Im IzbA;'†Øl-Èmj¯u3 3), the tune
is constituted by the full name of Bartholomew, while the protune is everything
prior to it: his cousin's name is…
˛e example of Bartholomew is particularly interesting because it allows us to
consider the four ideal components of a tune: the pretonic syllable (Bar-), the tonic syllable (-thol-), and the two posttonic ones (-omew).
˛e pronunciation of this example normally provides a reasonably adequate realization of the schematic tonal movements shown in û 2.3 (which besides the unmarked protune and the three marked tunes, give the important interrogative protune, /¿/, which is marked, and the continuative intoneme, /,/ – which is unmarked).
2.10. If the example were his cousin's name is Dick (h¤Ω'khåzóz 'n™Im ¤z'D¤é3 3), the
tune would be is Dick. ˛e tonic and posttonic syllables would consist of only one
syllable (Dick]˘ In consequence, the ideal movement shown in the diagrams (for
the case with four syllables) would be compressed, not just horizontally, but inevitably in terms of the vertical range, as well. ‹en only one syllable is present (as
in the answer to a question like what is his cousin's name? – Dick]˚ the result is a
fusion of the expected pitch patterns which maintains the characteristic movements, but in an attenuated form.
˛e intonation schemes of the British school were among the few to have some
practical use; but precisely for the reasons considered here (and in general), they
are sometimes decidedly excessive. In fact, for (2 ' 3 3) or (2 ' 2 1) (Ô û 2.3), they give
diagrams like í or ï when there is only one short voiced element: for example for
(¤) in Dick – if the result were truly as extended as their diagrams show, it would
rather sound like a police siren!
û 2.3. ˛e four protunes and tunes of neutral British English.
normal
//()

conclusive /./
(2 ' 3 3)

interrogative
/¿/ (¿)

interrogative /?/
(2 ' 2 1)

imperative
/¡/ (¡)

suspensive /÷/
(2 ' 3 2)

emphatic
/˚/ (˚)

continuative /,/
(2 ' 2)

2.11. ˛e protune and the tune taken together form an intonation group
more usefully called tuning. We use examples such as My favorite dictionary, or
†at patient thinks he's Giuseppe Verdi, to show that the parts of an intonation
group do not necessarily respect word boundaries. In fact, the tunes in these utterances are, respectively: (>ÈT'D¤éSó>i3 3) and (i'v™ÈDi3 3) (-rite dictionary and -pe Verdi).
˛e protunes, on the other hand, are ('∑πts maÙ'f™Iv) and (∑πp'ph™ISót '†¤Òks iz-
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G¯u's™p) [My favo- and †at patient thinks he's Giusep-]. ˛e full examples are:
('∑πts maÙ'f™Iv>ÈT 'D¤éSó>i3 3) and (∑πp'ph™ISót '†¤Òks izG¯u's™p-i 'v™ÈDi3 3).
It will be seen that our transcriptions are not subdivided pedantically along word
boundaries. ˛at practice is still quite common (in the best case, motivated by hopes
of helping the reader). It is much more useful to subdivide transcriptions into
rhythm groups, as we have done, instead of giving things (and symbols) like ‘('∑πt
Iz 'maI 'feIvrÈt 'dIkSÈnri)'.
Or ‘('∑πt 'peISnt '†I˙ks hi:z Gu:'sepi 'veÈdi)', where the stresses and some un-reduced forms (for current reduced forms or ‘weak forms') are also unnatural (¤ in
the cases of ‘/Iz 'maI/' in the ﬁrst example and ‘/hi:z/', at least, in the second, which
are weakened in normal speech, both articulatorily and prosodically).
2.12. Another (not unimportant!) counsel regards the fact that ‘sounds have no
capitals'; note that, for other reasons, the traditional orthographies of languages such
as Arabic and Hindi, and Chinese and Japanese as well, have no capital letters. Children can easily tell that there is no phonic di‡erence between smith and Smith, or
between Italian franco and Franco – both of the English examples are pronounced
exclusively ('sm¤†), and the Italian ones are both pronounced ('fra˙:ko).
And yet, even in textbooks, all too often we ﬁnd (printed, as well) atrocities
such as ‘(DZu:'sepi 'VeÈdi)' and also ‘/'MaI/' absurdly derived from writing conventions! ˛e ‘transcription' of My is given with a capital letter, because it is the
ﬁrst word in the sentence! Moreover, the transcription of Giuseppe uses a capital
letter because the word is a proper name, and the result is an inappropriate and
ambiguous digram, DË, instead of a slightly less forced Dë, which would at least
represent the unity of the sound (G) better.
2.13. û 2.4 will be a useful explanatory tool in order to understand more explicitly the use of tonograms (given that we are not all musicians or singers, for
whom the analogy with a musical score is obvious). Let us observe, then, the
graphemic text, to which we have given the form of the intonation curve. Normally this curve is shown with the lines and dots of tonograms, but here we have used
a more ‘intuitive' approach.
û 2.4. An iconic way to introduce people to intonation.
1

2

See you on
Satur
day.
se e you on
d a y?
[Wi ll they]
Sat ur

3

[If they

don't] see you
total di
on Sat d ay… [it'll be a
sa s
te r.]
ur

[If they

don't] see you
worry a
on Sa t urd ay… [don't
bout
it.]

4

2. A general approach to Natural Tonetics
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We show just four examples, based on the segment see you on Saturday (in neutral
British pronunciation), expressly to compare them with í and ï , seen above. ˛ese
examples contrast pairwise: a conclusive utterance is contrasted with an interrogative
one (of a total question), and a suspensive utterance with a continuative one.
2.14. In the case of the last two sentences, the semantic importance of what follows (given in parentheses) is fundamental, whether it is expressed out loud, or instead remains implicit. In any case, the suspensive tune is characterized by decidedly greater and more immediate anticipation, while this is lacking with the continuative. ˛is di‡erence, and certainly not their syntax, explains the di‡erence in intonation between the third and fourth examples.
Applying the movements of the three tunes to a slightly different example, we
see that in neutral (better than ‘standard') British English, the conclusive tune is
falling (/./ (2 ' 3 3)), of the type shown in û 2.3: Christian ('kh>¤scÈn3 3) (and also in
three examples in û 2.4).
˛e interrogative tune is rising (/?/ (2 ' 2 1)), as in the question Christian? ('kh>¤scÈn21). ˛e third tune, the suspensive, is used to create a sort of anticipation, or ‘suspense'. In neutral British pronunciation, it is falling-rising, /÷/ (2 ' 3 2): Although his
name's Christian, –('kh>¤scÈn32)– he's no good Christian at all.
2.15. In û 2.3 (as well as in the second example of û 2,4), we have the interrogative protune, /¿/, as well. ˛is protune is a modiﬁcation of the normal protune,
and it anticipates on the rhythmic-group syllables of the protune the characteristic movement of the interrogative tune (although in an attenuated form).
Obviously, in the part speciﬁcally dedicated to the topic, we will be more explicit and more exhaustive. Here, we remark only that the interrogative protune
is the same in all types of questions, whether these are total questions, like Is his
cousin's name Christian?, or partial ones (containing a question word, such as
why, when, who, how…), such as ∑y is his cousin's name Christian?
We must warn the reader that, contrary to what grammar books and writing-based teaching imply, not all questions have an interrogative tune, nor should they.
In fact, partial questions, in order to sound truly natural and authentic, should
be pronounced with a conclusive tune (or at most, with the unmarked continuative
tune, with pitch in the mid band, which will be seen in greater detail later on): ∑y
is his name Christian? (¿5waÙ¤z {h}¤z'n™;Im 'kh>¤scÈn3 3) (or ('kh>¤scÈn2), with a continuative tune).
2.16. Let us conclude this chapter by drawing attention, again, to û 2.3. ˛e left
bottom part of it shows two more protunes and their typical movements. ˛e imperative one, /¡/, and the emphatic one, /˚/, which do not need any explanation.

3.
Sanskrit vowels

3.1. <e vowel system of Sanskrit is shown in ˙ 3.1, including the taxophones occurring in unstressed syllables. So, we have three short vowels: /I/ ('i, &i, ’y), /A/ ('a, &a, ’Ä),
/u/ ('u, &u, ’Y) (ﬁrst vocogram). We also have three ‘long' vowels (actually monotimbric
diphthongs, shown in the second vocogram): /II/ ('II, &I, ’I), /AA/ ('AA, &A, ’A), /UU/ ('UU, &U,
’U). In addition, we ﬁnd two narrow diphthongs (shown in the second vocogram, as
well, but too often described as ‘long vowels'): /ee/ ('⁄e, &⁄, ’e), /oo/ ('πo, &π, ’o).
Besides, there are two wide diphthongs (actually somewhat wider than the two
narrow ones, as can be seen, but certainly not as their phonemic representation,
which would surely be too unnatural, for true Sanskrit, di‡erently from Vedic
Sanskrit, ¬ ˙ 9.3): /AI/ ('ai, &ay, ’Äy), /AU/ ('au, &aY, ’ÄY).
˙ 3.1. Sanskrit vowels “ diphthongs.

/i/ ('I, &I, ’¤)

/u/ ('U, &U, ’¨)

/a/ ('å, &å, ’‘)

/ii/ ('ii, &i, ’i)

/uu/ ('uu, &u, ’u)

/ee/ ('™e, &™, ’e)

/oo/ ('øo, &ø, ’o)
/aa/ ('aa, &a, ’a)

/ai/ ('åI, &å¤, ’‘¤)

/au/ ('åU, &å¨, ’‘¨)
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Examples: idam ('idÄm), jIva ('°IIWÄ), nAlinI ('nAAlynI), etat ('⁄etÄt), cet ('§⁄et),
deva ('d⁄eWÄ), upe ('upe), indra ('iæd-rÄ), indUra (yæ'dUUrÄ), indriya ('iæd-ryjÄ), indrAni (yæd'rAAny), manas ('manÄs), mAyA ('mAAjA), candana ('§aædÄ&na), ilA ('ilA), itas ('itÄs), jIvita ('°IIWy&ta), giri ('°iry), IßIkA (I'CIIkA), kavi ('kaWy), PA~ini ('pAA√y&ni),
AsIt ('AAsIt), KAΩI ('kAA@I), loka ('lπokÄ), ka†hora (kÄV'∆πorÄ), go ('gπo), unmiß ('unmyC), unmIl ('unmIl), dhA (d'˘AA), dhAv (d'˘AAW).
And: ulUta (Y'lUUtÄ), upabrU (Y'pab-rU), upaplu (Y'pap-lY), uparut ('upÄrYt),
sUbhrU ('sUUb#-rU), udbhA ('udb-˘A), nadI ('nadI), bhUyAös (b'#UUjÅ˙s), mUrchA
('mUUr§-âA), guru ('gurY), gai ('gai), vaiΩya ('Wai@-jÄ), prau∂ha (p'rau◊-˘Ä), Paurava
('paurÄ&Wa), gu~a ('gu√Ä), rUpa ('rUUpÄ), eti ('⁄ety), atIta (Ä'tIItÄ), titau ('titaY), aindra∆ ('aiæd-rÄâ), pau~∂ra∆ ('pau√◊-rÄâ).
3.2. ˙ 3.2 shows the orograms of these vowels, while ˙ 3.3 gives their labiograms, and ˙ 3.4 their palatograms.
˙ 3.2. Orograms of the vocalic elements of Sanskrit.

u

i

I

¤

¨

o

e

™

U

‘

ø

å

a

3.3. In addition, Sanskrit also has phonemic vowel nasalization (/é–/, signaled
by -ö, ‘anusvAra']˚ which manifests itself with very di‡erent frequence on all vowels (including rarer /AU–/). For example: /I–/ ('¤, &¤, ’—), /A–/ ('å, &å, ’À), /AA–/ ('ÅÅ, &Å, ’Å),
/U–/ ('¨, &¨, ’˛).
Let us examine in detail how to pass from the simple notation ö to accurate
transcriptions. In word-ﬁnal position˚ before a pause, -ö corresponds to /m/ (m):
krIö (k'rIIm|), eö ('⁄em|), kaiö ('kaim|), taö ('tam|), tAö ('tAAm|), titauö ('titÄYm|).
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˙ 3.3. Labiograms of the vocalic elements of Sanskrit.
spread

neutral
(or normal)

vertically
rounded

round(ed)
u

i
¨

¤

I
e

U
o
ø

‘

™

å
a
˙ 3.4. Palatograms of the vocalic elements of Sanskrit.

i

I

u

¤

¨

e

™

U

o

‘

ø

å

a

However, in phrases, if -ö is followed by continuous consonants (\ /m, n, µ, ô,
ù÷ s, ß, Â÷ W, j, H÷ r, ≈÷ l/ (M, ˇ, N, ©, õ, û, %÷ s, C, @÷ W, w, j, H÷ r, ≈÷ l, Â)), it is realized
as some homorganic semi-nasal contoids, preceded by nasalized vocoids (true examples will be shown later on): (´)+(M, ˇ, N, ©, õ, û, %) (usually, instead of (´>W),
(´Mw) appears, more often, but without excluding the labiodental sequence).
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Instead, for -ö˚ when followed by momentaneous contoids (/p, b, t, d, T, D, ©, #,
k, g/ (p, b, t, d, V, ◊, §, °, º, Ÿ, k, g)), still in phrases, it is realized as some homorganic full nasal contoids, preceded by oral vocoids: (é)+(m, æ, √, ô, ü, ù).
On the other hand, in word-internal position, -ö followed by continuous consonants (see above) is realized as in phrases, \ as some homorganic semi-nasal contoids, preceded by nasalized vocoids.
But, still in word-internal position, -ö followed by momentaneous consonants behaves in two di‡erent ways, according to words, speakers (and writers), \ as full
nasal contoids, preceded by oral vocoids (written with m˚ n˚ ~˚ ¬˚ µ), or as some homorganic semi-nasal contoids, preceded by nasalized vocoids (then, written with ö).
3.4. Examples: saövAra (sÀM'wAArÄ), saöphAla∆/sam- (sÀMp'âAAlÄâ, sÄmp-),
saöbhUya/sam- (sÀMb'#UUjÄ, sÄmb-), saötAna/san- (sÀ˙'tAAnÄ, sÄæ-), daös ('då˙s),
üöhas ('å˙-˘Äs), daöß†rA ('då©CV-rA), ni∆saödhi (ny+'så˙d-ãy), saöcaya/sa¬- ('sån§ÄjÄ,
'saô-), saöj¬A/sa¬- ('sån#-ôA, 'saô#-), asaömòß†a/asamm- (&asÀM'm¥CVÄ, &asÄm'm-), oökAra/oµ- (ø%'kAArÄ, où-), ∂Iön ('◊ÙÙNn), saönidhi ('såNnyd-ãy), saörakß ('såNrÄkC), saölIna (sÀN'lIInÄ), saöyoga (sÀn'jπogÄ), cUökòta/cUµ- ('§ÛÛ%k¥tÄ, '§uuù-), aöta/anta
('åˇtÄ, 'aætÄ), paö∂ita/pa~- ('på©◊y&ta, 'pa√-), krauöca∆/-auµca∆ (k'rå¨õ§Äâ).
Let us consider the following words, if occurring in their prescribed contexts
(with all other possible required seminasals, in addition to (N)): eö ('Á™N), kaiö
('kå¤N), taö ('tåN), tAö ('tÅÅN), titauö ('titÀ˛N). But, if in isolation (and, then, followed by a pause): em ('⁄em), kaim ('kaim), tam ('tam), tAm ('tAAm), titaum ('titÄYm).
Of course, even in stressed syllables, two simple morae are su‚cient for the
‘long' vowels, ('éé), rather than truly long vocoids: ('é:), and certainly not ('é;é),
in free syllables, too.

‘Modern' Sanskrit vowels
3.5. Arguably, after about 2500 years, the pronunciation of classical Sanskrit,
nowadays, has changed –not little– in comparison with the ‘real' one. In fact, not
only students, but also teachers, and ‘experts', do what they can, often with questionable ‘results'.
Objectively, in addition to actual ‘regional' or rather ‘regionational' accents,
we must accept that there is a sort of ‘mediatic' Sanskrit pronunciation, which is
inﬂuenced both from local and personal peculiarities. <is is what also happens
for ‘modern o‚cial' Arabic, in comparison with –but mainly derived from– actual local dialects (wich have partially di‡erent grammars and vocabularies, too).
Since we exclusively intend to show the real classical Sanskrit pronunciation,
in this book, for its ‘modern' realizations, we will only indicate them, without actually transcribing examples, which are easy to derive, anyway. In fact, they could
be counter-productive, indeed.
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3.6. <us, ˙ 3.5 wants to illustrate the real situation of the phonemic vowel
system of ‘modern' Sanskrit. It shows the di‡erent possible realizations of each
vowel phoneme, by indicating the vocogram areas broadly occupied by them. For
/a/, there are at least 17 actual possibilities (1st vocogram), both in stressed and unstressed syllables, including the ‘good' ones (a, ’Ä) (the last one as unstressed).
Words ending in /éé407˘/ (including /AI, AU/) can often be realized as (≠é'é407˘)
in addition to ‘more normal' (≠'éé407˘) (we say ‘more normal' because, ﬁnal
/éé407˘/ should not be stressed, not even as ('éé407˘), in real Sanskrit, except in
forms like namaste! (˚&namÄs't⁄e3 3), which is actually namas-te ‘hello/homage to you'
(but also possible as (˚nÄ'mas&t⁄3 3)).
˙ 3.5. Vocalic areas of ‘modern' Sanskrit vowels “ dipthongs
i
/i/ (i, I, ¤, Ù)

/ii/ (i[i], I[I])
/ee/ (e[e], ™[™], É[É])

u
I ¤
¨ U
o
Ù
Ù È XPÚ
É ‘ êx Ö ¢
Ä å √ ∏∏
a

i
I

u
U
o
ø

e
™ É
Å a A

/a/
(Ù, È, X, P, Ú)
(É, ‘, ê, x, Ö, ¢)
(Ä, å, √, ∏, ∏, a)
/uu/ (u[u], U[U])
/oo/ (o[o], ø[ø])
/aa/ (Å[Å], a[a], A[A])

-u
-U

-i
-I

/ai/ (ai, ÄI, ™i)

/u/ (u, U, ¨, o)

™-

øÄ-

a- a-

√-

/au/ (au, √U, øu)

Other peculiarities are shown in ˙ 3.6, for the sequences /Ajé, IjA, 0jA, JA, WA/
(notice: /J/ = /N, ©, á, Â/), often also for other /A/'s occurring in syllables next to
those, in a word (as a kind of vowel harmony), with adjacent /A0A0/ reaching even
(e, Ù, ™, É). In addition, /AI, AU/, as shown in the 3rd vocogram, may have six actual ‘modern' realizations. Let us also notice that ‘modern' /AI, AU/ may even become
(A'I, A'U) (¬ ˙ 3.6).
3.7. For /–/ -ö (\ /é–/}, we currently hear: ≠(m, n, ù) (≠(ü) after front vowels),
or ≠(Å, ›) (velar or provelar seminasal, with rounded lips), all independently from
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˙ 3.6. Typical vocalic areas for particular ‘modern' sequences.
/ai/ (a'i)

-'i

/ajé/ (e-, ™-, Ù-, É-, Ä-, å-, a-)+(-j-, -ã-, -`-)+(-é)
/ija/ (i-, i-, ¤-)+(-j-, -ã-, -`-)+(-e, -™, -Ù, -É, -Ä, -å, -a)
/[0˘]ja/ ([0˘])+(j-, ã-, ¤-, I-, i-)+(-e, -™, -Ù, -É, -Ä, -å, -a)
/Ja/ (J)(=/N, ©, á, Â/)+(-e, -™, -Ù, -É, -Ä, -å, -a)

-'u
eÙ
™ É
Ä å

/au/ (a'u)

P o
Ö ø
a

/[0˘]Va/ ([0˘])+(w-, W-, Ì-, B-)+(-e, -™, -Ù, -É, -Ä, -å, -a) “ ([0˘])+(w-, W-, Ì-, B-, `-)+(-o, -ø, -P, -Ö)

a following consonant (so di‡erent from (4=07)), again with frequent alternations.
More rarely, but as more committed realizations, we may also ﬁnd ≠(é´, ´;)
(especially before a pause), or ≠(XÅ, X›÷ xÅ, x›÷ √Å, √›), in addition to ≠(éÒ4=07,
éÑ4=07) or ≠(´Ò4=07, ´Ñ4=07) ((Ò) is a full nasal contoid, while (Ñ) is semi-nasal).
<ese sequences occur either before momentaneous or continuous consonants,
even alternating much; notice that (4=07) means ‘homorganic to a following consonant'). In ‘modern' Vedic chanting, ≠(w‰õ, w‰:õ, w‰:õ:) is more typically used
(even in longer sequences, also preceded or not by (g, F)).
In addition, we ﬁnd (notice that ‘≠' indicates worse realizations): öv (M-w, >W) ≠(ä-w, √-W, Ê-B), öy (õ-j, ≠J-j), ös (ˇs) ≠(æs, ™s), öß (©-C) ≠(µ-ß, Ω-ß, ~-S, |-S, ~-S, |-S),
öΩ (õ-@) ≠(ô-Â, ª-Â, ~-S, |-S, ~-S, |-S), ör (Nr, ≠Ír), öl (N-l, ≠£-l).
3.8. As for ‘modern' /h/ -∆ (\ /éh/, that is (’éâ`)}, we usually ﬁnd (≠'éHé), or
(≠'éHé), or (≠'éH´), but also (≠≠é'Hé), which sounds completely di‡erent from real
Sanskrit usage. Some, more or less frequent renderings, as (’éHé) (with (H) instead
of (h)), are only little ‘better'. All this can alternate also with real Sanskrit realizations, producing, however, still more complex and uncertain results, to make
someone… turn in the grave…
˙ 3.7 shows the more typical ‘modern' realizations of /¥, Î÷ …/, by means of the
vocoids given there, as (0é), instead of (—) (intense, or ‘syllabic'). Some intense
contoidal realizations are also possible.
˙ 3.7. Typical ‘modern' realizations of /¥, Î÷ …/, ò˚ |˚ ¡.
/Î/ (r)+(i[i], I[I], ¤[¤]÷ …[…], ¢[¢], =[=], È[È])
/¥, …/ (R, l)+(I, ¤÷ ¢, =, È)

i
I ¤

u
…
¢ = ¨ U
È

/Î/ (r)+(u[u], U[U], ¨[¨])
/¥, …/ (R, l)+(U, ¨)

4.
Sanskrit consonants

4.1. Readers are invited to take good account of what has been said under § 1.7-25.
<e consonant system of Sanskrit is shown in the table of ˙ 4.1, including all necessary taxophones for ‘neutral' classical Sanskrit. All other di‡erent consonants, necessary for ‘modern' or other accents, or for comparisons with English, are also provided in further ﬁgures, for useful (and convenient) comparisons.
In a phonemic transcription of Sanskrit, we may use some more general (less
precise: o‡IPA] symbols, as the postalveolar (badly called ‘retroﬂex', or even ‘cacuminal', or ‘cerebral'!): /µ÷ T, D÷ ß÷ L/ (although not shown in the table), instead of
truly apico-palatal: (√, ©÷ V, ◊÷ C÷ Â).
<e same for the three palatal ones: /©, #÷ Â/, which are not realized as normal
slit palatals: (©, #÷ Â), but as grooved contoids; more precisely, as stop-semi-constrictive the ﬁrst two: (§, °), and as semi-constrictive the third one: (@) (however, /#/, is actually realized as (#), in the combination j¬ /#ô/ (#!ô): yaj¬a /'jA#ôA/
('ja#!ôÄ)).

p b

approximant

(F B)

(©)
%

t d

† ﬂ

s

a

V (Ï ƒ) (ˇ)
R-“
r-(
(≤) (a) l-Í

(á) (é 0)
Œ ^
œ

kg

(≈ c) (â) j-(ã)

(Ú)

laryngeal
rounded

(%)
˙

laryngeal

(û)
(Ò)

(n)
N

velo-labial

dorso-palatal

apico-palatal

alveolar

(˙)
(∫)
(<) (£) n

velar

stop
stop-strictive
constrictive

tap
trill
lateral

dental

(M) (¯)
m (M)

prevelar

semi-nasal
nasal

labiodental

bilabial

˙ 4.1. Table of the consonants of classical Sanskrit. <e phonemes are indicated without { },
even if their more abstract symbols do not appear here.

(∆ ˘) (W #-w) h H (∆ ·)
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Nasals
4.2. <ere are ﬁve nasal phonemes: /m, n, µ, ô, ù/ (m, n, √, ô, ù), but, for a seriously complete description of this language, we need eleven further taxophones.
<ree fully nasal contoids, due to place assimaltion to a following consonant: (<,
æ, ü). In addition, further eight semi-nasal contoids: (M, >, ˇ, N, ©, õ, û, %). <ey
are all shown in ˙ 4.2.1-4 (including phones belonging to di‡erent accents).
Examples: mati ('maty), jana∆ ('°anÄâ), tò~aö/-am ('t¥√ÀM, -Äm|), pa¬ca ('paô§Ä), j¬Anam (#'ôAAnÄm), anya ('aõ-jÄ), pa¬jaram ('paô°Ä&ram), µeyuta ('ü⁄ejY&ta),
aµgaö/-am ('a%gÀˇ, -Äm|).
˙ 4.2.1. Classical Sanskrit nasal consonants.

m

M

˙

£n

%

N

”

˙

˙ 4.2.2. Further ‘modern' Sanskrit nasal consonants.

N

n

¯

˙

˙ 4.2.3. Classical Sanskrit semi-nasal consonants.

M

¯

˙

∫

¥

n

´

«

˙ 4.2.4. Further ‘modern' Sanskrit semi-nasal consonants.

π

û

Stops
4.3. <ere are ﬁve couples of (voiceless and voiced) stops (including /©, #/ (§,
°), just seen in § 4.1): /p, b÷ t, d÷ T, D/ (p, b÷ t, d÷ V, ◊), and /k, g/ (k, g÷ º, Ÿ) (the
last two are the taxophones occurring before front vowels or /j/). ˙ 4.3.1-2 show
both neutral and ‘modern' stops, including stop-strictive variants.
Examples (including contextual variants): buddha ('budd-˘Ä), deva ('d⁄eWÄ), jIva
('°IIWÄ), karman ('karmÄn), pitò ('pit¥), rUpa ('rUUpÄ), tat ('tat), gu~a ('gu√Ä), yuga
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('jugÄ), cit ('§it), cakra ('§ak-rÄ), vAc ('WAA§), ha†ha-yoga ('˘aV-˘Ä 'jπogÄ), vAhana
('WAA˘Ä&na), brahman (b'ra˘mÄn), brahmA (b'ra˘mA), svabhAva (s-wab'˘AAWÄ), bhUta
(b'#UUtÄ), chAyA (§'+AAjA), dharma (d'˘armÄ), ghosa (g'·πosA), phala (p'âalÄ), tathAgata (tÄt'âAAgÄ&ta), ΩUdra ('@UUd-rÄ), purußa ('purYCÄ), Ωiß†a ('@iCVÄ), du∆kha ('duWkâÄ), nama∆ ('namÄâ), ahaµkAra/ahaö- (&a˘Äù'kAArÄ, &a˘À%-), sannyAsin/saön- (sÄnn'jAAsyn, sÀNn-, sÄôô'-, sÀõõ-).
And: kßatriya (k'Cat-ry&ja), LakßmI ('lakC-MI), praj¬A (p'ra#-ôA), ta†a∆ ('taVÄâ), pIta
('pIItÄ), pacati ('pa§Ä&ti), kUpa∆ ('kUUpÄâ), atha ('at-âÄ), pI†haö/-am ('pIIV-âÀN, -Äm|),
pha†A (p'âaVA), khAta (k'âAAtÄ), cho†ita (§'∆πoVy&ta), gaja∆ ('ga°Äâ), ja∂a ('°a◊Ä),
bIjaö/-am ('bII°ÀN, -Äm|), dadAti (dÄ'dAAty), AghAta∆ (Ag'âAAtÄâ), jha†iti (#'˘aVy&ti),
bA∂haö/-am ('bAA◊-˘ÀN, Äm|), bodhati (b'·πodÄ&ti), bhAga∆ (b'˘AAgÄâ), bibheda
(byb'H⁄edÄ), caya ('§ajÄ), chada (§'âadÄ), cyavana (§'jaWÄ&na), cyuti (§'juty), jyA
(°'jAA), jha (°'âa).
˙ 4.3.1. Classical Sanskrit stop consonants (including stop-semi-strictive taxophones, (§, °)}.

pb

td

†ﬂ

Œ^

´Ò

kg

©á

˙ 4.3.2. Further ‘modern' Sanskrit stop consonants (including stop-strictive taxophones).

TD

C‚

˛Ã

cG

+_

qQ

pB

kg

4.4. It is very important to know that all those phonemic stops often appear in
clusters with /0h, 0H/, as (=h, ÊH), opposable to their simple ‘unaspirated' occurrences, /0/ (=, Ê). Of course, they are sequences, not any divine manifestation
of ‘aspiration' (and, actually, as in Hindi, they are not tautosyllabic initial clusters, ‘/!0h, !0H/ (0h, 0H)', but heterosyllabic, \: /0-h, 0-H/ (0-h, 0-H) (((0!h, 0!H))),
most clearly visible (and hearable) in stressed syllables: (0'h, 0'H)).
It is impossible not to observe that, unfortunately, (=h, ÊH) were considered
to be unitary entities, probably because no ‘clear' place of articulation, after the
quite evident contoids occurring before them, was identiﬁed, in ancient times.
Actually, even ‘normal' /h, H/ were interpreted more as some peculiar kind of
vowel-like sounds. <ings were, certainly, further complicated without our canIPA
symbols (and orograms), as we will see dealing with Sanskrit approximants.
Arguably, the phonic production of the larynx after consonants (with clear
places) was not thought to be something independent from their obviously rec-
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ognizable places. Nobody is perfect! In fact, we are fairly convinced that only nothing is ﬂawless. Anything materially physical cannot be perfect…
Scientiﬁcally speaking, also in modern times, it is a fact that (=h, ÊH) are undeniably (heterosyllabic) clusters (in Hindi, too). It is true that they do not form
tautosyllabic entities (in spite of their ‘syllablic non-weight' for stress assignment,
since, in this respect, even (0'h, 0'H) are made to count as something like simpler
‘(0∆, 0·)', or, actually, like plain (0)). But one thing is segmental weight, while
stress-assignment rules are another matter.
Constrictives
4.5. <ere are three voiceless grooved constrictive phonemes (although the
o‡IPA symbols /ß, Â/ indicate grooved postalveolar, and slit palatal articulations,
respectively). Actually, we have /s, ß, Â/ (s, C, @), grooved dental, grooved apicopalatal, and (semi-constrictive) slit palatal, respectively.
Examples: tasya ('tas-jÄ), rasa∆ ('rasÄâ), doßa∆ ('dπoCÄâ), AΩA ('AA@A), LakßmI ('lakCmI). See ˙ 4.4.1-2.
˙ 4.4.1. Classical Sanskrit constrictive consonants.

a

s

œ

˙ 4.4.2. Further ‘modern' Sanskrit constrictive consonants.

å6

fv

ß

Ω

|

S

™

ßﬁ

À

ë

ÂJ

¢Ú

xŸ

Approximants
4.6. <ere are four approximant phonemes (with taxophones), three are voiced
(˙ 4.5.1). So, we have /W/ (W) (and (w), after consonants) – for /W/. In ‘modern
Sanskrit', although less recommendably, we can also ﬁnd (B), or (especially in contact with /UU, U, oo/) (◊, w).
In addition: /j, H/ (j, H), and the voiceless /h/ (h). Besides, let us observe carefully
that also /W, j/ (W, w÷ j) are heterosyllabic in clusters with a preceding consonant (as /r,
l/ (r, l) are, too). So, in addition to (=!h, Ê!H), we certainly have: (0!w, 0!j, 0!r, 0!l).
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Let us observe that both /H/ and /h/ are surely needed as two distinct phonemes
(including their numerous taxophones, which we will see accurately). In fact, in
addition to ‘normal' (in Sanskrit) /H/ (H) h˚ we also have /h/ (h) ∆. It is not possible, functionally, to unify them into just one of them. <us, we have /0h, 0H/
(=!h, Ê!H), too, as we have /!Hé/ and /éh!/. <at is why, in our consonant table we
inevitably do not ﬁnd ‘/ph, bH÷ th, dH/' Æ, not even if indicated as ‘/p4h7, b4H7÷ t4h7,
d4H7/' Æ.
˙ 4.5.1. Classical Sanskrit approximant consonants.

FB

Ïƒ

V

˝
≈c

j

ˇ 4¸7

˝
j

4.7. <us, let us pay particular attention to the di‡erent taxophones of /h, H/:
either in /!Hé/ or /=!hé, Ê!Hé/ clusters, they have the following taxophones ‘colored' by the speciﬁc vowels (here, shown simply as phonemes, without their important taxophones): (+, ã) with /I, II/ (even for /-jé/); (h, H) with /ee/; (â, ˘) with
/A, AA/; (∆, ·) with /oo/; (=, #) with /U, UU/.
Besides, also for /éh!/, we have: (+) with /I, II/; (h) with /ee/; (â) with /A, AA/;
(∆) with /oo/; (=) with /U, UU/. In addition, by place assimilation, we ﬁnd the approximant taxophones in the following clusters (occurring within or between
words): /hs/ (Ïs), /hß/ (≈C), /hÂ/ (+@); also: /hp, hb/ (Fp, Bb), /ht, hd/ (Ït, ƒd), /hT,
hD/ (≈V, c◊), /h©, h#/ (+§, ã°), /hk, hg/ (∆k, ˘g) (including (-º, -Ÿ) in contact with
/II, I, ee÷ j/).
Examples: hata ('˘atÄ), iha ('i˘Ä), bAhu (b'˘AA#Y), hòta ('H¥tÄ), chAyA (§'âAAjA),
hi~∂ (ã'i√◊), helA ('H⁄elA), homa ('·πomÄ), hum (#'um), hve (H'w⁄e), vlAd (W'lAAd),
hras (W'ras), hyas (ã'jas).
4.8. Some examples for expiration (/h!/ -∆, ‘visarga', vaguely ‘sound emission';
see ˙ 4.5.2, and ˙ 4.5.1 for further possible taxophones): tI∆ ('tII+), bhakti∆
(b'˘akty+), tai∆ ('tai+), kusumai∆ ('kusY&may+), ta∆ ('taâ), ata∆ ('atÄâ), duryoga∆ (dYr'jπogÄâ), tA∆ ('tAAâ), heto∆ ('H⁄eto∆), pu∆ ('pu=), guru∆ ('gurY=), mune∆ ('muneh),
anta∆pAta (&aætÄâ'pAAtÄ), anta∆kara (Äæ'taâkÄrÄ), ni∆ßamam ('ni+CÄmÄm), ni∆sò
('ni+-s¥), dvA∆stha∆ (d'wAAâst-âÄâ), para∆loka∆ (&parÄâ'lπokÄâ), dAru~a∆ra~a∆ (&dArY'√aârÄ√Äâ), ni∆Ωodhyam (ny+'@πodã-jÄm), tata∆ ('tatÄâ), tA∆ ('tAAâ), tai∆ ('tai+),
A∆! (˚'AAâ), kAle-pliaΩmaΩru∆nA ('kAAle ply&a@mÄ@'ruWnA, -£na), dAru~a∆ra~a∆ (&dArY'√aâtÄ&√aâ, -'√aˇrÄ-), para∆loka∆ (&parÄâ'lπokÄâ, -rÄa'lπo-), dhanAdibhi∆bhedya∆ (d˘Ä&nAdyb-ãy+b'H⁄ed-jÄ, -ãyãb'H-, -ãyFb'H-, -ãyBb'H-), krodhaja∆doßa∆ (k&rπd-˘Ä°Äâ'dπoCÄâ, -°Ä˘'d-, -°ÄÏ'd-, -°Äƒ'd-), ajAtaΩòµga∆gau∆ (Ä&°AtÄ@¥ù'gaâgÄYâ, -a˘g-). ˙ 4.5.3
adds contoids used in ‘modern' accents.
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˙ 4.5.2. Classical Sanskrit approximant realizations for /H/ h and /h/ ∆.
ãH˘·#

âh∆∆W

˝

˝
âã

W#

˝

˝

hH

∆·

˝
∆˘

˙ 4.5.3. Further ‘mdern' Sanskrit approximant consonants.

Ê

◊

√

˝

˝

˝
ã

4ˇ7 ¸

P⁄

J

q

˝

˝
ä

Q

˝
ë

w

Rhotics
4.9. <ere are two alveolar voiced phonemes, a tap, /r/ (r), and a trill, /≈/ (≈) (˙
4.6.1); they may also be distinctively intense (or ‘syllabic'): /¥/ (¥), /Î/ (Î) (occurring as syllable nuclei).
˙ 4.6.1. Classical Sanskrit rhotic consonants.

r

R

˙ 4.6.2. Further ‘modern' Sanskrit rhotic consonants.

Å

å

ç

D
1

#

E

r

K

®

e

+
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Examples: rUpaö/-am ('rUUpÀN, -Äm), nirò~a ('nir¥√Ä), rIti ('rIIty), vIra∆ ('WIIrÄâ),
òßi∆ ('¥Cy+), kòß~a∆ ('k¥C√Äâ), vòddhi∆ ('W¥dd-ãy+), nòpa∆ ('n¥pÄâ), pitrA ('pit-rA), pit|n
('pitÎn), pitòbhi∆ ('pit¥b-ãy+).
˙ 4.6.2 shows further articulations needed to accurately describe ‘modern' accents. It also includes two uvular phones, (r, K), as ancient dialectal variants, as described by some authors of the time.
Laterals
4.10. <ere is one alveolar voiced lateral phoneme: /l/ (l) (with dental and apico-palatal taxophones, (ı, Â), by assimilation to a following consonant, see ˙ 4.7.1).
<ere is also an intense (distinctive) version, /…/ (…) (the o‚cial spelling includes
even a ‘longer' variant, as for the two rhotic phonemes, but no actual word has
been found using it).
Examples: laya∆ ('lajÄâ), k¡pta∆ ('k…p-tÄâ), plu (p'lu), chala (§'âalÄ), chal (§'âal),
gol∂a ('gπoÂ◊Ä).
˙ 4.7.1. Classical Sanskrit lateral consonants.

+

+

+
l

Ú

al

˙ 4.7.2. Further ‘modern' Sanskrit lateral consonants.

+

+
£

ª

+
¬

+

+
¬

`

+
L

$

+

+
ı

‘Modern' Sanskrit consonants
4.11. <e preceding ﬁgures, in addition to neutral contoids, always added typical variants, mostly for ‘modern' accents (as stated there).
<e most peculiar di‡erence concerns the number of possible realizations of
(heterosyllabic) /#ô/ j¬˚ instead of ‘normal' (#-ô), giving: (°-ô, G-ô, 0-ô, g-ô, #_-ô,
_-ô, Ò-ô, ´-ô). In addition, /ô©, ô#/ (ô§, ô°) may occur with (>-, ˙-, n-, N-, Ò-, ´-),
while both /Â/ and /ß/ are often uniﬁed into (S) or (S) (sometimes, even into (À)).
In addition, /h/+/s, ß, Â/, instead of becoming ‘/ss, ßß, ÂÂ/', \ neutral classical
Sanskrit (Ïs, ≈C, +@), may appear precisely as /h/+/s, ß, Â/ (with all possible taxophones of /h/, depending on their preceding vowels, ¬ § 4.7-8).
Particularly ‘modern' is the rendering of /¥, Î, …/ ò˚ |˚ ¡, shown in ˙ 3.7, also depending on the relative prominence of the syllables where they belong, instead of
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actual intense (or ‘syllabic') contoids, which appear (for /¥, …/ ò˚ ¡] as (r, l)+(I, i, y),
or (…, ¢, =, È), or (U, u, Y), and (for /Î/ |]˚ with the same vocoids, in unstressed syllables, but with monotimbric diphthongs, in stressed syllables, (II, ii, yy÷ ……, ¢¢, ==,
ÈÈ÷ UU, uu, YY).
In addition, for /¥, Î, …/ ò˚ |˚ ¡, we may also ﬁnd the following ‘committed' intense contoidal taxophones: (Ï, ™÷ †, ®÷ ˆ, ı), respectively (palatalized or labialized).
More about ‘modern regional' peculiarities will be said in Ã 8, not only for the
consonants, but also for the vowels and the intonation patterns (with vocograms
and tonograms).

5.
Sanskrit structures

Mutation
5.1. Mutation, or sandhi (('saæd-ãy), from sam ('sam) ‘together' and dhi (d'ãi)
‘put', while dhI (d'ãII) means ‘thought, wisdom' and much more). It is a Sanskrit
term meaning exactly mutation (by assimilation, or dissimilation, or simpliﬁcation, or fusion), clearly showing mutation of -m into -n˚ by assimilation to dh-.
<us, mutation can be morphological (\ within words, ‘internal sandhi'), or
syntactical (\ between words, ‘external sandhi'). It is shown in spelling, too, since,
as we know well, Sanskrit was ﬁrstly described for its pronunciation (and grammar), and secondly for its spelling (devised later on).
Although Sanskrit (and Hindi) spellings have been reduced rather artistically
(although controversially), by combining very many ligatures, trying to save space
while producing pleasing forms for the eyes, however, they could not respect
enough the basic (and natural) essence of Sanskrit pronunciation.
Although the term sandhi has been traditionally used in diachronic linguistics,
even for many other living languages (often also if described synchronically), we
prefer to use the more speciﬁcally phonic term: mutation.
Since Sanskrit spelling shows mutation rather accurately, it is not our intention to fully and systematically explain how it works. Of course, those people who
master or learn this language know quite well what all grammars explain and show
for these facts (extensively).
5.2. Let us start from ‘vocalic' mutation˘ Obviously, it applies between ‘vocalic' elements, that means between intense (or ‘syllabic') elements, which are capable of forming the nucleus of a syllable, as well. <ere are ﬁve groups (see ˙ 3.1-4
for the vowels and diphthongs), including intense sonants (which are actually contoids, certainly not vocoids): /¥, Î÷ …/ (¥, Î÷ …), adding (of necessity) mixed clusters:
/Ar, Al÷ A:r/ (al, ’Äl÷ ar, ’Är÷ A;r, ’Ar).
<us, we have:
/I4I7/ + /I4I7/ ê /II/, /A4A7/ + /A4A7/ ê /AA/, /U4U7/ + /U4U7/ ê /UU/: devI iyam ê devIyam
(de'WIIjÄm), na asti ê nAsti ('nAAsty), sa tUvAca ê satUvAca (&satU'WAA§Ä)
/A4A7/ + /I4I7/ ê /ee/, /A4A7/ + /U4U7/ ê /oo/, /A4A7/ + /¥, Î/ ê /Ar/: kanyA iyam ê kanyeyam
(kÄô'j⁄ejÄm), sA uvAca ê sovAca (so'WAA§Ä), yatha òßis ê yatharßi∆ (jÄt'âarCy+)
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/A4A7/ + /ee, AI/ ê /AI/, /A4A7/ + /oo, AU/ ê /AU/: tatra eva ê tatraiva (tÄt'raiWÄ), tatra
ait ê tatrait ('tat-rÄyt), sa oßadhi∆ ê saußadhi∆ ('sauCÄd&ãi+), tasya außadham ê tasyaußadham (tÄs'jauCÄd&˘am)
/I4I7/ + /é/ ê /jé/, /U4U7/ + /é/ ê /Wé/, /¥, Î/ + /é/ ê /ré/: trI~i etAni ê trI~y etAni
('triI√ je'tAAny), su-akßa- ê svakßa (s'wak-CÄ), kartò- I- ê kartrI ('kart-rI), devI abravIt ê
devyabravIt (deW'jab-rÄ&WIt), langhu idam ê langhv idam ('laùg#-wy&dam)
/ee, oo/ + /A/ ê /ee`, oo`/: vane avasat ê vane 'vasat (WÄ'n⁄eWÄ&sat), gaje asti ê
gaje 'sti (gÄ'°⁄es&ti) purußo asti ê purußo 'sti (&purY'Cπos&ti), [rAma∆ api ê) rAmo api
ê rAmo 'pi (rA'mπo&pi)
/ee, oo/ + /I4I7, U4U7, AA, ee, oo, ¥, Î/ ê /AI4I7, AU4U7, AA4A7, Ae4e7, Ao4o7, A¥, AÎ/: prabho
ehi! ê prabha ehi! (˚'prab-HÄ '⁄eãy) (rarely ê prabhav ehi! (˚'prab-˘Ä 'W⁄eãy), or (›'prab˘Ä2ë ˚'⁄eãy)), vana òßi∆ ê vane òßi∆ (WÄ'n⁄e¥Cy+), vane uvAsa ê vana uvAsa (&WanÄY'WAAsÄ), (rAma∆ idam abravIt ê} rAmo idam abravIt ê rAma idam abravIt ('rAAmÄydÄ 'mab-rÄ&WIt); also possible, although rare: gaje Aste ê gaja(y) Aste (&ga°Äy'4j7AAs-te)
/AI/ + /é/ ê /AAé/, /AU/ + /é/ ê /AAWé/: tasmai adAt ê tasmA adAt (tÄs'mA4A7Ä&dAt),
aΩvau etau ê aΩvAv etau (Ä@'WAAWe&taY)
But /II, ee, oo, UU/, as dual endings or interjections, do not undergo mutation:
kanye AsAte atra\ ('kaô-jeA 'sAAte&at-rÄ), aΩve iva ('a@we&iWÄ) (but: aΩva∆ iva ê aΩva iva
('a@wÄ&iWÄ)}, aho, Indra! (˚Ä'·πo2 ›'iæd-rÄ2ë).
5.3. Let us pass, now, to consonantal mutation˘ Di‡erent consonants have
di‡erent realizations, as we will see. «rst, let us consider the bahavior of the consonants before a pause. At the end of Sanskrit words, for structural (historical) reasons, only the following consonants occur, before a pause: /m, n, µ, ù/ (m, n, √,
ù), /p, t, T, k/ (p, t, V, º, k), /h/ (+, h, â, ∆, =) [m˚ n˚ ~˚ µ÷ p˚ t˚ †˚ k÷ ∆]˘
Consonant clusters are reduced to their ﬁrst element, except for: /rp˘, rt˘, rT˘,
rk˘/ [-rp˚ -rt˚ -r†˚ -rk]˘ Some examples: adAm (Ä'dAAm), bhavan (b'˘aWÄn), abibha∆
('abib&˘aâ), avart ('aWÄrt), urk ('urk) (including words like suhòt ('suH¥t)).
<us, there are several neutralizations of ﬁnal consonants:
/-ph, -bH, -b/ ê /-p/÷
/-th, -dH, -d/ ê /-t/÷
/-Th, DH, -D÷ -ß/ (-Vh, -◊H, -◊÷ C) ê /-T/ (-V)÷
/-©, -©h, -#, -#H, -Â/ (-§, -§h, -°, -°H÷ -@/ (although, sometimes, /-#, -Â/ ê /-T/ (-V));
/-kh, -gH, -g/ ê /-k/.
In addition: /-ô/ ê /-n/÷
/-h, -ß/ê /T/ (V) (sometimes ê /-k/): madhulih(s) ê madhuli† ('mad-#Y&liV), dviß(s)
ê dvi† (d'wiV)
/-r, -s/ ê /h/ -∆\ punar ê puna∆ ('punÄâ), aΩvas ê aΩva∆ ('a@-wÄâ).
Here is a cumulative example: triß†up /'trIßTUp/ (t'riCVYp) (from triß†ubhs˚ with
/s/ ê /`/ and /bH/ ê /p/).
«nal /p, t, T, k/ + /Ê/ (a voiced consonant) become /b, d, D, g/ (including /© ê
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k/) or /m, n, µ, ù/ + a nasal: [vAc-devatA ê vAk-devatA ê} vAg-devatA ('Wag&deWa&tA),
nagarAt Agacchat nòpas ê nagarAd Agacchan nòpa∆ ('nagÄ&rAdA 'ga§§-hÄn 'n¥pÄâ),
vAk na asti ê vAn nAsti ('WAAn 'nAAsti), ap-maya ê am-maya ('am&majÄ)
«nal /t/ + /©, ©h, #, #H, Â/ (§, §h, °, °H, @), or + /T, Th, D, DH, ß/ (V, Vh, ◊, ◊H,
C), or + /l/ (l), assimilates to them: tat ca ê tac ca ('ta§§Ä), tat jalam ê taj jalam
(&ta°'°alÄm), tat labhate ê tal labhate (&tal'lab-˘Ä&t⁄), tat ΩAstram ê tac chAstram
(&ta§§'âAAst-rÄm)
«nal /p, t, T, k/ (p, t, V, k) + /H/ (H) become laryngealized voiced geminates: tat
hi ê tad dhi ('tadd&ãi), vAk hi ê vAg ghi ('WAAgŸ&ãi)
Initial /©h/ (§h), after A or mA˚ or after a short vowel, becomes /©©h/ (§§+):
na chindanti ê na cchindanti (&na§§-+yæ'daæti), mA cchaitsIt! (¡&mA§§'âait-sIt)
«nal /n, µ, ù/ (n, √, ü, ù) (after a short vowel) are geminated: san(ts) atra ê sann
atra (sÄn'nat-rÄ), pratya¬cs AsInas ê pratyaµµ AsIna∆ ('prat-jÄù ùA'sIInÄâ), ahaö tam
aΩvaö paΩyAmi (&a˘ÄætÄ'ma@-wÄm &pÄ@'jAAmy).
«nal /m/ (m) does not change before a vowel, with which it becomes the beginning consonant of its syllable); but it becomes homorganic (either full nasal,
before, momentaneous consonants, or else seminasal, before continuous consonants): kiö / kiµ karoßi (¿&º¤ûkÄ'rπoCy, ¿&º¤ü-), kiönara / kinnara ('º¤NnÄ&ra-, 'ºinnÄ-),
kiöpurußa / kim- ('º¤MpY&ruCÄ, 'º¤m-).
«nal /n/ (n) before /D/ (◊), /#/ (°), /Â/ (@), /l/ (l), becomes the homorganic nasal
by assimilation (with the two further possible taxophones shown): tAn janAn ê tA¬
janAn (tAô'°anAn), tAn ΩaΩAn ê tA¬ ΩaΩAn / chaΩAn (tAõ'@a@An, -ô§Ä-), tAn lokAn ê
tAû lokAn (tAN'lπokAn, tA˝'lπo-).
«nal /n/ (n), before /t, T, ©/ (t, V, §), becomes homorganic semi-nasak: (ˇst, ©CV,
õ@§), respectvely: patan tarus ê pataös taru∆ ('patÀˇs 'tarY=), tAn tAn ê tAös tAn
('tÅÅˇs 'tAAn), vòkAn ca paΩyati ê vòkAöΩ ca paΩyati ('W¥kÅõ@ §Ä'pa@-jÄ&ti), abharan
tatra ê abharaös tatra ('ab-HÄrÀˇs 'tat-rÄ).
5.4. All Sanskrit grammars extensively and clearly show, with many examples,
how consonant mutation works in phrases, sentences, and texts. In fact, as we already know, their o‚cial spelling is a reliable indication. <erefore, in this book,
mostly dedicated to the explanation of the real pronunciation of classical Sanskrit,
we will certainly prefer to deepen the actual phonic structure of this language,
more than what all grammars deal with, as already said.
So, we chose to use all possible accurate [canIPA] symbols to clearly illustrate it
(also for the numerous taxophones of ∆ /h/ and ö /–/). <is is done hoping to be
of help also to readers, who just want to know how Sanskrit has to be pronounced,
even without actually wanting to learn to systematically use it. <erefore, the transcribed sentences (§ 5.12) and texts (Ã 6) will be su‚cient.
It is safer to apply the following prosodic indications: when there a pause (even
a very short one, ‘(\)', or longer, ‘(|, ||)' Æ) no assimilation is produced. Instead,
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when no pause occurs after a tune (even the continuative one, ‘(2)'), assimilation
is accurately applied.
Stress
5.5. As in Hindi, also in (true, classical) Sanskrit (already become tonemeless),
the position of stress in words, and phrases and sentences, has no distinctive
(meaningful) function. <erefore, the stress may be said to practically fall on any
syllable, also depending on the lexical content of each word, and speakers intentions, in addition to syllable ‘weight'.
However, it is better to follow the ‘rule', clearly set by PA~ini ('pAAµy&ni), although nowadays very few ‘experts' actually respect and utilize it, in their modern, revived ‘present-day', forms. Of course, there is no real problem for e‡ective
communication, although our dear Master would be appalled in hearing what his
‘disciples and successors' actually utter, even in India itself.
Unfortunately this situation is sadly paralleled as far as Latin and (ancient)
Greek are concerned, to say nothing about Esperanto, which, of course, is not a
dead language, not even ‘natural', with many more interferences from other languages and variants. Practically, anybody gives outrageous o‡ence to all these four
languages. Let us sadly add that, usually, even real living languages are not ‘respected' much, as far as their pronunciation is concerned…
5.6. <erefore, we will faithfully apply the ‘well-known' (although not always
well-applied) rule. It is important to clearly identify the ‘heaviness' of each syllable. In fact, a syllable with a short vowel, and not followed by a tautosyllabic consonant, /é!/, is light. All others are heavy\ /é:!, éé!, é0!, é:!0, éé!0, é:0!, éé0!/.
Let us observe that, here, ‘/é:/' means a ‘long vowel', although it actually is
(éé), as, for instance, (II) (similarly to real diphthongs, although narrow, as (⁄e)).
For the correct calculation of where to place the tress in a word, it is fundamental to keep well in mind that consonant clusters are heterosyllabic, \ divided,
even when their second element is /W, j, r, l/ (W, j, r, l). Instead, as we already know,
clusters with /h, H/ as their second elements, although clearly heterosyllabic phonetically ((0!h, 0!H)), are to be considered as tautosyllabic, \ undivided, as far as
stress assignment is concerned: something like ‘(!0h, !0H)'.
<us, the rule says that word-stress falls on the penultimate syllable, if that is
heavy, failing which it falls on the antepenultimate, if the latter is heavy. If both
penultimate and antepenultimate are light, the stress falls on the fourth syllable
from the end of the word, if present. <is ‘rule' is similar to that of (classical)
Latin, with the exception that in Sanskrit also a preantepenultimate syllable may
be stressed (as it was possible in archaic Latin, too).
5.7. A heavy syllable at the end of a word does not count (for stress assignment).
However, too often, in ‘modern Sanskrit' a word-ﬁnal heavy syllable is unduly
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stressed by ‘experts', practically changing the ‘rule', and including the last syllable
in the count of stressable syllables, as if it were the penultimate of the rule.
So, in ‘modern Sanskrit', a ﬁnal heavy syllable if it is stressed (including -a∆˚
which becomes ('aâa)), otherwise the stress falls on the antepenultimate even if a
light one, unless the last two syllables are both light and both with /a/, so that the
antepenultimate is then stressed, independently from its heaviness.
<is ‘rule' is similar to that of (classical) Greek, including the fact that stress
may not fall on a preantepenultimate syllable, but only up to the antepenultimate,
from the last one included.
Of course, it is wiser to follow the prescribed rule of the penultimate, although
it is possible to also consider that of the ultimate, at least as a possible ‘di‡erent
accent', perhaps as a mediatic (modern) accent, in comparison with the real (classical) neutral one.
In fact, it is as a kind of accent for mass communication, rather than for true
‘lovers'. Consequently, it also has peculiarities as far as vowels and consonants are
concerned.
5.8. To complete this prosodic survey, let us say that earlier (or Vedic ('v™IdIº,
'vIidIº)) Sanskrit, the one which had both tonemic and intonation patterns, may
be considered as the traditional form (¬ 9.3).
Besides, also fully unstressed heavy syllables are somewhat more prominent,
even if it is more natural to realize their ‘long' vowels as short, but keeping their
speciﬁc timbres (inside their box in the vocogram).
In addition, by combining secondary stresses with the vowel qualities, which
are less attenuated and more peripheral on the vocogram, we may perceive
stronger prominence, in comparison with fully unstressed vowels.
It is important to know that such syllable shortening is meant to avoid monotonous utterances, as dirges, since we prefer to treat Sanskrit as a real ‘living' language, independently from mantra traditions, with di‡erent peculiar conventions.
5.9. Here are some examples of neutral stress: AghAta∆ (Ag'˘AAtÄâ), AghAtena (&Ag˘A't⁄enÄ), ËakuntalA (@Ä'kuætÄ&lA), kAmayate ('kAAmÄjÄ&t⁄), gamayati ('gamÄjÄ&ti), AΩvAsanaö/-am (A@'wAasÄnÀN, -Äm), turIya (tY'rIIjÄ), sußupti (sY'Cupty), manvantara (mÀM'waætÄ&ra), prajApati (prÄ'°AApÄ&ti), upanißad ('upÄny&Cad), arata ('arÄ&ta), arati ('arÄ&ti), aratni (Ä'rat-ny), aratnin (Ä'rat-nyn), arathin ('arÄt-+yn), arantuka (Ä'raætY&ka), arapas ('arÄ&pas), arapacana (Ä'rapÄ§Ä&na), aram ('arÄm), aramati ('arÄmÄ&ti), arara ('arÄ&ra).
And: ararinda (&arÄ'riædÄ), ariß†a (Ä'riCÏÄ), aritra (Ä'rit-rÄ), arundhatI (Ä'ruæd˘Ä&tI),
arghya ('arŸã-jÄ), arcat ('ar§Ät), arcana ('ar§Ä&na), arcA ('ar§A), ardhacandra (&ard˘Ä'§aæd-rÄ), ardhadeva (&ard-˘Ä'd⁄eWÄ), ardaΩabda (&ardÄ'@ab-dÄ), ardhasama ('ard-˘ÄsÄ&ma), ardendra (ar'd⁄eæd-rÄ), arvAcIna (&arwA'§IInÄ), alpaka ('alpÄkÄ), avak¡p ('aWÄ&k…p), avakram (Ä'Wak-rÄm)…
Further useful examples: mahArAja (&ma˘A'rAA°Ä), SItA ('sIItA), RAva~a ('rAAWÄ&√a), maithuna ('mait-WY&na), devanAgarI (&d⁄WÄ'nAAgÄ&rI), HimAlaya (ãy'mAAlÄjÄ),
Ëiva ('@iWÄ), KAlidAsa (&kAly'dAAsÄ), guru ('gurY), <Ωoka (Ä'@πokÄ), saösAra (sÀˇ'sAArÄ),
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saöskAra (sÀˇs'kAArÄ), caitya ('§ait-jÄ), pi~∂a ('pi√◊Ä), manusmòti (mÄ'nusm¥&ti).
And: Viß~u ('WiC√Y), Kau†ilya (kÄY'Vil-jÄ), anusvAra (&anYs'wAArÄ), Ωakti ('@akty),
<Ωvaghoßa (&a@-wÄg'·πoCÄ), VAtsyAyana (WAts'jAAjÄ&na), vedAnta (We'dAAætÄ), brahman
(b'ra˘-mÄn), cakra ('§ak-rÄ), Candragupta (&§aæd-rÄ'gup-tÄ), KAmasUtra (&kAmÄ'sUUtrÄ), mantra ('maæt-rÄ), visarga∆ (Wy'sargÄâ), nirvA~a (nyr'wAA√Ä), dharmaΩAstra (d&˘artmÄ'@AAst-rÄ), BhAratavarßa (b&˘ArÄtÄ'WarCÄ), yakßa ('jakCÄ), vij¬AnavAdin (Wy#&ôAnÄ'WAAdyn).
‘Modern' stress patterns
5.10. Too often, the stress pattern are clearly di‡erent from the original correct ones, and frankly rather o‡ensive for the language. Let us call this ‘modern'
Sanskrit pattern ‘mediatic' one, because today it is a way which is currently used
to ‘actualize' Sanskrit.
In fact, we may have cases like (sometimes alternating with the true correct patterns, but also with further incorrect ones, see the items at the beginning of § 5.9),
here given with neutral phones: AghAta∆ (&Ag-HA'taâ, 'AAg-HA&taâ), kAmayate (&kAmÄjÄ't⁄e, -'jate), AΩvAsanaö/-m (A@&wAsÄ'nåN, -am, &A@-wA'sa-), ËakuntalA (&@akYæ'talA, @a&kYætÄ'lAA), gamayati (&gamÄ'jaty, gÄ&majA'ti), AghAtena (Ag'˘AAte&na, Ag&˘Ate'na).
Strangely enough, penultimate syllables, even ‘light' ones, and ultimate ones,
especially if ‘heavy', are very often stressed. <is is done in open opposition to the
‘regular' and (well-known {?!}) ‘rules'. No other examples are added here, not to
‘corrupt' anyone more than simple mistakes can, inevitably, do.
However, we must add that there is an even broader ‘mediatic' Sanskrit stress
pattern, which combines the ‘ugly' and undesirable, although strongly used, way
of realizing as stressed even short ﬁnal vowel (some of them for morphological ‘reasons'): -i˚ -a˚ -u!
5.11. But the ﬁnal straw is provided by -a∆˚ currently realized as (≠-'aâÄ) (together with -i∆ (≠-'iây)˚ -u∆ (≠-'uâY), which occur less frequently). Obviously, in true
Sanskrit, they are: (-Äâ, -y+, -Y=), with no absurd addition of echo vocoids. Unfortunately, even ‘native experts', more and more often (and quite shamelessly, it
seems), utter -a∆ as (≠≠-Ä'âa) (and -i∆ (≠≠-y'âi)˚ -u∆ (≠≠-Y'âu))! Of course, they not only invent those ‘unexisting vowels', but they even realize them as stressed!
For another strange (but not at all rare) and o‡ensive stress deviation, see what
we wrote in the second indent of § 3.6, about /’éé407˘/, too often becoming not
only ('éé407˘), but also (é'é407˘).
<ankfully, as we know quite well, by now, in Sanskrit the position of word-stress has no distinctive e‡ect! <us, e‡ective communication is not actually hampered… It is only ‘o‡ended', and not only by ‘foreigners', \ ‘non-Indians'. It is
easy to imagine such ‘deviations', as applied to the examples provided above, but,
again, we do not show them in transcriptions, with their dangerous ‘deviations',
not to be judged guilty to induce anyone to persist in (avoidable) errors!
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Sadly enough, the situation of the authentic and genuine pronunciation of
Latin and (ancient) Greek is not better than for Sanskrit. In addition, in Latin and
Greek, the position of stress may be distinctive, although not as frequently as in
Italian (or even in English). Of course, also common contemporary Italian and
Greek speakers (including ‘experts') are certainly not always good and sure models for stress placement (and not only for that).
Intonation
5.12. #th reference to what is presented under § 2.9-15, here, we will see the
tonograms for classical Sanskrit intonation (¬ ˙ 5) followed by a su‚cient number of examples, fully transcribed phonotonetically.
˙ 5. <e four protunes “ tunes of classical Sanskrit.
/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/¡/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

/˚/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/,/ (2 ' [2] 2)

SaöskòtAö bhAßAö samyaÑ vadeyam.
('såˇsk¥tAmb '˘AACÅˇ 'sam-jÄg WÄ'd⁄ejÄm3 3)
(I'd like to speak Sanskrit well.)
JAnIma∆ kas tavAbhiprAya∆.
(°A'nIImÄâ &kastÄ&WAb-ãyp'rAAjÄâ3 3)
(We know what you mean.)
<nuÑòhIto 'smi.
(&anYg¥'ãIItos&mi3 3)
(<ank you very much.)
DhanyavAda∆
(d&˘aô-jÄ'WAAdÄâ3 3)
(<anks a lot.)
<smin vißaye tava abhiprAya∆ ka∆?
(¿'asm—M 'wiCÄje 'taWAb ãyp'rAAjÄâ&kaâ3 3)
(„at do you think about it?)
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Katham anubhavasy Adya?
(¿'kat-âÄmÄ 'nYb-˘ÄWÄs 'jAAd-jÄ3 3)
(How are you feeling today?)
Kutra ÑacchAma∆?
(¿'kut-rÄ ga§§'âAAmÄâ3 3)
(„ere are we going?)
Kiö tvayA saöskòtena vaktuö Ωakyate?
(¿&ºiæt'wajA &så˙sk¥'t⁄enÄ 'WaktYM '@ak-jÄ&te21)
(Can you speak Sanskrit?)
Kiö tava bhrAtA tad upalabhate?
(¿&ºiæ'taWÄbH 'rAAtA &tadYpÄ'lab-HÄ&t⁄21)
(Does your brother understand it?)
<pi sa Ωva AÑantA?
(¿'apy sÄ@'Wa2 A'gaæ&tA21)
(Is he coming tomorrow?)
Yadi tvaö ΩanivAsare AÑantuö na Ωaknoßi, tarhi na∆ kaß†aö bhavißyati.
('jadyt&wån @Äny'WAAsÄ&r⁄2 A'gaæt˛N &na@ÄkÇnπoCy2 2\ 'tarHy nÄâ'kaCVÄmb2 ˘Ä'WiCjÄ&ti3 3)
(If you can't come on Saturday, we'll be in trouble.)
YadA naukAΩayam prApa tata∆ prAk sA nau∆ nirÑatA.
('jadA nÄY'kAA@ÄjÄmp ÇrAApÄ2 'tatÄâp 'rAAk2\ sA'naÕW 'nirgÄ&tA3 3)
(„en I arrived at the station, the ship had gone.)
<pi rathena padena vA asmAbhir Ñantavyam?
(¿&apyrÄtÇh⁄enÄ2 2\ ¿pÄÇd⁄enÄ&Wa2\ ¿Äs'mAAb-ãyr gÄæ'taW-jÄm21)
(Shall we go by coach, or on foot?)
∑ka∆, dvau, traya∆, catvAra∆.
('⁄eka˘2 d'wau2 tÇrajÄâ2 2\ §Ät'wAArÄâ3 3)
(One, two, three, four.)
∑ka∆, dvau, traya∆, catvAra∆…
('⁄eka˘2 d'wau2 t'rajÄâ2 §Ät'wAArÄâ2)
(One, two, three, four…)
Yadyapi tvaö ΩanivAsare AÑantuö na Ωaknoßi tathApi kaß†aö nAsti.
('jad-jÄpyt 'wåõ2 &@any'WAAsÄ&r⁄2 A'gaæt˛N &naSÄkÇnπoCy2 2| tÄt'hAApy2 'ka≈VÀN 'nAAsty3 3)
(If you can't come on Saturday, there's no problem.)
<pi padena rathena vA nAvA vA Ñacchasi?
(¿&apypÄ'd⁄enÄ2 ¿rÄtÇh⁄enÄ&WA2 2| ¿'nAAWA&WA 'ga§§-âÄ&si3 3)
(Are you going on foot, by coach, or by boat?)
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Nahi, so 'vadan, na mayA kòtam etad iti.
(^"naHy3 3Œ ìso'WadÄn2œ| ^nÄ'majA 'k¥tÄ 'm⁄etÄdy&ti3 3Œ)
(No, he said, I haven't done it.)
<vaΩyaö, priye.
(Ä'Wa@-jÄmp2 ìÇrije3 3œ)
(Of course, my dear.)
<vaΩyaö, priye, Ωvas tat prAptAsi.
(Ä'Wa@-jÄmp2 Çrije2 2| @'was2 &tÄtp-rAp'tAAsy3 3)
(Of course, my dear, you'll have it tomorrow.)
Vastuta∆, so 'vadan, mama niΩcayo nAsti.
(^'WastY&taâ2Œ\ ”soÇWadÄn2 2“| 'mamÄ 'ni@§Äjo ^'nAAsty3 3Œ)
(As a matter of fact, he said, I'm not at all sure.)
<pi na smarasi, priye, amUö citraö purvasmin saptahe 'paΩyAmeti?
(¿&apynÄs'marÄ&sip2 ì'rije2œ\ ¿Ä'mUUô '§it-rÄm2 pYr'wasmi˙ 'saptÄHe2 &pa@-jA'm⁄eti21)
(Don't you remember, dear, we saw that painting last week?)
Kiö brUße ‘‘cintA nAstIti'', vismaye, viparItaö kadA satyaö astIti?
(¿&ºimb'rUUCe2 ^'§iætA nAs'tIIty2Œ\ ì'WismÄ&j⁄2œ\ &WipÄ'rIItÄù 'kadA2 'sat-jÄ mÄs'tIIty3 3)
(Why did you say ‘I don't mind', I wonder, when the opposite is true?)

6.
Texts
in phonotonetic transcription
6.0.1. In this chapter, what we have explained so far will be summarized and put
into practice, by accurately transcribing some extended texts. Customarily, many phoneticians choose the Aesopian tale <e North Wind and the Sun˚ as a sort of ‘universal
specimen' for phonetic analysis. Actually, a tale is not always a good choice, since it
usually contains a lot of descriptive passages, generally accompanied by a very moderate amount of direct speech, if any.
In our view, and according to the natural approach itself, direct speech is the
most representative and natural form of ‘spoken language'; in a tale, however, direct speech is often reduced to very short sentences, o‡ering little room for complex intonational patterns and paraphonic features. Hence the need for descriptive passages, where longer utterances are more common, provided they are… said
by the speaker, not mechanically read aloud, like a press release.
In fact, reading aloud is nothing but the phonic rendition of a written text. Good
writers –journalists above all– aim at being as convincing and understandable as
possible, while (hopefully!) striving for conciseness, in order to keep their readers
from falling asleep. Natural speech, instead, obeys di‡erent dynamics, paying much
more attention to rhythm and ‘ﬂow', rather than simply delivering information.
„en these two di‡erent ways of using language are forced to coexist, results are
rarely satisfactory.
In reading aloud –for example, from a newspaper, or a textbook– everyone
must have experienced the uncomfortable feeling of ‘something missing', as if the
text lacked strength and balance. Typically, passionate and eloquent speakers have
a hard time coordinating the pauses perceived by them as spontaneous and necessary with those found in the written page. <e main reason is that traditional
punctuation works –almost exclusively– as a typographical aid to highlight the
syntax of complex utterances, and only secondarily to mark expressive pauses and
emotional features.
As such, punctuation evidently fails to reproduce the colorful richness of real
speech, with all its changes in pitch, speed, and paraphonic nuances. <at is why
‘verbatim' transcriptions –like parliamentary and judiciary records– look so redundant in some parts, and desperately elliptical in others. Omitting altogether
what readers could not reconstruct by themselves is exactly the price to pay, in order to make written language understandable.
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6.0.2. <ere are certain tendencies, which are generally shared by many native
speakers, but their actual use is not at all systematic. In fact, it also depends on
rhythm, and possible pauses and emphasis, especially for contrast, among other
things, such as hesitation pauses and false starts.
Of course, semantics also has its role in all that, since speakers may have di‡erent ways of thinking about the meaning of certain words, at least in certain contexts. In addition, many stress shifts seem to have a kind of special function: that
of di‡erentiating plain and trivial words from more speciﬁc words, at least in the
very context of a particular topic, which may even reveal personal feelings.
In conclusion, any language admits a certain degree of –mostly random– divergence from what is ‘normal', \ statistically more frequent, for the simple reason that the very act of speech, though extremely e‡ective, yet is not a mathematically ﬂawless mechanism. All this, in spite of ever possible slips into some mediatic traits.
„at matters is pronouncing correctly all that is crucial to mutual understanding: our brain, meanwhile, will naturally reconstruct what the speaker may
have neglected.
However, just to be on the safer side, and as a form of courtesy to their listeners, foreign speakers should avoid ‘tricks', and decidedly stick to the normalized
scheme proposed so far (a courtesy that native speakers should better reciprocate,
when talking to foreigners).
<e North Wind and the Sun
6.1.1. Here is our version of <e North Wind and the Sun˚ preceded by the English text (taken from Canepari's English Pronunciation “ Accents, Ã 52) and its British English transcription, which we just reproduce, with all necessary symbols, but
without explicitly explaining them or showing their orograms.
As a matter of fact, its only aim here is simply to hint at the general meaning of the
text. Of course, the interested readers can refer to the just mentioned book, from which
we also reproduce the typical broad Hindi pronunciation of English. See Ã 16, in this
book, as well. <ere, some di‡erent versions, in some English accents, are shown.
<e North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger, when a traveler came along wrapped in a warm cloak. <ey agreed that the one who ﬁrst succeeded in making the traveler take his cloak o‡ should be considered stronger than the
other.
<en the North Wind blew as hard as he could, but the more he blew the more
closely did the traveler fold his cloak around him; and at last the North Wind gave up
the attempt. <en the Sun shone out warmly, and immediately the traveler took o‡
his cloak. And so the North Wind was obliged to confess that the Sun was the stronger
of the two.
Did you like the story? Do you want to hear it again?
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Sanskrit text
10.1.2. Here is the corresponding text, though not rendered word by word, but
in a genuine version.
<thottara vAyu∆ sUrya∆ ca katara Avayor nu balIyAn iti vivadamAnAv AstAm.
<trAntare, ΩIta∆-vAraka∆-prAvA-rakA-vòta∆ ka∆ cid upAyayau pathika∆. Tau samaya¬ cakkratur, ya∆ kila nau pathikam amuö svagAttrAt prAvArakam unmocayituµ kßameta, sa
eva balIyAn iti prakIrtt-yeta.
Tata∆ cottaro vAyur yathAΩakti mahatA javena prasartum upAkramata. YAvad uggrataram sa prAvahat, pathikas tAvan nivi∂ataram prAvAkavòtam AtmAnam akarot. <nte
sAv uttaro vAyur nivòtta-pprayatno babhUva. Tatas sUrya udiyAya, vitatAna-ca prakharakara-jAlam, pathika∆ ca sapadi svAµgAd unmumo ca prAvArakam. Îttaro vAyur api kAmaö svIcakAra, sUrya eva balIyAn Avayor dvayor iti.
<pi tubhyaö kathAm arocata? <pi puna∆ ΩuΩrUßase?
(Ät'∆πot-tÄrÄ 'WAAjYÏ2 ÇsUUr-jÄ≈-§Ä2 2| 'katÄ&ra2 'AAWÄ&jπr2\ &nubÄ'lIIjAn3 3| 'ity2 Wy&WÄdÄ'mAAnA
'WAAstAm3 3|| Ät'rAAætÄ&r⁄2\ &@ItÄ'WAArÄ&kaFp rA'WAArÄkA 'W¥tÄâ&ka≈2 &§idY'pAAjÄ&jaÕ 'pat-+y&kaâ3 3||
'taY 'samÄjÄô '§akk-rÄ&tur2| 'jaâ&ºilÄ&naÕ2 'pat-+y&ka2 mÄ&m¨M2 wÄ'gAAtt-rAtp2 rA'WAArÄ&kam2
›Yn'mπo§Äjy&tuùk2ë CÄÇm⁄etÄ2 2| sÄ'⁄eWÄ bÄ"lIIJAn2\ &ityprÄ&ºIrtt'j⁄etÄ3 3||
'tatÄ≈2 '§πottÄro 'WAAjYr2 ›&jat-âA'@ak-ty2ë 'ma˘Ä&tA2 °ÄÇW⁄enÄ2 2\ prÄ'sartY2 mY'pAAkk-rÄmÄ&ta3 3|| 'jAAWÄ2 'dugg-rÄtÄ&ram2 sÄp'rAAWÄ&˘at2| 'pat-+ykÄs ÇtAAWÄn2 2| ny'Wi◊ÄtÄ&ramp2 rA'WAArÄ
'kaW¥&ta2 mat'mAAnÄ2 'makÄ&rπt3 3|| Äæ't⁄esA2 'WuttÄro 'WAAjYr2 ny'W¥t-tapp rÄ'jatno2 bÄb'WUUWÄ3 3||
&tatÄs'sUUr-jÄY dyÇjAAjÄ22| ›&WitÄ'tAAnÄ&§a2 'prak-hÄrÄ&karÄ '°AAlÄm3 3ë|| 'pat-+y&ka≈§Ä2 ›'sapÄ&dis2ë
'wAAùgA2 &dunmY'mπo&§Äp rA'WAArÄ&kam3 3|| 'uttÄro 'WAAjY&rapy2 »'kAAmÀ˙s &wI§Ä'kAArÄ2«\ ÇsUUrjÄ2 2 '⁄eWÄ bÄ"lIIjA2 'nAAWÄjord 'wajor3 3| 'ity3 3||
¿&apy'tub-ãjÄù 'kat-hAm2 ¿Ä'rπo§Ä&ta21|| ¿&apy'punÄ≈2 ¿@Y@'rUUCÄ&s⁄21).

ê
Some other texts

Su-kòtam!
‘‘BAla, kiö pa†hasi?''
‘‘≤cArya, RAmAya~aö MahAbhArataö ca pa†hAmi''.
BAla, su-kòtam!
(˚"suk¥&tam3 3|
»'bAAlÄ2« ¿ºim'paV-âÄ&si3 3
»A'§AAr-jÄ2« ’rA'mAAjÄ√Äm &ma˘Ab'˘AArÄtÄô&§Äp2‘ âÄV'âAAmy3 3
»'bAAlÄ2« ˚"suk¥&tam3 3)
Well done!
‘„at are you reading, sonny?'
‘Teacher, I'm reading the Ramayana and Mahabharata'
Very well, sonny!
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ê

ËrI-Ga~eΩa∆
Nara∆ kiö khAdati?
⁄danaö khAdati.
xhabAlo devaö pUjayati.
Kaö devaö pUjayati?
‘‘⁄m ΩrI-Ga~eΩaya nama∆''. ∑vaö vadati bAla∆.
(@'rII gÄ'√⁄e@Ä3 3|
¿'narÄâ2 ¿&ºiük'âAAdÄ&ti3 3
'πodÄmÄùk 'âAAdÄ&ti3 3
'iâÄ2 'bAAlo2 'd⁄eWÄm 'pUU°ÄjÄ&ti3 3
¿&kaæ'd⁄eWÄm2 'pUU°ÄjÄ&ti3 3
’'πoõ:2‘| ’&@rIgÄ'√⁄e@Ä 'namÄâ3 3‘ »'⁄eWÄ< 'WadÄ&ti3 3 'bAAlÄâ3 3«)
Lord Ganesha
„at does Man eat?
He eats rice.
Here, the child pays homage to God.
„ich God does he pay homage to?
He pays homage to Lord Ganesha.
Om: homage to Lord Ganesha.
ê
Kutra vasasi?
Devadatta! GrAme vA nagare vA vasasi?
Nagare vasAmi.
VAnarA∆ kutra vasanti?
VAnarA vane vasanti.
Vòkßeßu ca krI∂anti.
(¿'kut-rÄ 'WasÄ&si3 3|
¿&d⁄WÄ'dattÄg2 ¿'rAAme&Wa2 ¿'nagÄre&WA2 ¿'WasÄ&si3 3
'nagÄ&r⁄ WÄ'sAAmy3 3
¿'WAAnÄ&rAâ2 ¿'kut-rÄ WÄ'saæty3 3
'WAAnÄ&rA2 ¿'Wane WÄ'saæty3 3
W¥k'C⁄eCY&§ak2 rI'◊aæty3 3|)
„ere d'you live?
Devadatta, d'you live in a village or in a town?
I live in a town.
„ere do monkeys live?
Monkeys live in a forest.
And they play in the trees.
ê
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KAka∆
≤cArya, kAka∆ kutra vasati?
Putra, kAko grAmeßu vasati kAkasya var~a∆ kAla∆.
≤cAry, kokilam api paΩyAmi.
Kokilo nIla∆ kAkAnAö svara∆ karkaΩa∆ kokilAnAö svaro ladhura∆.
('kAAkÄâ3 3|
¿A'§AAr-jÄ2| ¿'kAAkÄâ2 ¿'kut-rÄ 'WasÄ&ti3 3
'put-rÄ2\ 'kAAkog2 'rAAmeCY 'WasÄ&ti3 3| kA'kas-jÄ 'War√Äâ2\ 'kAAlÄâ3 3
A'§AAr-jÄ2| 'kπoºy&la2 &mapypÄ@'jAAmy3 3
'kπoºy&lπ2\ 'nIIlÄâ3 3| kA'kAAnÅˇs 'warÄâ2| 'karkÄ&@aâ3 3| &koºy'lAAnÅˇs 'waro2\ 'mad-#Y&råâ3 3)
<e crow
Teacher, where does the crow live?
Sonny, the crow lives in towns.
<e crow's color is black.
Teacher, I can see a cuckoo, too.
<e cuckoo is dark.
<e singing of crows is hard.
<e singing of cuckoos is soft.
ê

KusumAni ca phalAni ca
DevAn kusumai∆ pUjayanti narA∆.
Phalair api pUjayanti.
KusumAni phalAni ca vanad AnayAmi. Devattena saha tatra gacchAmi.
<stu: kusumAni ca phalAni ca vanasya vòkßeßu rohanti.
(&kusY'mAAny&§ap2 âÄ'lAAny&§a3 3||
'd⁄eWAù2 'kusY&mayâ2\ &pU°Ä'jaæty2 'narAâ3 3|
pâa'lairÄ&pi2\ &pU°a'jaæty3 3|
&kusY'mAAny2 p-âÄ'lAAny&§a2\ 'WanA&dA2 nÄ'jAAmy3 3| &d⁄WÄdÄt't⁄enÄ&saâÄ2 'tat-rÄ &ga§§'âAAmy3 3|
'astY2| &kusY'mAAny&§Ä2\ pâÄ'lAAny&§a2| wÄ'nas-jÄ W¥k'C⁄eCY3 3)
‰owers and fruits
Men play homage to Gods.
<ey play homage to them with some fruits, too.
I'm bringing some flowers and fruits from the forest.
I go there with Davadatta.
<at is: flowers and fruits grow on the forest trees.
ê

<dya megho varßati
BAla∆, kiö Devadattena saha grAmaö gacchatha?
<dya megho varßati bhayAd gòhAn na nirgacchAma∆.
<stu api ca parvatebhya∆ pAßA~A∆ patanti.
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Pavanasya vegena ca kusumAni vòkebhya∆-patanti.
Devebhyo nama∆! Jalasya prabhAve~a vòkßA rohanti.
('ad-jÄ2\ 'm⁄eg-·o 'WarCÄ&ti3 3||
¿'bAAlAâ2\ ¿'ºiæ de&WadÄt't⁄enÄ 'saâÄ2\ ¿g'rAAmÄù 'ga§§-âÄt&âa21|
'ad-jÄ2\ 'm⁄eg-·o 'WarsÄ&ti3 3|| b'˘ajAd2 g¥'˘AnnÄ2 &nyrgÄ§§'âAAmÄâ3 3|
'astY2\ 'apy&§a“| &parWÄ't⁄eb-ãjÄâ2\ pA'CAA√AF2 pÄ'taæty3 3|
&paWÄ'nas-jÄ 'W⁄eŸenÄ&§a2\ &kusY'mAAny2 W¥k'C⁄eb-ãjÄF2 pÄ'taæty3 3|
˚de'W⁄eb-ãjo 'namÄâ3 3| °Ä'las-jÄp2 &rab-˘A'W⁄e√Ä2\ 'W¥kCA2 ro'˘aæty3 3)
Today, it's raining
Kids, are you going to the village with Devadatta?
Today, it's raining; out of fear, we don't go out.
<at is: in addition, some stones are falling o‡ the mountanins.
And, due to the force of the wind, the flowers come o‡ the trees.
Homage to the Gods! <e trees grow thanks to the water.
ê

BhayAkulA kanyA
Kim etat? Kim etat?
Vada kiö tava nAma?
KanakaprabhA iti mama nAma.
<trAgaccha Kanakaprabhe cintAö mA kuru! ⁄danaö khAda pAnIyaö piba.
<nugòhItAsmi. Dhanya-vAda∆.
(b-˘Ä'jAAkY&lA2 'kaô-jA3 3||
¿&ºi'm⁄etÄt3 3\ ¿&ºi'm⁄etÄt3 3|
'WadÄ2| ¿'ºiæ &taWÄ'nAAmÄ3 3|
&kanÄ'kap-rÄb&˘A3 3 &ity&manÄ'nAAmÄ3 3|
˚&at-rA'ga§§-âÄ2 &kanÄ'kap-rÄb-˘e3 3| ˚'§iætAm&ma 'kurY3 3|| 'πodÄnÄùk 'âAAdÄ3 3| 'pAAnIjÄm 'pibÄ3 3|
Ä&nug¥ãI'tAAsmy3 3| d&˘aôjÄ'WAAdÄâ3 3)
A very anxious young girl
„at's that? „at's that?
Tell me: what's your name?
My name's Kanakaprabha.
Come here, Kanakaprabha. Don't worry! Eat some rice, drink some water.
I'm grateful. <ank you.
ê

Ëubha-rAtri∆i!
Devadatta, gagane sUrya-candrau paΩya!
<Ωva-gaja-baka-narA∆-kßetra-parvata-vanebhya∆ ΩIghraö nirgamißyanti. BrAhma~a-kßatriya-vaiΩyA devAlayaö deva-Alayaö gamißyanti.
PaΩya! Mantri--sUta-sainikAnvito nòpo 'pi vanAn nirgacchati.
<dhunA candram eva paΩyAmi. Ëubha-rAtri∆!
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(&@ub-˘Ä'rAAt-ryâ3 3|
˚&d⁄WÄ'dattÄ2\ 'gagÄ&n⁄2\ 'sUUr-jÄ '§aæd-rÄY3 3 'pas-jÄ3 3|
'a@-wÄ2\ 'gajÄ2\ 'bAAlÄ2\ ÇnarAâ2 2\ k'C⁄et-rÄ2\ 'par-wÄ&ta2\ WÄ'n⁄ebÇãjÄâ2 2| &nirgÄmyC'jaæty3 3|
'brAAâmÄ&√a2\ k'Cat-ry&ja2\ ÇWai@-jÄ2 2| de'WAAlÄjÄù &gamyC'jaæty3 3|
˚"paC-jÄ3 3| 'maæt-ry2 'sUUtÄ2\ &sayny'kAAm-wy&tπ2\ n¥Çpπopy2 2\ 'WanAn2 nyr'ga§§-âÄ&ti3 3|
'ad-#Y&nA2\ '§aæd-rÄ&m⁄WÄ2 pa@'jAAmy3 3| &@ub-˘Ä'rAAt-ryâ3 3)
Good night!
Devadatta, look at the sun and the moon in the sky!
Horses, elephants, kids and men will quickly go out of ﬁelds, mountains, and
forests.
Brahmans, kshatriyas, and vaishyas will go to the temple.
Look! Also the king goes out of the forest, followed by ministers, cabmen, and
soldiers.
Now, I can just see the moon. Good night!
ê

ﬁa∂ òtava∆
Saövatsare ßa∂ òtava iti tvayA Ωikßitam.
¢tu-saökhyA khalu ΩikßitA. xdAnIm, òto∆ òto∆ ka∆ ka∆ Ωabdo bhavatIti j¬Atum
icchAma∆.
Ëò~uta! ¢tu-saöhAra-kAvye grIßma-varßA-Ωrad-hemanta-ΩiΩira-vasanta-òtavo var~itA∆.
GrIßma∆ kathaö var~ita∆?
Praca~∂a-sUryo dinAnta-ramyo nidAgha-kAla∆ samupAgata∆ priye; varßAsu ca
vibhAti ka~†e vara-ratna-bhUßitA varAµganeva kßitir ibdragopakai∆.
Ëarad-òtum aham eva var~ayAmi: haösair jitA su-lalitA gatir aµganAnAm, ambho-ruhair vikAsitair mukha-candra-kAnti∆.
Bho! MAm api Ωò~uta paripakva-ΩAlir vilIna-padma∆ hermanta-kAla∆ samupAgata∆; ΩiΩire ca niruddha-vAtAyana-mandirodaraö hutAΩano gurU~i vastrA~i ca
prayAnti janasya sevyatAm.
DrumA∆ sa-pußpA∆ salilaö sa-padmaö striya∆ sa-kAmA∆ pavana∆ su-gandhi∆
sukhA∆ pradoßa divasaΩ sarvaö priye cArutaraö vasante.
(&Ca'◊¥tÄ&Waâ3 3||
sÀM'wat-sÄ&r⁄2 &Ca'd¥tÄWÄy&ti2\ t&wajA'@ik-Cy&tam3 3|
&¥tY'saùº-âjAk2 'âalY2 '@iº-Cy&tA3 3| yÇdAAnIm2 2| '¥to∆&¥to∆2 'kaâ-kÄâ2\ '@ab-dob &˘aWÄ'tIIty#2
'ôAAtY &my§§'âAAmÄâ3 3|
˚"@¥√Y&ta3 3| &¥tYså˙'˘ArÄ 'kAAW-je2| g'rIICmA2 'WarCA2 '@arÄd&H⁄ 'maætÄ2 '@i@y&ra2\ WÄ'saætÄ2
'¥ta&Wπ2 'War√y&taâ2|
¿g'rIICmÄâ 'kat-âÀM 'warny&taâ3 3|
prÄ'§aædÄ 'sUUr-jo2 dy'naætÄ 'ram-jo2\ ny'dAAg-˘Ä 'kAAlÄâ2| &samY'pAAgÄ&ta3 3| »p'rije3 3«||
WÄr'CAAsY&§a2\ Wyb'˘AAty2\ 'ka√V-He2\ 'WarÄ 'rat-nÄb '#UUCy&tA2\ WÄ&raùgÄ'n⁄eWÄk2 'City
&riæd-rÄ'gπopÄ&kayâ3 3|
&sarÄ'd¥tY2 &ma˘Ä'm⁄eWÄ2\ &War√Ä'jAAmy2| '˘å˙sÄyr '°itA2 sY'lalytA 'gaty &raùgÄ'nAAnAm2\
'amb-·o 'ru˘Äyr2\ wy'kAAsy&tayr2\ 'muk-˘Ä2 '§aæd-rÄ2 'kAAætyâ3 3|
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˚b'·πo3 3| 'mAA &nÄpy'@¥√Y&ta2| &pary'pak-wA 'sAAlyr wy'lIInÄ2 'padmÄâ2\ He'maæ&ta2 'kAAlÄâ2\
&samY"pAAgÄ&taâ2| '@i@yre&§any'rudd-˘Ä2 WA'tAAjÄ&ma2\ &maædy'rπodÄ&råM2 #Y'tAA@Ä&nπ2 gY'rUU√y WÄst'rAA√y&§ap rÄ'jaæty2 °Ä'nas-jÄ 's⁄eW-jÄ&tAm3 3|
d'rumAâ2\ sÄ'puCpAâ2| 'saly&lå˙ sÄ'pad-mÀ˙st 'rijÄÏ2 sÄ'kAAmAF 'paWÄ&naÏ2 sY'gaædãyâ3 3| 'suk-âAFp rÄ'dπoCA2\ 'diWÄsA@&§a2 'råM-jAÏ 'sarwÀM wÄ'saæte3 3|)
<e six seasons
In a year, there are six seasons, as you've learnt.
Certainly: I've learnt the names of the seasons. Now, we hope to know which
are the names of the seasons.
Listen! <e poem ‘<e circle of the seasons' describes the seasons: summer,
rain-season, fall, winter, cold-season, spring.
How was spring described?
#th its strong wind, its nice day-ends, the warm season has come, my dear.
And during the rain-season, it sparkles, decorated with precious neck-stones
like a pretty woman, or the earth with ladybirds.
Fall, just described by me: the wild geese outdid the nice walk of women. <e
lotuses outdid the brightness of the moon on their faces.
Hey, listen to me, too! #th its ripe rice, with its faded lotuses, the turn of winter has come. And during cold weather, the house hollow with closed windows, the ﬁre and warm clothes are useful for people.
<e trees are in blossom, the waters have some lotuses, the women are in love,
the wind is fragrant, the evenings and days are pleasant. Oh, my dear, everything is lovelier in spring.
ê

ËvaΩrUr vadhUΩ ca
He, janA∆! <yodhyA-nagarIö paΩyata!
Kim <yodhyA-nagaryAö kAcin nadI vahati?
<re! Na jAnAsi! Tatra SarayUr vahati. NadhyA∆ ΩobhAö draß†uö gamißyAma∆.
NadhyAs tIre ekA nArI tiß†ati.
YA nArI tatra tiß†ati sA mama ΩvaΩrU∆.
TvAö dòß†vA ΩvaΩrU∆ sa-krodhA bhavet.
TvayA sAdhUktam vadhvA kadApi nir-janaö gòhaö vihAya na gantavyam.
Tvaö gòhaö gacce∆. <haö tu devIö PArvatIö pUjayißyAmi.
DevIbhi∆ striya∆ sadA rakßitA∆.
(@'wa@-rUr2 'wad-#Y@&§a3 3||
˚he"°anAâ2| ˚Ä"jπod-+jA 'nagÄ&rIm2 'pa@-jÄ&ta3 3|
¿&ºimÄ'jπod-+jA 'nagÄr&jAù2\ ¿'kAA§in 'nadI 'WaHÄ&ti21|
˚"are2\ &na°A'nAAsy3 3| 'tat-ra 'sarÄjUr 'wa˘Ä&ti3 3| 'nad-ãjA≈ '@πob-˘Aæd2 'raCVYù2 &gamyC'jAAmÄâ3 3|
'nad-ãjAs 'tIIre2\ '⁄ekA 'nAArI2 'tiCVÄ&ti3 3|
&jA'nAArI2 'tat-rÄ 'tiCVÄty2\ sA'mamÄ@ 'wa@-rUW3 3||
twAæ'd¥CV-wA@2 'wa@-rUW2\ sak'rπod-˘Ab 'HaWet3 3|
t&wajAsAd'WUUktÀM 'wad-˘wA kÄ'dAApy &nir'°anÄù 'g¥˘ÀM wy'˘AAjÄ nÄ'gaætÄW&jam3 3||
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t&waù'g¥HÄù 'ga§-§eh3 3|| 'aHÄæ tY'd⁄eWIm 'pAAr-wÄtIm &pU°ÄjyC'jAAmy3 3|
de'WIIb-ãyÏst 'rijÄÏ 'sadA 'rak-Cy&tAâ3 3||)
Mother-in-law and daughter-in-law
Hey, you all! Have a look at Ayodha town!
Does any river ﬂow through the town?
Oh! You don't know! <e Sarayu ﬂows there. We're going see the beauty of
that river. On the river bank there's a woman. <e woman who is there's
my mother-in-law.
Seeing you your mother-in-law might get annoyed/crossed.
You're right. A daughter-in-law must never get o‡, leaving her home empty.
You should go back home. I'll pay homage to the goddess Parvati.
Goddesses always protected women.
ê

Vòddha-ΩaΩaka∆ siöhaΩ ca
<sti, Mandara-nAmni parvate, ‘‘DurdAnto'' nAma siöha∆. Sa ca sarvadA paΩUnAö vadhAö kurvann Aste.
Tata∆ sarvai∆ paΩubhir militvA sa siöho vij¬apta∆: ‘‘Mògendra! Kim artham
ekadA bahu-paΩu-ghAta∆ kriyate? Yadi prasAdo bhavati tadA vayam eva bhavad-AhArArthaö prati-dinam ekaikaö paΩum upa∂haukayAma∆''.
Tatra siöhenoktam: ‘‘Yady etad abhimataö bhavatAö tarhI bhavatu tat''.
Tata∆ prabhòty ekaikaö paΩum upakalpitaö bhakßayann Aste. Atha kadAcid vòddha-ΩaΩakasya kasyacid vAra∆ samAyAta∆. So 'cintaya: ‘‘Mandaö mandaö
gacchAmi''.
Tata∆ siöho 'pi kßudhA-pI∂ita∆ kopAt tam uvAca: ‘‘Kutas tvaö vilambAd Agato 'si?''
‘‘ËaΩako 'bravIt, Deva!'' NAham aparAdhI. <ham Agacchan pathi siöhAntre~a
balAd dhòta∆''.
TasyAgre punar AgamanAya Ωapataö kòtvA svAminaö: ‘‘Nivedayitum atrAgato 'smi''
Siöha∆ sa-kopam Aha: ‘‘Sa-tvaraö gatvA dur-AtmAnaö darΩaya kva sa dur-AtmA
tiß†hati?''
Tata∆ ΩaΩakas taö gòhItvA gambhIra-kUpaö darΩayituö gata∆. <trAgatya svayam
eva paΩyatu svAmI ity uktvA tasmin kUpa-jale tasya siöhasyaiva pratibimbaö
darΩitavAn.
Tato 'sau kopa-vaΩAt siöha-nAdaö mumoca. Tatas tat pratiΩabdena dvi-gu~ataro nAda∆ kUpAt samutthita∆.
<thAsau taö nAdam Akar~ya: ‘‘Ëaktataro 'yam iti matvA'' tasyopary AtmAnaö nikßipya pa¬catvam upagata∆.
('W¥dd-˘Ä '@a@Ä&ka2 's¤û˘Ä&§a3 3|
'asty2\ 'maædÄrÄ 'nAAmny2 'parwÄ&t⁄2| ’dYr'dAAæto2‘ 'nAAmÄ2 »'s¤û˘Äâ3 3«| 'sa&§a2 'sar-wÄ&dA2
pÄ'@UUnÅM 'wad-˘Äù 'kur-wÄn 'nAAs-te2|
'tatÄÏ 'sar-wÄyâ 'pa@Yb&ãir my'lit-wA2 sÄ's¤û·o2\ Wy#'ôap-tÄâ3 3|
˚m¥'Ÿ⁄eæd-rÄ3 3| ¿&ºi'mart-âÄ 'm⁄ekÄ&dA2 'ba#Y2 'pa@Yg2 'âAAtÄâk 'rijÄ&t⁄3 3| 'jadyp rÄ'sAAdob 'âaWÄ&ti2 'tadA 'WajÄ 'm⁄eWÄ2\ b'˘aWÄ&dA˘A 'rAArtâÄÀp 'raty2 'dinÄ me'kaikÄm
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'pa@Y &mYpÄ◊&˘aYkÄ'jAAmÄâ3 3|
'tat-rÄ2 &s¤NHe'nπok-tÄm2| &jad'j⁄etÄ 'dab-ãy&matÄmb '˘aWÄ&tAm2\ 'tarãyb '˘aWÄtY&tat3 3|
'tatÄFp2 'rab-˘Ärt je'kaikÄm2\ 'pa@Y &mupÄ'kalpytÄm2\ b'˘akCÄ&jan2 'nAAste2| 'at-âÄ2
kÄ'dAA§yd 'w¥dd-âÄ2 &@a@Ä'kas-jÄ2\ 'kas-jÄ§yd 'wAArÄâ2\ &samA'jAAtÄâ3 3|| &sπ'§iætÄ&jat2\
'maædÄm 'maædÄm2 &gÄ§§'˘AAmy3 3|
&tatÄÏ's¤N·o&pi2| k'Cud-˘A2 'pII◊y&taâ2 'kπopAt2\ &tamY'WAA§Ä2|| ¿'kutÄst&wam2\ ¿wy'lambA
'dAAgÄto&si3 3|
'@a@Ä&kπb2 'raWIt3 3 ”˚"d⁄eWÄ3 3“| 'nAA˘Ä &mapÄ'rAAd-ãI3 3| »&a˘ÄmA'ga§-§Äm2 'pat-ây2«
&s¤û˘AætÄ'r⁄e√Ä2 'balAdd 'H¥tÄâ3 3|
tÄs'jAAg-re 'punÄ &rAgÄmÄ'nAAjÄ2 '@apÄt-âÄù 'k¥t-wA2\ s'wAAmy&nan2\ ny'W⁄edÄjy&tu2 mÄt'rAAgÄtos&mi3 3|
's¤ûâÄÏ2 sÄ'kπopÄ 'maAâÄ2\ sÄt'warÄù 'gat-wA2 &durAt'mAAnÄæ 'dar@Ä&ja3 3| ¿k'wasÄ dY'rAAt-mA 'tiC-VÄ&ti3 3|
'tatÄ≈2 '@a@ÄkÄs &taù-g¥'ãIIt-wA2\ gÄmb&ãIrÄ'kUUpÄæ2 'dar@Ä&jitYù 'gatÄâ3 3| &at-rA'gat-jÄs2
'wajÄ 'm⁄eWÄ2 'pas-jÄtYs 'wAAmI3 3| &it'jukt-wA2\ 'tasmyn“\ &kUUpÄ'jale2\ 'tas-jÄ2 &s¤û˘as'jaiWÄ2\ p&raty'bimbÄæ2 'dar@ytÄ&WAn3 3|
'tato&saY2\ 'kπopÄ2 'Wa@At2\ &s¤û˘Ä 'nAAdÄm mY'mπo§Ä3 3| 'tatÄÏ&tatp2 rÄ&ti@Äb'd⁄enÄ2\
d&wi'gu√ÄtÄ&rπ2 'nAAdÄâ2\ 'kUUpAt2 sÄ'mutt-âytÄâ.| Ät'âAAsÄY2\ &tan'nAAdÄ mA'kar√jÄ2\ ’'@aktÄtÄ&rπjÄ &mity'mat-wA3 3‘\ tÄs'jπopÄr jAt'mAAnÀN nyº'Cip-jÄ2\ pÄô-§at-wÄ
'mupÄgÄ&taâ3 3|)
<e old hare and the lion
Once upon a time, on the Mandara mountain, there was a lion named ‘Tameless'. It always spent its time killing animals. <en, all the animals met and
presented it with a request: ‘King of the animals, what about killing several
animals at a time? If you agree, every day, we will o‡er you an animal for
your meal'.
<e lion said: ‘If this is your wish, then, it's agreed'. Since that moment, it lived
on any animal destind to it. Yet, one day, it was the turn of an old hare. It
said to itself: ‘I'm going to go very slowly'.
<en, the lion, which was starving to death, told it angrily: ‘„y did you arrive
late?'
<e hare said: ‘I'm not guilty, Sire, on the way, another lion kept me forcibly'.
After swearing to return, it said: ‘I came here to inform Your Majesty'.
<e lion replied angrily: be quick in showing me that villain. „ere's that villain?
<en, the hare took it and showed a deep well. „en they arrived there, it said:
‘Your Majesty, have a look yourself', and showed the reflection of the same
lion, on the water in the well.
<en, flying into a rage, the lion gave a roar. And, due to the echo e‡ect, a noise
went out of the well, twice stronger.
<us, hearing this sound, the lion, thinking it was stronger, it ponced on it,
and passed away.

7.
Concise Sanskrit
phono-dictionary
7.1. <is phono-dictionary presents less than 200 words, which are important
for cultural Sanskrit traditions.
However, its is more a tool for phoneticians, linguists, and cultured people, who
do not actually (need to) speak the language, but are happy to clearly know, at last,
how to pronounce it adequately, at least when reading.
<us, these forms are given both in our own transliteration and transcription˘
And it should be carefully noted, from the start, that their alphabetical order is quite
di‡erent from the Devanagari one. In fact, its order is the commonest one used in
the West, and with the long vowels after the short ones.
7.2. In addition, every item starts with a capital letter, also because those words
are often used as proper names.
It is to be kept in mind that long and nasalized vowels are to be found under
their simple element, including the variants of n [~˚ µ˚ ¬], while greater timbre
di‡erences have basic di‡erent symbols.
<e pronunciation given here is the neutral one of Classical Sanskrit. Di‡erent
languages can use the position of stress in a word as a distinctive element, in a more
or less extensive way. But, in Sanskrit, it is not so.
7.3. For words beginning with (˘0-0, ˘0'0), it is important not to hastily consider them absolutely wrong. In fact, as soon as these words are inserted in phrases, after a vowel, it is immediately obvious that they are (é0˘0, é0'0), not (é˘00,
é'00)!
Instead, notations like (0'0é, 0'éé, 00'é) are decisely unnatural for most languages, even not considering German notations like /0'é/ (0'öé): und überall
(öUnt&öy;b√'öal, -bÍ'öal-).
<
<dvaita (Äd'waitÄ)
<dvaitavedAnta (Äd&waitÄWe'dAAætÄ)
<gnißvAtta (&ag-nyC'wAAttÄ)
<haµkAra (&a˘Äù'kAArÄ)

<nta∆kara~a (Äæ'taâkÄ&ra√Ä)
<nupapAdaka (Ä&nupÄ'pAAdÄ&ka)
<rhat ('ar˘Ät)
<rjuna ('ar°Y&na)
<rUpa (Ä'rUUpÄ)
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<sat ('asÄt)
<Ωvattha (Ä@'watt-âÄ)
<valokiteΩvara (&aWÄ&lπºy't⁄e@-wÄ&ra)
<vasthA (Ä'Wast-âÄ)
<vatAra (&aWÄ'tAArÄ)
<vIci (Ä'WII§y)
<vidyA (Ä'Wid-jA)
≤
≤cArya (A'§AAr-jÄ)
≤di-buddhi ('AAdy 'budd-ãy)
≤kAΩa (A'kAA@Ä)
≤nanda (A'naædÄ)
≤sama ('AAsÄ&ma)
≤Ωrama ('AA@rÄ&ma)
≤tman ('AAtmÄn)
B
Bhagavad-gItA (b'˘agÄWÄd 'ŸIItA)
Bhakti-yoga (b'˘akty 'jπogÄ)
BhUta (b'#UUtÄ)
BIja ('bII°Ä)
Bodhi ('bπod-ãy)
Bodhisattva (&bπd-ãy'satt-wÄ)
BrahmA (b'ra˘-mA)
Brahman (b'ra˘-mÄn)
Brahma-yoga (b'ra˘-mA 'jπogÄ)
BrAhma~a (b'rAA˘-mÄ&√a)
Buddha ('budd-˘Ä)
Buddhi ('budd-ãy)
C
Cakra ('§ak-rÄ)
Cela ('§⁄elÄ)
Cit ('§it)
ChAyA (§'âAAjA)
D
DAna ('dAAnÄ)
Deva ('d⁄eWÄ)
Dharma (d'˘armÄ)
DhAra~A (d'˘AArÄ&√a)
DhyAna (d'ãjAAnÄ)
DvApara-yuga (d'wAApÄrÄ 'jugÄ)

Dvija (d'wi°Ä)
G
GAyatrI ('gAAjÄt&rI)
Gautama ('gautÄ&ma)
Gu~a ('gu√Ä)
Guru ('gurY)
Guru-paraöparA ('gurY pÄ'rampÄ&rA)
H
Ha†ha-yoga ('˘aV-âÄ 'jπogÄ)
X
XΩvara ('II@wÄ&ra)
J
JAgrat ('°AAg-rÄt)
JIva ('°IIWÄ)
JIvanmukta (&°IWÄn'muk-tÄ)
JIvAtman (°I'WAAt-mÄn)
J¬Ana-yoga (#'ôAAnÄ 'jπogÄ)
K
Kali-yuga ('kaly 'jugÄ)
Kalpa ('kalpÄ)
Karman ('karmÄn)
Karma-yoga ('karmÄ 'jπogÄ)
Karu~A ('karY&√A)
KAma ('kAAmÄ)
KAma-loka ('kAAmÄ 'lπokÄ)
KAma-rUpa ('kAAmÄ 'rUUpÄ)
KAra~a-ΩarIra ('kAArÄ&√a @Ä'rIIrÄ)
KAra~opAdhi (&kArÄ√o'pAAd-ãy)
Kòß~a ('k¥C-√Ä)
Kòta-yuga ('k¥tÄ 'jugÄ)
Kßatriya (k'Cat-ry&ja)
KßAnti (k'CAAæ-ty)
KumAra (kY'mAArÄ)
L
Laya ('lajÄ)
Liµga-ΩarIra ('liügÄ @Ä'rIIrÄ)
Lipika ('lipy&ka)
Loka ('lπokÄ)
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M
MahAbhArata (&ma˘Ab'˘AArÄ&ta)
Mahat ('ma˘Ät)
MahAtman (mÄ'˘AAt-mÄn)
Manas ('manÄs)
MAnasaputra (&mAnÄsÄ'put-rÄ)
Mantra ('maæt-rÄ)
Manu ('manY)
Manvantara (mÄm'waætÄ&ra)
MAyA ('mAAjA)
MAyAvi-rUpa (mA'jAAWy 'rUUpÄ)
Mokßa ('mπok-CÄ)
Mudra ('mud-rÄ)
Mukti ('muk-ty)
MUlaprakòti (mu'lap-rÄk¥&ti)
N
NirmA~akAya (nyr&mA√Ä'kAAjÄ)
NirvA~a (nyr'wAA√Ä)
Niyama ('nijÄ&ma)
⁄
⁄m ('πom)

R
Rajas ('ra°Äs)
RAja-yoga ('ra°Ä 'jπogÄ)
RAmAya~a (rA'mAAjÄ&√a)
RUpa ('ruupÄ)
S
SamAdhi (sÄ'mAAd-ãy)
SaösAra (sÀˇ'sAArÄ)
SannyAsin (sÄnn'jAAsyn)
Sat ('sat)
Satya ('sat-jÄ)
Sattva ('satt-wÄ)
SAvitrI ('sAAWyt-rI)
SiddhArtha (sydd'˘AArt-âÄ)
Skandha (s'kaæd-˘Ä)
Smòti (s'm¥ty)
SthUla-ΩarIra (st&WUlÄ @Ä'rIIrÄ)
StUlopAdhi (s&tUlo'pAAd-ãy)
Sußupti (sY'Cup-ty)
SUkßmopAdhi (&sUk-Cmo'pAAd-ãy)
SUtrAtman (sut-'rAAt-mÄn)
SvabhAva (s-wÄb'˘AAWÄ)
Svapna (s'wap-nÄ)

P
Pa~∂u ('pa√◊Y)
Parabrahman (&parÄb'ra˘-mÄn)
ParamAtman (&parÄ'mAAt-mÄn)
PAramitA ('pAArÄmy&tA)
Pata¬jali (pÄ'taô°Ä&li)
Pitò ('pit¥)
PradhAna (p-rÄd'˘AAnÄ)
PrajApati (p-rÄ'°AApÄ&ti)
Praj¬A (p'ra#-ôA)
Prakòti (p'rak¥&ti)
Pralaya (p'ralÄ&ja)
Pratyeka-buddha (p-rÄt'j⁄ekÄ 'budd-˘Ä)
Pravòtti (p-rÄ'W¥t-ty)
PrA~a (p'rAA√Ä)
PrA~AyAma (p&rA√A'jAAmÄ)
Punarjanman (&punÄr'°anmÄn)
PurA~a (pY'rAA√Ä)
Purußa ('purY&Ca)

Ë
Ëakti ('@ak-ty)
Ëambhala ('@amb-˘Ä&la)
ËaµkarAcArya (&@aùkÄrA'§AAr-jÄ)
ËarIra (@Ä'rIIrÄ)
ËAstra ('@AAst-rÄ)
Ëiß†a ('@iCVÄ)
Ëiva ('@iWÄ)
ËIla ('@IIlÄ)
Ëloka (@'lπokÄ)
Ëruti (@'ruty)
ËUdra ('@UUd-rÄ)
ËUnyatA ('@UUô-jÄ&tA)
T
Tamas ('tamÄs)
Tantra ('taæt-rÄ)
Tat ('tat)
TathAgata (tÄt'âAAgÄ&ta)
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Tattva ('tatt-wÄ)
TAntrika ('tAAæt-ry&ka)
Tejas ('t⁄e°Äs)
TretA-yuga (t'r⁄etÄ 'jugÄ)
TrimUrti (t-ry'mUUr-ty)
Tòß~A ('t¥C-√A)
TurIya (tY'rIIjÄ)
¥
¥pa~ißad ('upÄ√y&Cad)
¥pAdhi (Y'pAAd-ãy)
¥pAsaka (Y'pAAsÄ&ka)
¥pAsika (Y'pAAsy&ka)
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V
VAc ('WAA§)
VAhana ('WAA˘Ä&na)
VaiΩya ('Wai@-jÄ)
Veda ('W⁄edÄ)
VedAnta (We'dAAætÄ)
VidyA ('Wid-jA)
VirAga (Wy'rAAgÄ)
Viß~u ('WiC-√Y)
VIrya ('WIIr-jÄ)
Y
Yama ('jamÄ)
Yoga ('jπogÄ)
Yogin ('jπoŸyn)
Yuga ('jugÄ)

8.
Regional ‘ modern' accents
of Sanskrit in the Indian
subcontinent
8.0.1. In this chapter, we will provide the phonopses of 17 ‘regional accents' of
Sanskrit, which are typical of bilingual people in India and in some neighboring nations. For each area and mother tongue, we will show what is needed for adequate
˙ 8.0.1. Languages spoken in India and some neighboring countries.

+ Kashmiri
Panjabi

Nepali
±

north
west

Sindhi =

±

Urdu

Assamiya

Hindi

east

south
≠

Gujarati =
=

Bengali
Oriya

Marathi =
Kannada =
Malayalam =

+ Telugu

+ Tamil
≠

≠

Singhala
Dhivehi =
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comparisons with neutral pronunciation of Sanskrit.
Of course, each single speaker, in addition to what we will show, may also use
some neutral or mediatic peculiarity (¬ Ã 3-6).
Each phonopsis shows the fundamental vocograms and tonograms of its accent
(with some variants), simply adding some observations about the consonants, mainly when they di‡er from neutral Sanskrit usage.
Many speakers use only (s) for /s, S, ß/, even in Bihar. Dravidians, often have /é0˘0é/
(é˘0:é), lengthened contoids instead of geminated, while Bengali and Marathi speakers may have degemination: /é0˘0é/ (é˘0é).
˙ 8.0.2 privides the orograms of the contoids not present among the ﬁgures of Ã 4.
˙ 8.0.2. Sanskrit regional accent: contoids not present in Ã 4.

TD

¶

Àá

f

Ç√

≈

Àö

xŸ

1

y

®
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Hindi
8.1.1. ˙ 8.1.1 shows the most typical vowels and diphthongs of the Hindi accent of Sanskrit. It should be carefully compared with ˙ 3.1. Look at it particularly for the possible taxophones of unstressed /A/, including its very frequent complete fall in open syllable, either inside or at the end of a word. <is fact is most
typical of Hindi speakers, especially ‘northeners', as they do in their mother
tongue. But it is terribly di‡erent from real Sanskrit usage.
˙ 8.1.1. Sanskrit regional accent: Hindi.
/i/ (I)
/a/ ('å, &å, ’å0, ’‘˘)

/u/ (U)
/’0a˘, ’0aò/: (0‘, ≠≠0) {((≠≠0`))}
≠(jÉ, ãÉ) ≠(mê, pê, bê, åê, 6ê)
≠(kx, gx) ≠(j∑)

/ii/ ('ii, &i, ’i)

/uu/ ('uu, &u, ’u)

/ee/ ('ee, &e, ’e)
≠('Ä™, &Ä, ’™)

/oo/ ('oo, &o, ’o)
≠('∏ø, &∏, ’ø)
/aa/ ('aa, &a, ’a)

/ai/ (åI)

/au/ (åU)

˙ 8.1.2 shows frequent variants, which can certainly be found in alternation with
those of ˙ 8.1.1. In addition, ˙ 8.1.3 gives further possible broader variants, which
may occur in the accents of western, southern, or eastern speakers of Hindi (¬ ˙
8.0.1). <e intonation patterns are given in ˙ 8.1.4, including frequent variants.
8.1.2. As for the consonants, for /–/ we generally have /n˘, n=0/ especially in the
north and east; in addition, in the north we ﬁnd postpalatals instead of apicopalatals,
which are common in the rest of the territory, including /éµé/ (é†é, ´R´) (and further combinations), together with /élé/ (éÂé)÷ /W/ (W, w, B, B, ˘b)÷ /b/ (b, B).
/ph/ (f, f, Ç)÷ /ô, ©, á, Â/ (~, c, G, S) (and, also after a pause, /©, á/ (S, ﬁ, Ï÷ Z, Ë, D));
/j/ (j, éJé)÷ /éH/ clusters typically become (Hé), with possible /0H/ (ÒH)); /h/ (H),
/h˘/ (H, H, `)÷ often /Hé–/ (H´); /k/ (k, â, ◊, ä)÷ /#ô/ (#, ô, õ, dó, Ÿj)÷ /ß/ (S), /sT/ (ßT)÷
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/r/ (r, ≈, ¸)÷ ﬁnal stops are frequently inaudibly released: (0ò˘). Often, /kß/ and /khj/
are exchanged.
˙ 8.1.2. Sanskrit regional accent: Hindi further realizations.
/u/ (¨)

/i/ (¤)
/a/ ('å, &å, ’‘˘, ’å0, √ı, ı√)
“ (’8˘, ’˘, ’9˘, ’Ô˘)

/ii/ ('ii, &i, ’i)

/uu/ ('uu, &u, ’u)

/ee/ ('™e, &e, ’e)
≠('E™, &E, ’™)

/oo/ ('øo, &o, ’o)
≠('Oø, &O, ’ø)
/aa/ ('a√, &a, ’√)

/ai/ (åÙ)

/au/ (√P)

˙ 8.1.3.1. Sanskrit regional accent: Hindi more local forms.
west (Rajasthan)
/u/ (¨)

/i/ (¤)

/au/ (åU)
/oo/ ≠(∏ø, ’ø)

/ai/ (åI)
/ee/ ≠(E™, ’™)
/aH-/ (E, ’™)
south (Madhya Pradesh)
/i/ (¤, Ù)
/ai/ (åI, åÙ)
/ee/ ≠(E™, Ä™, ’™)
/aH-/ (E, ’™, Ä, ’É)

/u/ (¨, P)
/au/ (åP, åU)
/oo/ ≠(,ø, ∏ø, ’ø)
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˙ 8.1.3.2. Sanskrit regional accent: Hindi more local forms.
east (Bihar)
/u/ (U)

/i/ (I)
/ee/ ≠(ÄÉ, ’É)
≠≠(å™, ’™)
/aH-/ (å, ’‘)

/oo/ ≠(√ø, ’ø)
≠≠(,Ö, ’Ö)

/au/
(åP, ≠√Ö)

/ai/
(åÙ, ≠ÄÉ)

Especially in the east, also /!j/ (G), /s/ may become (S, À). In the north-eastern
areas (especially in and around Varanasi, VArA~asI) a ﬁnal vowel (even short) is
very often stressed; in addition, dental and apicopalatal consonants may merge into alveolar realizations.
˙ 8.1.4. Sanskrit regional accent: Hindi intonation patterns, with variants.

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Kashmiri
8.2. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we can
particularly mention: v (¶), y (J).
˙ 8.2. Sanskrit regional accent: Kashmiri.
/u/ (¨)

/i/ (¤)

/a/ (√, ’‘)

/uu/ (Uu, ’U)

/ii/ (Ii, ’I)
/ee/ (Ée, ’É)

/oo/ (øo, ’ø) ≠≠(Où, ’O)
/aa/ (√a, ’√)

/au/ (√¨, ’‘¨)

/ai/ (√i, ’‘¤)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Panjabi
8.3. In addition to the vocogram (often with /0A˘, 0A!/ (`)) and tonograms,
for the consonants we mention: v (¶), h (h, H).
˙ 8.3. Sanskrit regional accent: Panjabi.

/u/ (¨, ≠P)

/i/ (¤, ≠Ù)
/a/ (å)

/uu/ (u:, ’u)

/ii/ (i:, ’i)

/oo/ (ø:, ’ø) ≠(ØO, O:, ’O)

/ee/ (™:, ’™) ≠(πE, E:, ’E)

/aa/ (a:, ’a)

/au/ (å¨, ≠åP)

/ai/ (å¤, ≠åÙ)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Urdu (Pakistan)
8.4. For the consonants we can notice: v (w), y (J, j).
˙ 8.4. Sanskrit regional accent: Urdu.
/i/ (¤)

/u/ (¨)

/a/ (å)
/uu/ (uu, ’u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/oo/ (oo, ’o) ≠(Oø, ’ø)

/ee/ (ee, ’e) ≠(E™, ’™)

/aa/ (aa, ’a)

/ai/ (å¤)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/au/ (å¨)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Sindhi
8.5. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we can
bring up: v (√), y (J).
˙ 8.5. Sanskrit regional accent: Sindhi.
/u/ (U)

/å/ (å, ≠√)
/uu/ (uu, ’u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/oo/ (oo, ’o) ≠(oU, øU, OÖ, ’Ö)

/ee/ (ee, ’e) ≠(EÉ, ’É)

/aa/ (aa, ’a) ≠(AA, ’A)

/ai/ (å¤, ≠√¤)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/au/ (å¨, ≠√¨)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Gujarati
8.6. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we can
mention: v (w), y (J), h (h÷ H), ph (F), b (B), r (¸), th (Ï), d (ƒ), ~ (†), †h (P), ∂
(R), kh (x), g (Ÿ), ò (rU), /–/ (≈u), and the merger of dental and apicopalatal consonants into alveolar ones.
˙ 8.6. Sanskrit regional accent: Gujarati.
/u/ (U, ≠u)

/i/ (I, ≠i)

/a/ (å, ’x, ≠a)
/uu/ (uu, ’u, ≠u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i, ≠i)

/ee/ (ee) ≠(e, EE, E™)

/oo/ (oo) ≠(o, OO, Oø)
/aa/ (aa, ’a)

/au/ (xu)

/ai/ (xi)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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Nepali
8.7. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants˚ let us
mention: v (w), y (J), h (h÷ H), ph (ph, f), bh (bH, B), c˚ j /©, á/ (q, Q).
˙ 8.7. Sanskrit regional accent: Nepali.
/u/ (U, ≠u)

/i/ (I, ≠i)

/a/ (å)

/uu/ (uu, ’u, ≠u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i, ≠i)
/ee/ (ee, ’e) ≠(e, Ée) (≠≠åI)

/oo/ (oo, ’o) ≠(o, xo) (≠≠åU)
/aa/ (aa, ’a, ≠a)

/ai/ (åI, ≠Éi)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/au/ (åU, ≠xU)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Assamese
8.8. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we can
indicate: v (w, b), y (J), h (h, H), c˚ j also (q, s÷ Q, z), initial y (G, Q, z).
˙ 8.8. Sanskrit regional accent: Assamese.
/u/ (U, ≠u)

/i/ (I, ≠i)

/a/ (å, ≠Å) ≠≠(O, ’ø)
/uu/ (uu, ’u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/oo/ (oo, ’o) ≠(Oø, ’ø)

/ee/ (ee, ’e) ≠(E™, ’™)

/aa/ (√√, ’√) ≠(Åå, ’Å)

/au/ (√U, ≠ÅU)

/ai/ (√I, ≠ÅI)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 Ç 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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Bengali
8.9. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we can
mention: v (w, b), y (J), h (h, H), m (M), b (B), d (ƒ), g (‡), ph (f), bh (B), r (¸),
c˚ j (q, Q), j¬ (g, Ÿ), bh (B), initial y (G, Q, z), s (S), ö (ù), /00/ (0). In addition, it has a rather strong stress mostly found on the ﬁrst syllables of words.
˙ 8.9. Sanskrit regional accent: Bengali.
/u/ (U, ≠u)

/i/ (I, ≠i)

/a/ (å, ≠a)
/uu/ (uu, ’u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/ee/ (ee, ’e)
≠≠(ππ, πE, E, ’E)

/oo/ (oo, ’o)
≠≠(ØØ, ØO, O, ’O)
/aa/ (aa, ’a)

/ai/ (å™, ≠aI, ≠≠OI)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/au/ (√ø, ≠aU, ≠≠OU)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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Oriya
8.10. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we
mention: v (w, B, b), y (J), c (À, q), j (á, Q), j¬ (›), initial y (G, á), Ω (À), s (s,
À), /s0h/ sequences can become /s0/.
˙ 8.10. Sanskrit regional accent: Oriya.
/u/ (U, ≠u)

/i/ (I, ≠i)

/å/ (å, ≠,, ≠≠ø)
/uu/ (uu, ’u)

/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/oo/ (øo, ’ø) ≠(ø∏, O∏)

/ee/ (™e, ’™) ≠(™Ä, EÄ)

/aa/ (åå, ’å) ≠(,a, ’,)

/au/ (åu, ≠,u, ≠≠øu)

/ai/ (åi, ≠,i, ≠≠øi)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)
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Marathi
8.11. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants˚ it is
important to point out: v (¶, B), bh (B), dh (ƒ), ∂h (⁄), jh (ö), ph (F), y (J), h (h,
H)÷ /–/ tend to become (‰_). Apico-palatal consonants are typical.
˙ 8.11. Sanskrit regional accent: Marathi.
/u/ (U)

/i/ (I)
/a/ (å, ’‘, ≠√)

/ii/ (Ii, ’I)

/uu/ (Uu, ’U)
/oo/ (oP, ’o) ≠(∏ø, ’ø) (≠≠AP)

/ee/ (eÙ, ’e) ≠(Ä™, ’™) (≠≠ÅÙ)

/aa/ (aa, ’a) ≠(aå, a√)

/au/ (√U, ≠AP)

/ai/ (√I, ≠ÅÙ)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Telugu (Andhra Pradesh)
8.12. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants˚ let us
note that between vowels, we can ﬁnd: m (M), p (F), b (B), t (Ï), d (ƒ), † (∆), ∂
(®), k (x), g (Ÿ), h (h, H), ~ (%), † (†), ∂ (ﬂ), ß (a), kß (<), ® (c): apico-palatal consonants are typical (including l (Ú), if occurring before such apico-palatal contoids), v (w, B), y (j)÷ /éÒ˘/ (´Ò˘)÷ word-initially, front vowels can be preceded
by (J), back (rounded) vowels by (w).
˙ 8.12. Sanskrit regional accent: Telugu (Dravidian).
/u/ (U)

/i/ (I)

/a/ (å)

/uu/ (Uu, ≠¯U)

/ii/ (Ii, ≠ÛI)

/ee/ (ee, eÉ, ≠ÄÉ, ≠≠åI)

/oo/ (oo, oÖ, ≠åU, ≠≠√Ö)

/aa/ (åa) ≠(Äa, √a)

/au/ (åU, ≠√Ö)

/ai/ (åI, ≠ÄÉ)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Kannada (Karnataka)
8.13. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants˚ let us
mention: ~ (%), † (†), ∂ (ﬂ), ß (a), ® (c): apico-palatal consonants are typical (including l (Ú), if occurring before such apico-palatal contoids), v (w), y (j), h (h, H).
˙ 8.13. Sanskrit regional accent: Kannada (Dravidian).
/u/ (U)

/i/ (I)

/a/ (å)
/uu/ (u:)

/ii/ (i:)

/oo/ (o:) ≠(O:, ’ø)

/ee/ (e:) ≠(E:, ’™)

/aa/ (a:)

/ai/ (åI)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/au/ (åU)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Malayalam (Kerala)
8.14. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we
ﬁnd: v (¶), y (j), h (h, H)÷ p (B, b), t (ƒ, d), † (c, ﬂ), k (‡, g), r (r, r), ~ (%), † (†),
∂ (ﬂ), ß (a), kß (<), ® (c): apico-palatal consonants are typical (including l (Ú), if
occurring before such apico-palatal contoids).
˙ 8.14. Sanskrit regional accent: Malayalam (Dravidian).

/i/ (I)

/u/ (U)

/a/ (å, ’È)

/uu/ (u:, ’u)

/ii/ (i:, ’i)

/oo/ (o:, ’o) ≠≠(åU, åø)

/ee/ (e:, ’e) ≠≠(åI, å™)

/aa/ (a:, ’a)

/ai/ (åI, ≠å™)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/au/ (åU ≠åø)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)
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Tamil (Tamil Nadu)
8.15. For the consonants, let us indicate: v (W, w), y (j, J), h (h, H), r (r, r), b
(b, ≠p), d (d, ≠t), ∂ (ﬂ, ≠†), g (g, ≠k), j (G, ≠c)÷ between vowels or after nasals: p
(p, ≠b), t (t, ≠d), † (T, ≠D), k (k, ≠g), c (c, ≠G), nr (ædr), ~ (%), † (†), ∂ (ﬂ), ß (a), ®
(c): apico-palatal consonants are typical (including l (Ú), if occurring before such
apico-palatal contoids).
˙ 8.15. Sanskrit regional accent: Tamil (Dravidian).
/u/ (U, ≠¯)

/a/ (a, ’‘)

/uu/ (¯u, ’¯)

/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/oo/ (Öø, ’P, ≠Po) ≠≠(ùO, ’ù)

/ee/ (Ée, ’Ù, ≠Ùe) ≠≠(πÄ, ’π)

/aa/ (aa, ≠aA)

/au/ (√¯, ≠≠ùO)

/ai/ (Äi, ≠≠πÄ)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Singhala (Sri Lanka)
8.16. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we
ﬁnd: v (B), y (j), h (h, H).
˙ 8.16. Sanskrit regional accent: Singhala.
/u/ (U)

/i/ (I)

/a/ (å, ’x)
/uu/ (uU, ’u)

/ii/ (iI, ’i)
/ee/ (e™, ’e) ≠(EÄ, ’E)

/oo/ (oø, ’o) ≠(O∏, ’O)
/aa/ (aå, ’a)

/au/ (åU)

/ai/ (åI)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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Dhivehi (Maldives)
8.17. In addition to the vocogram and tonograms, for the consonants we
come across the following facts: v (W), y (j), h (h).
˙ 8.17. Sanskrit regional accent: Dhivehi.
/i/ (I)

/u/ (U)

/a/ (å)

/ii/ (Ii, ’i, ≠’I)

/uu/ (Uu, ’u, ≠’U)
/oo/ (oP, ’o) ≠(øÖ, ’ø) (≠≠åP)

/ee/ (eÙ, ’e) ≠(™É, ’™) (≠≠åÙ)

/aa/ (aå, ’a, ≠’å)

/au/ (åP)

/ai/ (åÙ)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

9.
Diachronic phonopses

9.0.1. „at follows is the result of careful considerations based on extensive comparative records between languages that we have described (including some of their
variants), as well as on their repercussions found in loanwords in –and from– those
same languages (considering alternations and spelling uncertainties).
Of course, we have also taken into due account modern and present-day reflexes, in terms of substratum characteristics, which are to be found in the areas where
the relevant languages were once spoken.
Linguistic reconstruction, if undertaken with appropriate instruments, should not
be limited merely to vocabulary or morphosyntax. In fact, the rigorous direct phonemic and phonetic experience of the numerous living languages treated in our Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics and those in the series on Language Pronunciation “ Accents,
certainly makes it possible to sketch an outline for these other languages, in conjunction with the specialists' work.
˛ese phonopses have been ﬁltered, through a way of ‘seeing' their phonic systems
truly ‘from the inside', and directly bringing them back to life in a fond way, instead
of merely considering them simply theoretically, and more out of duty than for fun.
˛ose who do not deem it proper to accept the results proposed in the following
phonopses of tongues of the past are positively at liberty not to credit what will be said.
˛e fact remains, however, that such hypotheses, including our inferences on
intonation, might prove to be anything but fanciful ideas. It is no longer absurd,
in fact, to consider the possibility of retrieving sound documents from the past,
which can turn out to be useful for empirical analyses and tests…
Likewise, as long as someone is not in a position to prove them wrong, these
phono-tonically detailed reconstructions should remain valid and reliable.
9.0.2. It would equally be interesting to apply the (segmental and suprasegmental) indications given to the reading and dramatizing of ancient texts.
˛is way, they would at least not be the predictable lackluster renditions of di‡erent texts belonging to totally di‡erent languages, all invariably done with the same
sounds (of one's own personal variant of an o‚cial language) and artiﬁcial and contrived intonation patterns, so as to put to sleep even well-intentioned listeners.
By means of computerized text-to-speech synthesis, among others, it will be possible to credibly give a(n almost authentic) voice to those texts, thus considerably
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rejuvenating the same old, soporiﬁc, academic lectures.
For dead languages, di‡erent scholars (and reconstructors) present phonemic
systems that sometimes are only partially di‡erent, but at other times strikingly
di‡erent indeed – even conﬂicting.
Such ‘detailed' proposals as those presented here should be interpreted in the
right spirit… until we are able to travel back in time, by going to and fro at will,
bringing good recording tools and –above all– using an excellent time-machine,
which could enable us to give deﬁnitive answers!
After analyzing so many actual systems of living languages, as said, a certain sensitivity towards ﬁne nuances may be developed almost naturally, possibly (but not
necessarily) with a certain bent for symmetry, which so many living languages already show.
˛us, the mapping of vocoids in the vocograms, the compilation of consonant
tables, even the assessment of tones and intonations, can be considered to be fairly precise as to their possible realizations. In fact, they are based on an experience
of several years (with reference to the author, who began to ‘play' with the sounds
of languages even before birth, especially for paraphonics and tonetics, of course,
as everyone can naturally do, but adding systematic studies with the best books
available when he was 12 of age).
Of course, it goes without saying, these descriptions are also based on careful
consideration of the actual data that many present-day languages have been reconstructed, with regard to the dead languages from which they derive.
All in all, we are dealing with an experience which is centuries-old, or even thousands of years old (with reference to the languages themselves).
9.0.3. In a sense, the Neogrammarians' comparative method is thus accomplished,
by acquiring entirety and naturalness. After all, we restate here, they can be safely
held as reliable, as long as recordings can be produced, ascribable to exactly the same
languages, which might reveal di‡erences compared to what is presented here.
But, if such languages were actually synthesized according to the indications
given, we would get more than plausible results. After all, no-one can be ‘sentenced' without ‘evidence' to prove di‡erent facts… ˛e widespread and unshakeable slapdash way of doing things which distinguishes much of the academic ‘tradition' is deﬁnitely worse…
Unfortunately, the ‘standard' practice, for those who write linguistics –or even
phonetics– books is unashamedly more approximate than what has been done in
this section (about the phono-tonetic reconstruction of dead languages), based on
necessarily indirect data and on ‘sound' common sense about sounds.
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Early Proto-Indoeuropean
9.1. Together with its later stage (given in the following section), this dead language constitutes the principal sources for the various ¤™ languages, which developed at di‡erent times (and in di‡erent regions). Only by positing two separate
phases, can the previous very di‡erent proposals of reconstruction provide otherwise impossible answers.
˛e early stage only had ﬁve short vowels (including /È/ (È)) and four long vowels (actually narrow diphthongs, with the same starting points as the short vowels), and four partially di‡erent phonemic diphthongs.
As for its consonants, we notice the opposition between ‘aspirated' and ejective
consonants. <e voiceless stops are actually ‘(0h)', not really ‘/0h/', while they also have actual ejective counterparts, /0«/ (0«), shown, in the table, as /0{«}/. <ey
included the following velar-bilabial consonants, /p, p«, B/ (ph, p«, B).
In addition it had three ‘laryngeal' approximants (two of them with supralaryngeal colorings, /â, h, W/ (â, h, W)), the occurrence of /Èm, Èn, ÈR, Èl/ (õ, ó, “,
Í), and of the assimilatory taxophone /s/ (z).
˙ 9.1. Early Proto-Indoeuropean.
/i[:]/ (I, Ii)

/u[:]/ (U, Uu)
/È/ (È)

/π[:]/ (Å, ÅÄ)

/A[:]/ (A, A√)

/ei/ (™i)

/ou/ (øu)

/πi/ (ÄI)

/Au/ (√U)

m
n
p{«} b t{«} d
©{«} á k{«} g p{«} B
ö
s (z)
â j
W w h
R-l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Late Proto-Indoeuropean
9.2. It had six short vowels (including /È/ (È)) and ﬁve long vowels (the two series having di‡erent timbres). In addition, it had six phonemic diphthongs.
As for its consonants, especially noteworthy is the opposition between /=, =h,
Ê, Êh/ (=, =h, Ê, ÊH) for stops. ˛ere were /0j, 0w/ sequences for /kj, khj, gj, ghj,
hj/ (©, ©h, á, áH, â) and /kw, khw, gw, ghw, hw/ (k, kh, g, gH, W). Also the occurrence of /Èm, Èn, ÈR, Èl/ (õ, ó, “, Í), and of the assimilatory taxophone /s/ (z), and
of (H) for /Êh/ (ÊH).
It had a normal stress accent (which could be distinctive as a consequence of its
being free), which was of a rather high-pitched nature but did not contrast with a
low-pitched one.
However, this tonetic feature acted as an embryo for the word-tonemes (or pich
accents) which would subsequently develop in a number of ¤™ languages.
˙ 9.2. Late Proto-Indoeuropean.
/uu/ (uu)
/u/ (U)

/ii/ (ii)
/i/ (I)
/È/ (È)
/ee/ (ee)
/e/ (E)
/a/ (å)

/oo/ (oo)
/o/ (O)
/aa/ (aa)

/oi/ (Oi)
/ou/ (Ou)
/au/ (åu)

/ei/ (Ei)
/eu/ (Eu)
/ai/ (åi)

m
n
p b t d
(© á) k g (k g) ö
s (z)
(â) j
(W) w h (H)
R-l

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ì 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 1)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
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Vedic Sanskrit
9.3. Vedic Sanskrit (Indic), also reconstructed on the basis of classical Sanskrit
and the reflexes in the Indian languages (and of the ancient borrowings in di‡erent languages, such as Greek and Chinese), had three short and ﬁve long vowels,
as well as the two diphthongs given. It had opposition between /=, =h, Ê, Êh/ with
(ÊH), very probably not yet taxophonically di‡erentiated as in Classical Sanskrit.
Let us mainly consider the di‡erences between them. It also had /L/(Â), including
/HL/ (HÂ), in addition to /Hm, Hn, HN, HB, HR, Hl/.
Lastly, it had the three tonemes given, with possible di‡erences, it seems, as in
sùkòta ‘well done' and sukòtL ‘kind deed'
˙ 9.3. Vedic Sanskrit.
/i/ ('i, &i, ’¤)

/u/ ('u, &u, ’U)

/a/ ('√, &√, ’x)

/uu/ ('uu, &uu, ’u)

/ii/ ('ii, &ii, ’i)

/oo/ {/ou/} ('©U, &©o, ’5)

/ee/ {/ei/} ('ÄI, &ÄÙ, ’É)

/aa/ ('A;√, &A√, ’√)

/au/ ('A;u, &AU, ’√¨)

/ai/ ('a;i, &aI, ’å¤)

m (M) n
%
pb
TD † ﬂ
ßﬁ a å
B
R-“
r-(
l-Í
Ú

/Ì/ (Ì) /Ç/ (Ç) /è/ (è)

N
(Ò)
˙
© á (é 0) k g
Â J
hH
j

/./ (13)

/?/ (31)

/÷/ (^)
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Pali
9.4. Pali (Indic) had three short vowels (which could be distinctively nasalized,
as well) and ﬁve long vowels (actually narrow diphthongs), di‡ering in timbre.
˛ere were no /ai, au/, which had become /ee, oo/, nor intense (or ‘syllabic')
consonants. It had opposition between /=, =h, Ê, Êh/ (=, =h, Ê, ÊH); only /s/, but
/$/ (Ú); also, distinctive opposition between simple and geminated consonants, C
– CC˚ and (n=0) (homorganic).
˙ 9.4. Pali.
/uu/ (U[u], U0)
/u/ (P)

/ii/ (I[i], I0)
/i/ (Ù)

/oo/ (ø[o], ø0)

/ee/ (™[e], ™0)
/å/ (å)

/aa/ (a[å], a0)
m (M)
(<)
p b
t d
s
V

n

l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

%
† ﬂ
c
(Ú)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

~
C ‚

(˙)
k g
ã

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

h (H)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)
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Old Telugu
13.5. Since we are dealing with languages of India, let us include this Dravidian language, which had ﬁve vowels, both short and long (the latter actually being narrow
opening diphthongs) and the two phonemic diphthongs given.
˛e momentaneous phonemes (stop and stop-strictive) had ‘aspirated' clusters, not
shown in the table, used in borrowings from Sanskrit, for /0h, 0H/, as /C, Â, H/, too.
˙ 9.5. Old Telugo (Dravidian).
/i[i]/ (iI, I)

/u[u]/ (uU, U)

/e[e]/ (e™, ™)

/o[o]/ (oø, ø)

/ai/ (åI)
/a[a]/ (å, åa)

/au/ (åU)

m
pb

n
td
s

B

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

¸
r-l

%
†ﬂ

˙
kg

k›
{a} {Â}
c
j
Ú

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

{(H)} h

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Old Tamil
9.6. ˛is other Dravidian language had ﬁve vowels, both short and long (the latter actually being narrow diphthongs) and the two phonemic diphthongs given.
˛e voiced consonantal taxophones occurred in intervocalic position. In addition,
it had (n=0) (homorganic).
˙ 9.6. Old Tamil (Dravidian).
/i[i]/ (i[i])

/u[u]/ (u[u])

/e[e]/ (™[™])

/o[o]/ (ø[ø])

/ai/ (ai)
/a[a]/ (a[a])

/au/ (au)

m
p (b)

n
t (d)
V

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

¸
r-l

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

%
† (ﬂ)
c
Ú

N
© (á)
j

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

k (g)
∆

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

10.
Phonopses of 26
modern languages
(for comparisons)
10.1. According to the phonetic method, the pronunciation of another language is done contrastively, by comparing the characteristics of the language to be
studied and those of one's own mother tongue.
For the latter, at least its neutral accent is presented, although in a simpliﬁed
way. In fact, only the diphthongs which are not just simple combinations of existing phonemes are here shown, possibly as independent phonemes, often with
unpredictable realizations. In more complete books (with speciﬁc teaching purposes), also the regional accents of both languages are presented.
10.2. However, in this book it is not possible to provide everything and for several languages. <e books already published (and those in preparation, indicated in
the bibliography), which belong to the series X Pronunciation “ Accents˚ are thought
to be useful. <ey are on: English, German, Dutch, French, Spanish, Portuguese,
Italian, Russian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Hindi, Turkish, Arabic, Hebrew.
10.3. <erefore, here, we will at least provide the iconic phonopses of 26 languages, as for their vowels˚ consonants and intonation˚ a little simpliﬁed (but still
more accurate than what can be found in so many other books). <ey are derived
from those books or from Handbook of Pronunciation and Natural Phonetics “
Tonetics˚ where much more can be found in comparison with what has been provided here. In fact, here, for tonal languages, we have also omitted their tonemes,
while showing their marked tunes, with further simpliﬁcations.
10.4. <us, it will be useful to carefully compare the phonopses of one's own language (and also those of other languages one wants to know), to see directly what is
similar or di‡erent. In the indicated books, there are more than 300 such phonopses.
˙ 10.27.1-7 give a number of orograms of the contoids which are necessary to facilitate the comparison between di‡erent languages.
10.5. Symbols given between ( ) are important taxophones (or combinatory
variants), while those between ( ) are possible additional phonemes or xenophonemes. Since we do not consider clusters like /0h/ as unitary phonemes in possible opposition to simple /0/, they do not appear in the consonant tables provided.
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ƒ 10.1. English.

(i)
(¤)
(È)
(™)
(å)
(π)

(¯)
(¨)

(i)
(¤)
(È)
(™)

(¯)

British

(¯u)
(Ii)

(ø:)
(‘:)

(™I)

(øÙ)
(‘¨)

(Ø)
(A:)

(aÙ)

(aÖ)

American
(Ii)

(Uu)

(¨)
(√)
(O:)
(A:, A)

(π)
m
pb

n
TD

(˛ Ã)b

f v † ∑
s z

(™I)

(ø¨)
(øÙ)

(aÖ)

(aÙ)
˙
kg

cG

(ö)

S Z
[a
l ı

>b

j <a

w h (H)

British
/ / (2 2 5 1 1 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
American

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 • 2 1)

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)
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ƒ 10.2. German.
(u:)
(U)
(o:)

(i:), (y:)
(I), (Y)
(e:), (È)
(°:)
(E), (§)

(OY)

(√), (O)

(a[:])

(ae)
m
pb

n

˙
kg

47
∫ q
f v
s z

(ao)

(ö)

c
S Z Â,

Xº
(‰) h

l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 1)

/÷/ (2 5 1 1)

ƒ 10.3. Dutch.
(ii), (yy)
(¤), (Y)
(ee), (°°)

(uu)

(™)

(ø)

(ui)

(iu), (yu)

(È), (oo)

(eeu)

(ooi)

(E¤), (§Y)

(√U)

(aai)

(a[a])
m
pb

n
td
fv
V

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

(©)
ßﬁ
{ë ò} (Â J)
j (<)
l R (ı)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

˙
k {g}

(ö)
ºXº
h (H)

/?/ (2 è 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)
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ƒ 10.4. French.
(u)

(i), (y)
(e), (°)
(#)
(E)
(§)
(a)

(Ú)

(o)
(O)

(ì), (^)
(Œ)

m
pb

n

N
(+ _) (© á)
,

td
f v
/ \

s z

{˙}
kg
(º)
¥ °

˜

l

/./ (% ç 3 3)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 • 1 1)

/÷/ (2 5 1 1)

ƒ 10.5. Spanish.
(i)

(u)

(ø)

(™)
(a)
m
pb

n
t d

f † (∑)
sa (z)a
(B)
(ƒ)
(l)

N

k g
C {‚} (›)
xa (Ÿ)
(X)e
,
(ß)e (ﬁ)e (ò)
j (ã) (F)
w (j)
R r:
l
(¬) Le
e Spain

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ç 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 1 1)
a Lat. Amer.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
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ƒ 10.6. Portuguese.
(u, ¨)
(¢)
(o)
(Ø)
(O)

(i, ¤)
(e)
(È)
(E), (A, Å)
(a)
m
pb

n
td

N
(© á)b k g

(C ‚)b

fv
(B)l

(Ÿ)l
sz
(ƒ)l

(ë ò)b Sl Zl

w (j) (˜)b

j (ã)

R
(]) ı

(º)l

L
Portugal
/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
Brazil

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/?/ (2 ¶ 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.7. Italian.
(i)

(u)

(e)

(o)

(E)

(O)

(a)
m
pb

n
f v

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

N

t d
qQ

c G

s z

S {Z}

kg

j

w

r (R)
l

L

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 5 1 2)
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ƒ 10.8. Romanian.
(i)

(…), (u)

(™)

(x), (ø)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
q
fv sz

(© á)
cG
S Z

kg

(â) j (ã) (j) (F) ∆ w (j)

Rl

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (3 ç 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.9. Russian.
(i), (…)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a, å)
m (m)
p b (p b)

n
f v (f v)

t d
q (Q)

C (‚)

ë {ò} ∑ „ (À =)

s z
R

kg

(, J)
(â) j (ã) (F) ∆

(j) {H}

(ç)
(¬)

ı

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

(~)
(N)
(+ _) (© á)
(⁄ Á)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 • 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)
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ƒ 10.10. Czech.
(u[:])

(i[:])

(ø[:])

(™[:])
(a[:])
m
p b

n
N
t d
© á k g (ö)
q (Q)
c (G)
f v s z (Q) {(4)} z {(()} S Z
x (Ÿ)
j
H
R (r) ]

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ¶ 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.11. Polish.
(i)
(¤)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
qQ
fv sz

N
(© á)
ÃÓ C‚
∑ „ ë ò

Rl

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

˙
kg

(y) m
(â) j (ã) ∆

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.12. Bulgarian.
(u)
(X)
(o)

(i)
(e)

(ø)
(å)

(™)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
qQ
f√ sz

(© á)
C‚
ë ò
R Ï

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

k g (ö)

(y)
(â) ã (j) ∆

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ç 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.13. Greek.
(i)

(u)

(™)

(ø)
(a)

m
p b

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

n
t d

(N)
(© á) k g

çÇ
f v † ∑ ß ﬁ (Â J) x Ÿ
j
R l (L)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.14. Hungarian.
(i[i]), (y[y])

(u[u])

(ee), (°°)

(oo)

(#)

(ø)

(E)
(aa)

(ù)

m
pb

n
td
qQ
fv sz

kg

Rl

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

N
c G k›
SZ
(â) j (∆) h (H)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

ƒ 10.15. Albanian.
(u)

(i), (%)

(™)

(‘), (ø)
(a)

m
pb

n

¸
ô 5ı

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

N
kg

t d
q Q
fv †s∑z

cG k›
S Z
j

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

h

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.16. «nnish.
(i[i]), (y[y])

(u[u])

(™[™]), (#[#])

(ø[ø])

(π[π])

(A[A])

m
p {b}

n

˙
k {g}

td
{f} v

ß
j

ö
(·)
h

5]

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.17. Arabic.
(u{:})

(i{:}, ¢{:})

(Ä{:}, A{:})
m
(p) b

n
td td
f † ∑ {(D)}
sz †Ã

ö
h

S Z
5 (R)
l {ı}

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

k {(g)}

{(G)}

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

j

w

H (h) H
º˜

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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ƒ 10.18. Hebrew.
(i)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
q
fv sz

kg
{c G}
S {Z}
j
Rl

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

ö
º {h}
(˜) {H} h
(r)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)

ƒ 10.19. Turkish.
(i[I])
(y[Y])

(M[û])
(u[U])

(™[É])
(#[ê])

(ø[Ö])

m
pb td

(√[a])
n

kg ö
c G (k ›)
å 6 s z (z) S Z
(¸)
(â) j (ã) (¥ %) (∆) h
R (ô)
ı

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 5 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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ƒ 10.20. Persian.
(i:)

(u:)

(e)

(o)

(Å)

(ù:)

m
pb

n
td

(© á) k g › (G) ö
cG
S Z

fv sz
(¸)
Rl

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

º(˜)
j

h (H)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.21. Hindi.
(i[i])
(I)
(e[e])

(u[u])

(Ä[™])

(∏[ø])

(U)
(o[o])

(å, ‘)
m
pb

n
td

(a[a])
{N}
˛Ã

{å} 6
s {z}

{ß}

(«)
C‚

{›}

{ö}

ë {ò}
j (ã)

R-l

{˙}
kg

®

(j) {˜} (h) H
{r}

(with several /0h, h0/ clusters)

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)
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ƒ 10.22. Vietnamese.
(Ûi)

(MM), (uu)

(Ée)

(ÏX), (øo)
(x)

(πE), (å)
(Åa)
m
pb

(ùO)
n

td
f v s z

N

˙
k

ﬁ C
ßΩ ò

(˙)
(k)
(ö)

x Ÿ

w h
l
(with /t, th/ and {‘b, ‘d} and tonemes not shown here)
/./ (13)

/?/ (313)

/?/ (31)

ƒ 10.23. Burmese.
(u)

(i)
(eÙ)
(È)

(oP)

(E)
(a), (aÙ)

(O)
(aP)

m
pb

n
TD
‡ƒ
(†) s (∑) z

N

˙
kg

ö

C‚
ë {ò}
{¸}
l

j (ã)

w h

(with /0h, h0/ clusters and tonemes not shown here)
/./ (13)

/?/ (313)

/?/ (31)
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ƒ 10.24. Chinese.
(i), (y)

(M), (u)
(X)
(ø)

(™)
(a)
m
p b (( {)

n
td
qQ

(™i)

(øu)

(a™)

(aø)

(~)

,

ﬁ"

(Â ©)

ß (Ω)
r

(¿ B)

k5 g

(ö)

f (v) (5 ç)

(·)
s (z)

j (ã) ¥ (%) (∆) w (j) (˜) h
l
(with complex voicing ant tonemes not shown here)
/./ (13)

/?/ (31)

/÷/ (^)

ƒ 10.25. Korean.
(i[i]), (%[%])

(M[M]), (u[u])

(e[™]), (ê[ê])

(o[ø])
(,[,], ≠∑[„])
(a[a])

([Ä]E)

m
p (b)

n

(~)

t (d)

˙
k (g)

C (‚)

s (z)

(ë)
(⁄)
(R) l (¬) ($)

(â)
(∆)
ã Æ (=)

ö
(W) h (H)
j

(¬)

(with /0h, 0ö/ clusters and complex voicing)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.26. Japanese.
(i[i])

(u[u])

(™[™])

(ø[ø])

(å)
(aa)
m
p b

n
t d
(q Q)
s z

(F)

^

(~)

˙
kg

(K G)

(ö)

(c Ë)
(S Ω)
j (H)

m (¬)

w

h

(with tonal patterns)
/?/ (31)

/./ (13)

/÷/ (^)

Main consonant orograms
ƒ 10.27.1. Main nasals.

m

m

M

˙

n

N

n

~

N

∞

”

˙

«

˙

,
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ƒ 10.27.2. Main stops.

pb

({

pb

td

47

TD

˛Ã

+_

©á

£8

´Ò

k/g

kg

‘b

±

ö

‘d

ƒ 10.27.3. Main stop-strictives (or ‘a‡ricates').

∫∫

.…

qQ

çÇ

ﬁ"

C‚

cG

~˙

⁄Á

Â©

bB

k›

%O

∞

wŸ

∑W

±

›G
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ƒ 10.27.4. Main constrictives (or ‘fricatives').

å6

fv

5ç

fv

†∑

ùü

Qz

ßﬁ

ßΩ

∑„

ëò

SZ

/\

À=

¿B

ÂJ

xŸ

·y

âm

Xº

4(

º˜

hh

·

ƒ 10.27.5. Main approximants (and semi-approximants).

FB

ƒ

V

⁄

¸

â

˙

¸
≤

≤

≤
>

<

∆

W

˝
‰

˜˜

˝
%

˝

=

˝
j

F

˝

˝

Æ

˝

˝

j

˝

é

w

˝

˝

¥

ã

H

°
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ƒ 10.27.6. Main ‘rhotics'.

r

†

R

5

1

1

≤
[

ç
≤

˜

º

≤
‰

<

®

>

+
K

+
`

¬

r

ƒ 10.27.7. Main laterals.

+

¬

l

ô

Ï

3

L

¯

+

+
ı

+
∞

+

Î

+
+

+

+

+

l

ı

+

+

+

+
+

t

]

L

Ï

+

+

$

+

¬

11.
Annotated
Bibliography
A number of our examples have been taken from some of the few titles listed in
this Bibliography, but they have been retranscribed (or transcribed, if needed), following our canIPA method, also adapting their spelling, following its reform rules or
adding it, if not present. Of course, many less useful (or, rather, useless) books and
articles do not appear here.
Aklujkar, A. (1992) Sanskrit: an Easy Introduction to an Enchanting Language˘ British Columbia: Sva1 dhya1 ya Publications; with unsatisfactory, ‘modern', sound ﬁles
not particularly ﬁt for real pronunciation; with partial transliteration, no IPA.
Allen, W.S. (1953) Phonetics in Ancient India˘ Oxford: OUP; not as expected.
Balbir, N. (2013) Le sanskrit˘ Chennevières-sur-Marne: Assimil; with unsatisfactory,
‘modern', sound ﬁles not ﬁt for real pronunciation; with transliteration, no IPA.
Brocquet, S. (2016”) Grammaire élémentaire et pratique du sanskrit classique. Bruxelles: Safran; with transliteration, no IPA.
Bouquiaux, L. et alii (1976) Initiation à la phonétique. Paris: puf/orstom; a vinyl
record to be used in connection with Thomas et alii; expanded IPA.
Canepari, L. (1983) Phonetic Notation / La notazione fonetica˘ Venezia: Cafoscarina;
with 2 enclosed audiocassettes; almost canIPA.
— (1986’) Italiano standard e pronunce regionali {‘Standard and Regional Italian
Pronunciations'}. Padua: Cleup; with 2 enclosed audiocassettes, the second one
is about regional pronunciations, aslo downloadable from our canipa.net website;
almost canIPA˘
— (2000/2009) Dizionario di pronuncia italiana {‘Italian Pronouncing Dictionary'}. Bologna: Zanichelli; 60,000 forms with transcription and pronunciation
variants, which correspond at least to 180,000 actual words; with many variants
and degrees of acceptability: modern neutral, traditional neutral, acceptable, tolerated, slovenly, intentional and lofty; canIPA˘
— (2004”) Manuale di pronuncia italiana {‘Handbook of Italian Pronunciation'}.
Bologna: Zanichelli; with 2 enclosed audiocassettes, aslo downloadable from our
canipa.net website; it introduces modern neutral pronunciation, in addition to
the traditional one, besides other types, including 22 regional koinés; canIPA˘
— (2007) Pronunce straniere dell'italiano – ProSIt {‘Foreign Pronunciations of Italian'}. München, Lincom; precise descriptions of the foreign accents of 43 lan-
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guage groups, not only European, with intonation and more or less marked internal variants; canIPA˘
— (2007”) A Handbook of Pronunciation. English, Italian, French, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Russian, Arabic, Hindi, Chinese, Japanese, Esperanto. München: Lincom; canIPA transcriptions, as in this book.
— (2007) Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics. Articulatory, auditory, and functional˘ München: Lincom; updated edition of previous title; the ﬁrst part gives a complete
presentation of the canIPA method and symbolization; while, the second part
provides accurate phonosyntheses of 241 living languages and 71 dead ones; on
our website, the latter are 81, freely downloadable.
— (2016”) English Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; with more than
200 di‡erent accents {l1: 121 native with variants}, bilingual {l2: 63}, foreign {ls:
30}; canIPA˘
— (2016”) German Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic, traditional, international, regional and foreign accents, not only in Germany, Austria and Switzerland; canIPA˘
— (2017) French Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic,
traditional, international, regional and foreign accents, not only in France;
canIPA˘
— (2017) Portuguese Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic, traditional, and international pronunciations, 22 regional and several foreign accents; canIPA˘
— (2018) Italian Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, traditional,
mediatic pronunciations, with 22 regional and 43 foreign accents, not only European, with intonation and more or less marked internal variants and subvariants,
with further chapters on Italian dialects, Latin and other diachronic stages, and
many downloadable sound ﬁles from our canipa.net website; canIPA˘
— (2019) Hebrew Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; international, neutral, mediatic, traditional pronunciations, with Jerusalem and ﬁve ‘ethnic' accents,
including 40 ‘return-regional' accents, and a couple of diachronic stages, with
counseling by Maya Mevorah; canIPA˘
— (2020) Greek Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; international, neutral,
mediatic, traditional pronunciations, regional accents, including diachronic stages,
with a chapter on Ancient Greek; canIPA˘
— (2020) Persian Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; communicative, neutral, mediatic, traditional, international pronunciations, with regional and bordering accents; canIPA˘
— (2021) Ancient Greek Pronunciation “ Modern Accents. München: Lincom; canIPA˘
— (2021) Romanian Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, and mediatic pronunciations, with regional accents; canIPA˘
— (forth.) Italian Pronouncing Dictionary / Dizionario di pronuncia italiana˘ Rome:
Aracne; updated and expanded full version of the 2000/2009 DìPI edition; canIPA˘
— (forth.) Latin Pronunciation “ Accents˘ München: Lincom; with di‡erent ancient
accents and ‘modern' national ones; canIPA˘
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— (forth.) Catalan Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, and mediatic pronunciations, with regional accents; canIPA˘
— “ Balzi, F. (2016) Turkish Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral,
mediatic and international pronunciations, and regional accents; canIPA˘
— “ Cerini, M. (2016”) Dutch “ Afrikaans Pronunciation “ Accents. München:
Lincom; neutral, mediatic, traditional, international, and regional accents, not
only in the Netherlands, ‰anders, and South Africa; canIPA˘
— “ — (2017”) Chinese Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral and
mediatic Mandarin, with 10 regional and Taiwanese accents; canIPA˘
— “ — (2020”) Arabic Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral and
mediatic accents, including ‘regionational' accents; with contributions from
Maurizio Pugliese; canIPA˘
— “ Giovannelli, B. (2012[) La buona pronuncia italiana del terzo millennio {‘Good
Italian Pronunciation for the <ird Millennium'}. Rome: Aracne; neutral pronunciation, with a ©∂ containing recordings, also downloadable from the canipa.net website; canIPA˘
— “ Miotti, R. (forth.) Spanish Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic, traditional, international, and regional accents, not only in Spain
and Latin America; English version corresponding to Miotti “ Canepari's Pronunciación y acentos del español ; canIPA˘
— “ Miscio, F. (2017”) Japanese Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic and international pronunciations, and 20 regional accents; canIPA˘
— (2018) Japanese Pronouncing Dictionary. From Transliteration to Phonotonetics˘
München: Lincom; canIPA˘
— “ Pugliese, M. (2021) Galician Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom;
neutral, mediatic pronunciations, and regional accents; canIPA˘
— “ Sharma, G. (2017”) Hindi Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic and international pronunciations, and 16 regional accents; canIPA˘
— “ Vitali, D. (2018) Russian Pronunciation “ Accents. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic, traditional, international, and some regional accents; canIPA˘
Cardona, G. (2003) Sanskrit, 104-160, in <e Indo-Aryan Languages˘ London: Routledge; transliteration, no IPA.
Catford, J.C. (1988) A Practical Introduction to Phonetics˘ Oxford: Clarendon Press;
guided drills to develop phonetic kinesthesia, to be performed accurately, step
by step; however, the 2001 edition should be avoided because of too many technical problems during its unsuccesful updating; IPA.
Chapman, W.H. et alii (1988’) Introduction to Practical Phonetics˘ Horsleys Green:
Summer Institute of Linguistics; substantially IPA.
Chatterji, S.K. (1952) &æ præn≠nsieixn æv *sanskrit˚ in ‘Le Maître Phonétique', 97:
2-9; as all MPh contributions, fully transcribed using IPA, including a simple transcription of the North #nd and Sun story, with no stress indications, and as usual without intonation or interrogative sentences, translated by S.S.N. Bhattacharya; useful and reliable.
— (1960) <e pronunciatin of Sanskrit˚ in ‘Indian Linguistics', 21:61-82; based on
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his preceding title, useful and reliable; IPA.
Coulson, M. (2010) Teach Yourself Complete Sanskrit˘ London: Hodder Headline;
with transliteration also in the ﬁnal vocabulary.
Duden Aussprachewörterbuch (2015],1962») Berlin: Dudenverlag; the ‘duden 6'; also gives
person, family, and place names belonging to various languages, with their original
pronunciation, but unfortunately, with intralinguistic rather than interlinguistic transcriptions, and sometimes in an outdated style; IPA˚ with /a, a:/, but /r/, however, now,
at last, it accepts ‘/r/-‘vocalization' also after short vowels, although it continues using
only /r/; nothing on intonation, and a very short section on reduced forms; IPA.
However, its ﬁrst edition was our best ‘friend' during school time, bringing there
interesting books on languages and phonetics, rather than the boring expected
ones, not to waste precious time. Among the preferred books there were various
Linguaphone courses –set up by renowned phoneticians and also recorded by selected radio speakers– which had a whole disc out of sixteen devoted to the phonetics of the language taught, with full IPA transcriptions of the various examples,
accurately chosen to show the phonic structure; later on, we used those same lists,
adequately completed, also for our studies on the di‡erent accents, including the
social, regional, and foreign ones. Unfortunately, after the sixties, those courses became like all others, practically with no attention to phonetics.
Hall, B.C. (1992) Sanskrit Pronunciation˘ Pasadena: <eosophical University Press;
simple booklet and audiocassette.
Handbook of the International Phonetic Association (1999)˘ Cambridge: C. Univ. Press;
although it should be a reliable and advisable guide for transcribing and describing the pronunciation of languages, it honestly cannot be considered such; IPA˘
Haudricourt, A.G. “ Thomas, J.M.C. (1976) La notation des langues. Phonétique
et phonologie {‘Language notation. Phonetics and phonology'}. Paris: Inst. Géographique National; with 2 enclosed vinyl records; adapted IPA.
Jones, D. (1956) Cardinal Vowels˘ London: Linguaphone Institute; 2 {78 rpm} records with booklet; now face å of both records are downloadable; IPA.
— (1967’) †e Phoneme: its Nature and Use˘ Cambridge: He‡er; still better than so
many more or less recent productions (which woolily try to deal with this serious and important subject, but only ridiculing it, continually ‘inventing' absurd
phonological theories); IPA.
Killingley, D. (1997) Beginning Sanskrit˘ München: Lincom; only transliteration.
Killingley, S-Y “ Killingley, D. (1995) Sanskrit˘ München: Lincom; generical IPA.
Laver, J. (1980) †e Phonetic Description of Voice Quality˘ Cambridge: CUP; with a
non-enclosed audiocassette; IPA.
Maggi, F. “ L. Canepari (forth.) Latin Pronouncing Dictionary˘ Rome: Aracne; presented and realized according to useful phonic principles; canIPA˘
Mawet, F. (2012) Grammaire sanskrite à l'usage des étudiants hellénistiques et latinistes˘
Leuven: Peeters; with transliteration, non-IPA.
Miotti, R. “ Canepari, L. (forth.) Pronunciación y acentos del español {‘Spanish
Pronunciation “ Accents'}. München: Lincom; neutral, mediatic, traditional, international, and regional accents, not only in Spain and Latin America; Spanish
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version of Canepari “ Miotti's Spanish Pronunciation “ Accents; canIPA˘
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¤~†™®~å†¤ø~å¬ π∆ø~™†¤© å¬π∆å∫™†
(o‚cial: 1993, corrected in 1996, and updated in 2005)
©ø~ßø~å~† (π¨¬µø~¤©)
Plosive

Bilabial Labiodent. Dental

Alveolar Postalveol. Retroﬂex

Palatal

p

t

©

Â

Nasal
Trill
Tap or ∫ap
Fricative
Lateral fric.

(˝)

F

b
m
∫

M

B f

©
v

† ∑

d
n
r
R
s z
! ú
<
l

˛ Ã
N
#
ß Ω

" Z

Velar

Uvular

˝
N

k g
˙

› G
,
K

˝

x

X º

‚

Pharyng. Glottal

ö

h ˚

h H

V
>
j
µ
Approxim.
$
L
ì
Lateral app.
‹ere symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right is voiced. Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible.

Clicks

Voiced implosives Ejectives

Ö Bilabial
| Dental
! (Post)alveolar
õ Palatoalveolar
~ Alveol. lateral

ñ
Ã
á
Ÿ
ä

Bilabial
Dental/alveol.
Palatal
Velar
Uvular

« as in:
p« Bilabial
t« Dental/alveol.
k« Velar
s« Alveol. fricat.

Front

Open-mid
Open

Central

i y

Close-mid

Voiceless labial-velar fric.
Voiced labial-velar app.
Voiced labial-palatal app.
Voiceless epiglottal fric.
Voiced epiglottal fric.
Epiglottal plosive

¿
B
À
Ï

Voiceless alveolo-palatal fric.
Voiced alveolo-palatal fric.
Voiced alveolar lateral ﬂap
Simultaneous " and x

˜

A‡ricates and double articulat.
can be represented by two symbols joined by a tie bar if necess.

†ø~™ß “ ∑ø®∂ å©©™~†ß

√ø∑™¬ß
Close

ø$™® ß¥µ∫ø¬ß

'
w
¥
…
H
¿

ï

©ø~ßø~å~†ß (~ø~-π¨¬µø~¤©)

… %

I Y
e °

Ù +
È
E §
‘ ê
π
å
a π

Back

M u
U
‰ o
√ O
A Ø

‹ere symbols appear in pairs, the one
to the right (and U) is rounded.

Ò
´
0
`
Ô

or

>1
≥1
ˇ1
≤1
<1

¬™√™¬
Extra-high
High
Mid
Low
Extra-low

± Downstep (relative)
≠ Upstep (relative)

∂¤å©®¤†¤©ß (Diacritics can be placed above a symbol with a descender, ™ ô)
= Voiceless
) Breathy voiced b "
Y Dental
∂ ¨
U P
î Voiced
§ Creaky voiced ë Ä
Î Apical
ÿ ‹
Û ∏
y Linguolabial u p
¥ Laminal
¨ π
t5 d5
5 Aspirated
g More rounded Æ o
t„ d„
e Ú
„ Labialized
° Nasalized
G Less rounded æ O
tJ dJ
dô
J Palatalized
ô Nasal release
Ω Advanced
% —
tˆ dˆ
ˆ Velarized
ó Lateral release dó
! Retracted
m ù
/ Pharyngealized t/ d/
æ No audibile rel. dæ
Velarized
or
pharyngealized
ë ö
ı t
7 Centralized
°
F Raised
l (∑ = voiced labial-velar fricative)
Z Mid-centralized ¬ •
c Syllabic
f Lowered
ó ≥
L (≈ = voiceless velar approximant)
W Non-syllabic
ƒ Advanced Tongue Root
k ¶
¯ ¤
‡
È& A&
µ Ù
Retracted Tongue Root
& Rhotacized

£
8
3
’
9

±
≠

»1
«1
21
"1
4[1

or

©ø~†ø¨®
Rising
Falling
High rising
Low rising
Rising-falling

Global rise
Global fall

ß¨π®åß™Ÿµ™~†å¬ß

'
&
:
;
z
.
Ó
Ó
Ñ

Primary stress
Secondary stress:

&foUnÈ'tISÈn
Long
a:
Half-long a;
Extra-short q

Syllable break:

<i.πkt

Minor (foot) group
Major (intonation) gr.
Linking (absence of a
break)

ê

